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News In Brief
Monday to be final day of season
at the National Scouting Museum
Labor Day, Monday, Sept. 7, will be the final opportunity for area
residents to visit the National Scouting Museum at Murray State
I 'niversity during the 1987 season.
The museum, which features an outdoor obstacle course, multimedia theatre-in-the-round and a collection of original Scout paintings by Norman Rockwell, has been open daily from 10 a.m. until 7
p.m. since June 1.
Director Darwin Kelsey said visitorship at the museum increased
significantly during its second season. Additional renovations are
planned inside the building while the facility is closed. The third summer season is scheduled to begin on June 1, 1988
Admission rates to the muesum are $4.50 for adults 12 and olderl,
S3.50 for youth (ages 6 through 111, no charge for youngsters under 6
and group rates (six or more are $3 per person. Senior citizens
and older pay $4 and anyone youth or adult, with membership in
Boy Scouts is admitted for $3.

Local Labor Day closings announced
,

All government offices in Murray and Calloway County will be closed Monday in observance of the Labor Day holiday, including the tircult clerk's office, and'all offices in the courthouse and at Murray City Hall Also closed will be the Sheriff's Deparment and the U.S. Post
Office.
Sheriff's deputies and the Murray Police Department will have
patrols available for emergencies throughout the day. Fire crews are
also on-call for the city and county.
Mail dispatches will leave from the outside drop-boxes at 2 p.m.
Monday at the main U.S. Postal Service branch on Chestnut Street.
but the inside windows will be closed all day. Only Express Mail
packages will be delivered, a postal spokesman said.
Both Murray and Calloway County School Systems will be closed
Monday in observance of the Labor Day holiday.
The Calloway County Public Library will be closed Saturday, Sunday and Monday. library director Margaret Trevathan said. The
public library will reopen Tuesday at 9 a.m.
The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA office at 104 N. 5th
Street will also close Monday.
All the above-mentioned agencies will resume regular schedules
Tuesday.
The Murray Ledger & Times wildk to press Monday

Elsewhere...
It) the topocia.br4 Prree

THE NORTHWEST — Steady winds continued to fan fires that
have ravaged hundreds of thousands of acres of brush and timber in
parts of seven Western statei.
WASHINGTON — A government study found increased deaths due
to lung cancer and certain lymph cancers among Vietnam veteran
Marines, providing what a veterans' group called "the first very
clear scientific data implicating Agelitt Orange,
WASHINGTaN — The Reagan administration is giving Iran one
last chance to accept a cease-fire in the tense Persian Gulf region
while gathering all the ammunition it may need to slap an arms embargo on Tehran.
WASHINGTON — The Delta Air Lines jetliner that flew 60 miles off
course last July over the North Atlantic came within 30 feet of colliding with another jet. much closer than was previously thought, investigators say.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan, applying a new yardstick for
evaluating welfare, housing and education programs, says federal
policies must be judged in terms of how they will affect families mid
parents' supervision of their children.
WASHINGTON — Women are making gains in jobs and pay, but
still earn much less than men, largely because of clustering in certain jobs and lack of work experience, a government study says.
WORCESTER, Mass. — Few adults want to adopt orphaned or
abandoned children with AIDS, whose life expectancies are between
one to two years, and many of the children die without ever leaving
the hospital, social workers
SE011„ South Korea — Riot police storm plants and buildings held
by striking workers in Seoul and the south today and seize scores of
suspects as the government launches a crackdown on violent strikes.
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35 CENTS

Council opens
bids for work
on new facility
Members of the Murray City
Council opened bids from local
contractors Thursday at a public
meeting for the building of a propaed police facility on the corner
of Poplar and Fifth streets.
Bids were as followed, with a
price for demolition of the exsiting
Poppye Shop building bid
separately: John Clark was the
lowest bidder with, $151,128 and
demolition $5,000; Crouch Construction Co., $161,628, demolition
$6.000; Geurin Construction Co.,
$148,950, demolition $5,200; Perry
Construction Co., $176,723.
City Clerk Jo Crass said that the
bids will be presented to the City
Council on Sept. 10. The council
may either accept a bici or reject
them all at that time.
The amount allotted tor the prcl:
posed facility in the general fund
budget was $170,000 Crass said.
The architects of Gingles and
Gingles of Nashville estimated
their plans for the facility at approximately $162,500.

Martin Marietta President Norman R. Augustine delivers the keynote address.

PADD honors Martin Marietta
during 7th recognition dinner

Collins leaves
for European
trip; business
meetings set
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins will fly
to Europe this weekend for
meetings with business prospects
and government officials in three
countries, her office said
Thursday.
Collins will fly from Lexington's
'Bluegrass‘Field Friday afternoon
for three days of mktings. in
Zurich. Switzerland, beginning
Saturday, according to a Schedule
released by her staff.
- (Cont'd on page 2)

staff photos by David Tuck

Kentucky Governor Martha Layne Collins addresses the Purchase Area
Industry Appreciation Dinner Thursday night at Paducah's Executive
Inn. Collins made a special tribute to the Martin Marietta Gaseous Diffusion Plant of Paducah, the featured industry at the annual event.

By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
PADUCAH — By being a leader
in a high-technology industry,
Paducah's Martin Marietta
Gaseous Diffusion Plant is setting
an example the rest of the state's
businesses should follow, Kentucky Governor Martha Layne
Collins said Thursday night at the
Purchase Area Industry Appreciation Dinner at the Executive Inn
Riverfront.
Collins made her remarks at a
dinner honoring Martin Marietta
as the featured industry in the
Purchase Area Development
Distrigt.
Collins noted that the greatest
promise of high technology lies in
its potential for applications in
business.
"Every business in Kentucky
(Cont'd on page 2)

LBL plan could be approved next week
CADIZ, Ky iAP— A revamped Version of
a plan to make the Land Between the Lakes
financially self-sufficient by increasing
tourism strictly eliminates the prospects of
hotels. restaurants and gas stations within the
recreation area.
The plan retains the permission for the sale
of limited camping supplies within the
170,000-acre peninsula in western Kentucky
and Tennessee, but grants those rights only to
local vendors and non-profit corporationf7
The Tennessee Valley Authority, which
owns LBL, will consider the plan — completed
earlier this week after six months of hearihgs
and controversy — at its meeting Wednesday
in Tupelo. Miss.
A draft version of the plan drew strong

criticism from opponents who said they
feared it was the first step toward extensive
development of the area or toward TVA's getting rid of the park entirely. TVA has said it
has no intention of getting rid of the park.
In addition, store owners just outside LBL
have contended that sales of supplies within
the park would hurt their business.
The revised plan does call for adding to and
improving existing tourist attractions.
But the final version, in response to those
criticms, also would:
-49testrict further development of the area
until 1999.
—Limit ;.!.e amount of land affected to 500
acres for intensive development — actual construction — and 3.400 acres for passive
development.
The park's superintendent of public ser-

vices, Scott Seiber, said passive development
means minor changes to natural areas. An example would be the creation of an "ecopark,"
where tourists could see animals in their
natural habitat, he said.
—Include the provision to only allow local
vendors or non-profit corporations to sell supplies within the park. No national chains will
be permitted, Seiber said. Land Between the
Lakes staff members considered including in
the final plan a promise to use only local vendors, but then decided that non-profit corporations also would be considered.
There will be no full-fledged camping stores
in the park, according to the plan. Only basic
supplies, such as ice, firewood and snacks,
will be sold, the plan says.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Candidates oppose higher education cuts
Forecast
Tonight: Fair. Low in the
lower 60s. Light east wind.
Saturday: Mostly sunny.
High in the upper 80s. Southeast
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Outlook for the remainder of
the Labor Day weekend: Partly
cloudy. High in the 80s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast Sunday through Tuesday calls for
partly cloudy conditions
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

356.0
356.1

LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP ) - The
two men seeking to become Kentucky's next governor apparently
disagree little when the subject is
higher education.
Democrat Wallace Wilkinson
and Republican John Harper
outlined their stands to members
of the Council on Higher Education on Thursday.
Council members said they
generally liked what they heard,
especially on the subject of
money.
Harper and Wilkinspn agreed
that higher education funding will
not be made to suffer if the predictions for budget shortfalls come
true in the coming years.
They also told council members
they favor an increase in funding
for Kentucky universities.
"Ultimately. the goal is to fully

fund the funding formula."
Harper said.
"We are not going backward
and we are not going to have
cuts," Wilkinson said.
The council, a group of gubernatorial appointees responsible
for determining policy for the
eight public universities. invited
the candidates to attend' their
meeting.
Higher education advocates,
who have seen about $18 million
cut from budgets during the past
two years, are particularly sensitive to qiitstions about money.
The universities are given state
funds based on a formula determined primarily by enrollments.
While the current budget period
started out with universities set to
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Purchase Area Development District Industrial Development Task Force Chairman
Steve Zea served as
master of ceremonies at the Industry Appreciation Dinner Thursday Night. Zea
also serves as executive vicepresident of the Murray-Calloway County Clamber of Commerce.
sate and is an environmentally- ray Fabrics, Ryan Milk Co., Sager
sound place to work," Augustine Glove Corporation. South Eastern
said. "We're trying to be good cor- Book Company and Vanderbilt
(Cont'd from page 1)
porate citizens."
Chemical Corporation.
should be high-tech," Collins told
Martin Marietta is a leader in
The Murray Ledger & Times
the crowd of approximately 1,000
uranium enrichment for use in was recognized in the program for
guests, "and that applies to federally-operated nuclear reacits recent expansion of same-day
everyone from the hardware
tors in making electricity, but delivery services to Calloway
stores to the coal mines."
Augustine said the industry is fac- County. Other local industries
She added that government ing some stiff competition from recognized as new and expanding
should take an active role in enoverseas markets.
businesses were Ellis Popcorn,
couraging businesses to take ad"There are at least three U.S. Briggs & Stratton, Vanderbilt
vantage of today's computer industries being threatened by Chemicals, Fisher Price Toys,
foreign competition: uranium Kenlake Foods and Murray Mold
technology.
enrichme
nt, semiconductors and & Die.
The challenge is to make sure
vehicles
for space launches,- he
The annual event was sponsored
that government encourages the
use of high technology — with to- said. "Some of the overseas coun- by the PADD Industrial Developday's telecommunications, tries have changed the rules of the ment Task Force and area
geographically-isolated industries game — they have formed consor- chambers of commerce, with task
need not be economically isolated. tiums of government, business force chairman and executive vice
We're nearing a day when every and academia, making it almost president of the Murray-Calloway
telephone jack will be an impossible to compete on an even County Chamber of Commerce
Steve Zea serving as master of
economic outlet," Gov. Collins playing field."
Martin Marietta Energy ceremonies.
said.
Systems employs 1209 workers at
Martin Marietta is the seventh
Norman R. Augustine, president the Paducah plant.
area industry to be recognized at
and chief operating officer of MarMurray industries recognized at the annual dinner. Past honorees
tin Marietta Corporation, said his the dinner included Briggs & are General Tire of Mayfield.
firm is striving to be a valuable Stratton Corporation, Ellis Pop- GAF of Calvert City, Westvaco
of
asset to the economic we,ll-being of corn Co., Fisher Price Toys, HT & Wickliffe, Pennwalt of Calvert
Cithe Purchase Area. _.
Dynamic- Marketing, Kenlake ty, Fisher Price of Murray and
"The Paducah plant is notably Foods, Lassiter Plaster Co., Mur- Sigri Carbon of Hickman. -

Honors...

How to save 10:
Bring in this coupon.
We'll take '10 off any
JCPenney Catalog
order of $75 or more
placed between
Aug. 30th and Sept. 12th
Simply clip this coupon and redeem it on any catalog order of $75 or more
placed between August 30th and September 12th Coupon is good on merchandise ordered from any of our current catalogs And you can redeem your
coupon when you pick up your order at your JCPenney Catalog Department
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Limit one per customer towards any catalog order of $75 or more placed between
August 30th and September 12th, 1987 This coupon good on merchandise
ordered from any of our current active catalogs Redeem it at your JCPenney
Catalog Department when picking up your order
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The JCPenney Catalog
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9
Sun. 12:30° to 5:30

The enrollment for the Murray
Independent. School District for
the 1987-88 school year has
decreased slightly to 1,289
students. This represents a drop of
23 students from the 1,312 totttl in
the 1986-87 school year.
The enrollment by grades is as
follows: kindergarten, 114; first
grade. 109; second grade, 110;
third grade, 73; fourth grade, 110;
fifth grade, 89; sixth grade, 89;
seventh grade, 88; eighth grade,
80; TMH,seven; ninth grade, 102;
10th grade, 112; 11th grade, 98;
Ind 12th, 108.

Two injured after
Thursday accident
INvo people were injured Thursday evening in a one-car accident
on Kentucky 94 in Lynnville, according to Kentucky State Police
information officer Chuck
Robertson.
•
At approximately 6:55 p.m., IIlya Edwards Staples. 20,
Palmersville, Tenn.. was east
bound on 94 when he lost control,
ran off the roadway and struck a
sign post. Robertson said.
Staples, who was taken to the
Community Hospital.,in Mayfield,
was charged with DUI and no insurance. A passenger in the vehicle. Tammie Mabe. 25, Sedalia,
was also taken to Community
Hospital and later transferred to
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Robertson said.
The accident was investigated
by KSP Trooper Dave Penman.

Kariacis arrested
by Murray police
Michael Kariacis, 24. Paducah.
was arrested by Murray police
Thursday for allegedly issuing bad
checks to Murray businesses. in
November and December of 1986,
according to Murray Police detective Charles Peeler.
Kariacis has been charged with
three counts of theft by deception
over $100 and one count of theft by
deception under $100. Peeler said.
Kariacis was released from the
Calloway County Jail on a $5,000
bond, Peeler -added.

Candidates...

Wilkinson officially begins
his fall campaign schedule
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
Democratic gubernatorial
nominee Wallace Wilkinson will
officially begin his fall campaign
on Saturday with four stops in
eastern Kentucky and eventually
will get to every county in the
state, his campaign manager said.
"We're going to be out meeting
and talking and listening to the,
people," said Danny Briscoe,
state Democratic Party chairman

Harper invited
by president
to Washington
LOUISVILLE, Ky. IAPI —
Republican gubernatorial
nominee John Harper has been invited to meet with President
Reagan at the White House next
week, a move the Harper campaign hopes is a first step toward
Reagan's active participation in
the Kentucky race.
Harper, a state representative
from Shepherdsville, is viewed as
a heavy underdog to Democratic
nominee and millionaire Wallace
Wilkinson, and Reagan's involvement would be a big boost to the
campaign.
Harper. noting Reagan carried
Kentucky 2-1 in the last presidential election, said. "Anyone who is
president, even if it's whoever.
would be an asset" to a campaign.

and Wilkinson campaign head.
Briscoe also said Thursday that
the campaign had reached an
agreement with the camp of
Republican nominee John Harper
and the League of Women Voters
to hold two debates in late
September and mid-October. One
will be in western Kentucky and
the other in eastern Kentucky,
with the exact locations and dates
to be worked out later.

(Coned from page 1)
She also will have meetings in
London and in Hamburg and
Frankfurt, West Germany.
Her stop in Hamburg on Thursday will include a meeting with a
Kentucky delegation seeking
European hardwood -markets, the
schedule said.
Traveling with Collins will be
Dwaine Gullett, president of
Ashland Oil International; Bill
Savage, director of the Commerce
Cabinet's Office of International
Marketing; George Joplin,
publisher of The Commonwealth Journal in Somerset, and state
Sen. David Karem, D-Louisville.
The group is scheduled to depart
for Kentucky on.Sept. 12.,
It will be Coltins third European trip as governor, following
visits in 1984 and last April, when
she opened Kentucky's trade office in London.

MSU to offer program aimed
at community volunteerism
Murray State University will offer two programs developed to increase opportunities for student
involvement in volunteer programs in Murray and Calloway
County for the first time beginning
this fall.
Community Outreach, a program established to encourage
freshmen to participate as
volunteers in community service
projects, and an on-campus clearinghouse for volunteers will be
available to meet the needs of
numerous service organizations in
the community. according to Jim
Baurer, cam,pus recreation
director-coordinator and Linda
Schumer, residence hall programming coordinator.
"Murray State is committed to
community service as a vital component of student development."
Baurer noted. "By increasing and
actively promoting these opportunities, Murray State hopes to
significantly increase the pool of
potential volunteers in Murray
and provide an out-of-classroom

learning experience for the
students."
Community Outreach, the
freshman service organization,
will be promoted to service groups
throughout the county. Schumer
said, and the clearinghouse will
provide the service groups—a means of recruiting student
volunteers for various projects.
-Student involvement in this
learning experience will involve
the community in an educational
process." Baurer explained. ''The
access that students and community members will have to each'
other through these experiences
will foster better. understanding
and help to expand the sense of
community between the campus.
the city and the county."
The clearinghouse is scheduled
to. begin Monday. Sept. 21 while
the freshmen service component
is being organized. Additional information about either program
may be obtained by calling Baurer
at ( 502) 762-4458 or Schumer at
762-4890.

(Cont'd from page 1)
pass the 90 percent mark in the
formula, it has.now fallen to 88
percent.
It would take an estimated $150
million more in the coming two
years alone to get higher education to 100 percent of the formula.
Legislative studies have already
predicted a.shortfall in the 1988-90
budget biennium.
, Wilkinson said he does not
believe those dire predictions, but
pledged that even if shortfalls
come, higher education will not be
cut.
"It will not be education that
suffers," he said. Wilkinson went
so far as to say he would veto any
budget that included cuts in education funding.
Harper also promised to keep
education funding intact and made
other, specific. promises when he
unveiled his higher education platform to the council.
Harper said he favors an di
crease in faculty salaries, grea!ff
financial assistance to students
and continuation of programs aimed at increasing the level of
research and instruction, especially endowed chairs and centers of
excellence.
Wilkinson was less specific in
A scene from "The King and I."
his address. pre/erring instead to
speak philosophically about his
commitment to education.
The Democratic nominee said
univers,ities should re-examine
their programs and roles. "We
Murray Civic Music Association
cannot ... continue trying to be all
majestic monarch and the inwill present the national touring dependent
things to all people,' he said.
foreign woman he
production of "The King and I- on employs.
Thursday, May 5, 8 p.m. as its
Written by the legendary team
final offering of the 1987-88 season.
of Rodgers and Hammerstein, this
(Cont'd from page 1)
The show will be presented by the
Broadway triumph is an exotic ex—Strictly eliminate the prospect same company that brought the
cursion into the rich splendors of
of hotels, motel, restaurants, the - well received "Brigadoon" to
the Far East. In the tradition of
Murray last season.
sale of gasoline or rentals of gas"Oklahom
a," "Carousel," "South
powered boats within the park.
"The King and I" is first-rate Pacific," "The Sound of Music,"
Despite LBL's assurances that
entertainment that has everything and other Rodgers and Hammers:the plan won't hurt, and ultimately
needed for a marvelous evening; tein classics, "The King and I" is
will help, the region, Mayor John
beautiful sets and costumes, a a show of outstanding quality that
Henry O'Brien of Grand Rivers, fascinati
ng story, breathtaking the entire family will enjoy.
near the entrance to the park, remusic, an unforgettable ballet,
The romantic and timeless
mains opposed to any developand some of the most charming songs in "The King and I" rank
ment in the park.
children ever to set foot on a stage. among Rodgers and HammersWhen TVA created LBL in the
tein's 'best. This score includes
early 1960s, the park was to be a
One of the most popular snch familiar tunes
as, "Hello,
prime economic boost to the
musicals in American stage Young Lovers,
" "Shall We
region, he said.
history, "The King and I" tells the Dance?," Getting
to Know You,"
"They just made a complete
story of an English governess who "Whistle
a
Happy
Tune,"
failure of the thing," he said.
travels to Siam to serve as tutor to "Something
Wonderful," "I Have
"They had it for 20 years and
the many wives and children of the Dreamed," and many
more.
couldn't do anything with it. TVA
king. The tutor's most interested
has made mistakes before."
pupil turns out to be the king
MCMA Drive Week will run
He said he did not expect any
himself, who learns to govern in through Sept. 5.
organized opposition at the TVA
more enlightened ways. AuDrive headquarters art at the
board meeting, though, because,
diences continue to be fascinated downtown Bank of Murray, main
"They're going to do it their way."
by the clash between the fiercely lobby, 753:0711.

The King and 1. slated
for stop in community

LBL...
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Roy-ko Says

The grand jury process
By Dave Armstrong
Attorney General
Kentucky's criminal justice
system can only work if Kentuckians take part in that system.
At sometime in the future, you
may have the opportunity to play
an active role in the system by serving on the grand jury. Therefore,
it is important to know the facts
about the process.
A grand jury consista-OrlItiersons, and it is their duty to inquire
into every offense for which any
person has been accused. The
twelve-member panel elects one
of its members to serve as
foreman. The foreman's duty is to
administer an oath, prescribed by
the Supreme Court, to each
witness who testifies before the
grand jury. Upon request of the
foreman or the attorney for the
Commonwealth, the Circuit Court
shall subpoena witnesses.

If the defendant wishes to present evidence, he must notify the
attorney for the Commonwealth in
writing. The grand jury has the option to honor or deny the request.
Once the grand jurors receive,
in their opinion, sufficient
evidence, they issue an indictment
- formal charges against the
defendant. A minimum of nine
concurring jurors are required to
return an indictment. Failure to
return an indictment does not prevent the charges from being submitted to another grand jury at a
later date. However, this does
discharge the defendant from
custody and a refund of any money
or bonds deposited as bail is made.
For more information, call my
Victims' Advocacy Division at
15021 564-7600 or write to Attorney
General's Office, Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.

Letters To The Editor

Fire-plow training set at LBL
Dear Editor:
The Kentucky Division • Of
Forestry 4-ill cOnduct a training
session for fire plow operators and
crew chiefs in Land Between The
Lakes LBL on Thursday,
September 24 from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. The training will take place
near our Golden Pond Administrative Building on U.S.
Highway 68
The Kentucky fire season opens
October 1 and this is an excellent
opportunity to talk with most of

the 'powers that be" in Kentucky
fire control and get some good pic-tures in the bargain.
If you need additional Information, please contact LBL Forest
and Openlands Supervisor Larry
Doyle (503-924-56021 or Kentucky
District Forester Dave Sorenson
1502-247 39131.
Sincerely,
Scott A. Seiber, Supervisor ,
Information and' Visitor
Services
Land Between The Lakes,
TVA

By Mike Royko

Why, oh, why Iowa for campaigning?
Some or the Democratic of Yawnsville, Iowa?
presidential candidates are comTry going into your favorite bar
plaining that they don't get enough
and starting a lively conversation
attention as they handshake their
by saying: "Hmmm,I see that Sen.
way through Iowa and New
Albert Gore droived into a coffee
Hampshire.
shop in Clods Corner, Iowa, and one
As an aide to one of the can- of the five customers, plus the grill
didates whined to The New York
man. recognized him immediately.
Times:
Isn't that something?"
"We're out there slogging away
If the candidates are being igat state fairs and beating our heads nored, it is because they should be
against the wall and people are ignored. Anyone of sound mind who
more interested in whether Gary spends these fine summer days
Hart is codling back early from
wandering around Iowa deserves
Ireland."
what he gets-which will probably
While I can sympathize with the be cow dung all over his Guccis.
candidates, it seems to me that the
The candidate I could support is
public's indifference is evidence of the one who would have the
the public's good sense.
courage to say:
There are far more interesting
"I am announcing my candidacy
things going on in the world than for the Democratic nomination for
Michael Dukakis praising an Iowa president. And the first campaign
farmer for his attractive cows or promise I will make is that I am not
Richard Gephardneinging delight going to Iowa.
as he nibbles on the-prize-winning
"I will not go to any county fairs,
4-H brownie cookies.
state fairs, pancake breakfasts or
Are we expected to become gid- stop my car to shake hands with
dy from excitement when we read some befuddled farmer who
that Paul Simon received a stan- wonders why all those TV cameras
ding ovation from five idlers he en- are suddely being pointed at him.
countered at a gas station outside
"Your ask why I am not going to

Iowa? I will answer that with a
question: why don't you go to
Iowa?
"The fact is, very few Americans
ever go to Iowa, except those who
live in Iowa and have little choice
in the matter. And I don't blame
them. Iowa is dull. It might even be
duller than Indiana, and that's saying something.
"That's why you, my fellow
Americans, overwhelmingly make
the free choice to go somewhere
else. When you have a few bucks
and vacation time, some of you go
to the North Woods to do some
fishing. Or maybe to Florida to slap
around golf or tennis balls. Or to a
Club Med to see if you might get
lucky. Or to an island in the Caribbean to soak up sun and rum. Or on
a cruise to get fat. Some of you
might even go to the Big Apple and
take in a show or two. Or go skiing
in Colorado or Utah. Or maybe to
Vegas to try your luck at the tables.
"There are so many wonderful
places to go in this great land of
ours, so many fun things to do. But,
boy, they ain't in Iowa.
"So I call upon you, my fellow

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Heroism is a quality found in
many human lives. Before we limit
the use of the word "hero" to only
those made famous by the media,
we ought to consider this definition
of a hero offered by the French
novelist Romain Rolland:
A hero is a man who does
what he can.

terviews were scheduled to obtain
an unbiased and random sampling
which would accurately reflect the
spending patterns of LBL users.
That data could then be used to
guide the region's tourism industry in promotion, operations,
and investment decisions For example, the economic impact of
operational changes and new addi•
lions at LBL could be accurately
forecast.
Since TVA had been considering
a new development plan for LBL
which could have economic impact on the surrounding region,
and concern had been expressed
regarding what those impacts
would be. TVA asked the USDA
Forest Service to project the impact of its development proposal
using the PARVS data collected at
LBL. (The Forest Service was
selected to do the analysis because
they have developed great expertise, experience, and credibility in
assessing economic impacts of
recreation strategies.)
On August 21 an estimate of the
economic impact of LBL's proposed development was released. The
report, prepared by the Forest
Service in cooperation with the
University of Georgia and Georgia
Southern University, forecasts an
increase of $257 million in
economic activity as a result of
implementing the.TVA proposed
development plan. The study also
indicates that 5,476 new jobs in this
area would result from the addition of visitor services and
attractions.
TVA will be pleased to explain
any aspect of the data collection
and evaluation process. - - Any
organization or individual interested in the economic assessment study may receive a copy by
calling the LBL Marketing and
Planning Group at (502) 924-5602.
Sincerely,
R. L. Smelser
Elizabeth E. Thach, Director
Land Between The Lakes,
TV A
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Americans, to ask yourself this
question: 'With all of these travel
options, would I choose to spend my
time browsing around the pig tent
at an Iowa county fair?"
'And your answer. I'm sure, will
be: 'What do you think lam,nuts?'
"Well, then I ask you this question: Do you want as your candidate a person who would do
something the overwhelming majority of Americans think is dumb?
"Of course not. You want someone whose thinking reflects the
mainstream of America. And the
mainstream position of this great
nation is to stay the heck out of
Iowa.
"Therefore, while the other candidates are in Iowa, I am going to
campaign in Aspen, Carmel, Palm
Beach, Martha's Vineyard,
Hawaii, the Four Seasons
Restaurant in Manhattan and all
the other places you would visit if
given a choice.
"Now,I make this decision knowing that I might not win the
nomination. Somehow, this country
has put itself in the ridiculous position of making the political opinions
of a few Iowa stump-jumpers and
New Hampshire syrup-sappers
more important than the teeming
masses of New York, Chicago.
Philadelphia and other great cities.
"Well, I'm having no part of it.
And maybe I will lose. But there's
one thing I know for sure. When this
campaign is over, my shoes won't
smell funny."

Looking Back

TVA releases survey figures
Dear Editor:
In 1985, TVA joined the USDA
Forest Service. Army Corps of
Engineers, National Park Service,
and 13 State park systems to
design and implement a comprehensive visitor survey that addressed three main questions: 1
Who visits recreation sites arid
where do they come from? (2
What do visitors -value about
recreation and the sites they visit?
) What is the economic impact
of changes in the management of
recreation area? Recreation experts nationwide have endorsed
this study, the Public Area
Recreation Visitor Survey
PARVS, as the state-of-the-art
method of obtaining visitor and
. related economic data for public
recreation areas.
To establish consistency and
reliability, the Corps of Engineers
trained personnel to conduct the
surveys. Each person conducted
surveys at several different sites.
The spending data section, which
became the basis for economic impact projections, was mailed by
each participant directly to the
University of Georgia for computer scanning. Individual agencies did not see the raw data which
was collected:
The PARVS study was implemented at more than 250
Federal and State recreation sites
throughout the United States.
Over 1,000 surveys were conducted at LBL in 1985 and 1986. In-
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Don't ask me what I thought of it...I fell asleep. too.

Agree Or Not

By S.C. VanCuron

Workers' compensation raises questions
FRANKFORT - Why the sud- for a specified period. Claims
poured in. Coal mines weren't payden rush to restructure" financing
Workers Compensation in Ken- ing in enough, and still aren't, to
tucky? Why did it skyrocket into fund black lung claims.
the crisis stage all at once?
The Special Fund was establishIt's the sore spot in Kentucky's ed to cover part of this although it
was creating a major part of the
Workers Compensation laws that is
obligation The special fund is
turning cancerous and has needed
responsible for claims for occupaattention for some time. Finance
tional disease black lung for one )
Secretary Gordon Duke said it's
and for injuries attributable to
time to stop applying band aids. He
more than one employer.
cancelled an assessment for. the
Law requires every employer in
Special Fund and asked a special
study be made to cure the growing
Kentucky to carry Workers Comobligations that are under financpensation insurance or be self
•assured. Large companies have
ed under the law.
opted to 'become self assured. A
Several plans have been propos- company sets up its own insurance
ed. Basically three of the plans call fund, and invests it to earn interest
for use of some General Fund for the fund to grow as well as to
money to make up the deficit. pay claims. If a disaster strikes the
Another wants 'business and in- company, it pays off its claims and
dustry to pay its own bills for would have to replenish it if
Workers Compensation.
needed.
It is important that the reader
The coal industry is for using
understands .th, Workers Comp general fund money and some of
fund is not bankrupt at the moment the self assured companies also
nor devoid of power under present favor using general fund money.
law to make assessments to meet Remember, most taxes go into the
the deficit. It just isn't feasible and general fund, and would make
puts much of the cost on one seg- every- taxpayer haVe a part in
ment of industry while letting financing workers compensation.
others off light.
Coal. which uses 60 percent of
What caused the problem? Special Fund money now, would
Basically when black lung was get more of its bill paid and do
recognized'as a compensable in- away with the assessments for the
jury, and for a lifetime, the pro- Special Fund.
blem started. When the courts said
The' self assureds would alsc
a person is assumed to ha-e black escape special assessments if the
lung if he has worked in a coal mine General Fund is used under some
WRITE .4 LETTER - Letters to
the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone nutnber will not be
published.
Letters should lw typewritten
and dolible-spaced if possible and
should he on topics of general

of the plans. It's an effort to unload
some of the cost of Workers COMpensation on the general taxpayer:
instead of raising industry costs
which would require an increase in
prices of the products affected.
Most of the plans presented to far
would be temporary, up to 10 years,
at best according to the sponsors.
According to the news, Kentucky
is the only state using our present
system.
Although uncovered liabilities for
future are now $1.7 short, and
accumulating at the rate of $2
million per week, there is still
enough resources in Workers Compensation funds to last for some
time.
Why call a special session. Study
it further. Cover it in the regular
session starting in January, or call
a special session later, but be sure
we have a good plan that will stay
solvent.

GaRAIF1FITIr
191t7114rN•ught Synd

interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
• Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: -Ott
Editor: The Murray Ledger Iry ,•,• oi!i` i if, „
Times, Ba?‘ 1044, Murray, Ky.
o 11,1 .1010,
42071.
•
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Ten years ago
LTC Randall G. Routt, new professor of military science at Murray State University, is the new
commanding officer of the university's 275-cadet reserve officers
training corps (ROTC) program.
Terry Yarbrough and Mike
Wilson are pictured with 11- black
bass they caught while fishing on
Kentucky Lake.
•
Don Cothran took the championship of the Men's Golf Tournament
,at Oaks Country Club.
Murray Tennis Star Mel Purcell
was honored on Aug. 31 with a banquet at Colonial House
Smorgasbord. It was sponsored by
Murray Tennis Association.
Twenty years ago
"Parker Motors is sporting a
wall-to-wall carpeted showroom,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Seaman Robert J. Marvin, USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie J.
Marvin, has reported for duty at
U.S. Naval Magazine, Subic Bay,
Philippine Islans.
Dennis B. Burkeen was winner
of 19-inch portable television set
given away by Peoples Bank
Television Drive-In Branch. He is
pictured accepting the prize from
Ray Brownfield, vice presid,ent of
the bank. Thirty years ago
Eighty-four football plays
reported to Coach Jim Cullivan as
Murray State College held its first
practice session on Sept. 2. Jere
• Stripling and Jim Lance are cocaptains.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Sylvester Paschall, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Cope. a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Joe Hal Starks and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Shackelford.
Kathryn Riley Williams and
Max Griffin Carman were married Aug. 22 at home of her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. James
Rudolph Riley of Paris, Tenn.
Forty years ago
Murray State College is looking
to the people of Murray for help in
housing another record-breaking
student body, according to R.E.
Broach, "director of Veterans'
Housing at MSC.
Kentucky Women's Christian;
Missionary Society is having its
first West Kentucky Missionary
Institute today at Wells Hall, Murray State College, with First
Christian- Church of Murray as
host.
•
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Phillips, Aug.
25; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul H.
Hendrickson, Aug. 30; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. John B. Bennett, Aug.
31; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. C.A.
Lamb and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Valentine, Sept. 1; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Newton and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. H.R.
Johnston, Sept. 3.
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_MURRAY TODAY
Zimmerman named assistant director
Susan Shaffer Zimmerman. a
1987 graduate of Murray State
University, has been hired by the
Louisville Chamber of Commerce
as an assistant to the director of
programs for the Leadership
Louisville Foundation.
Mrs. Zimmerman is married to
Louis Zimmerman and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Shaffer of Rt. 5, Mayfield. She is a
1983 graduate of Farmington High
School.
At Murray State she served as

He are pleased to announce that
Starr Jones, bride-elect ofStephen
Durham has made her selections
of potterj, glass mare and
decorative accessories from our
bridal registry. Starr and Stephen
will be married October 24, 1987.

place
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753-4567

homecoming chairmar for two
years, publicity chairman of the
Residence Hall Association and
vice president of public relations
for the Student Ambassador
Association.
Mrs. Zimmerman received her
B.S. degree in journalism public
relations at Murray State and
worked at the Office of Information Services.
She is currently working on a
recruiting video and cassette
tapes with MSU alumnus Jerry
Don Crutchfield of Nashville. The
cassette tapes will feature Tom
Wopat of "The Dukes of Hazard"
singing Crutchfield's song. "Murray State Will Always Be Home to
Me." .
Leadership Louisville is a cornmunit, leadership program. Its
purpose is to promote the continued development of leadership
among decision-makers and active community participants.
FOCUS LOUISVILLE is a program that introduces Louisville
and the ODDOrtUnitiec fnr

ment to newcomers and to those
who have lived in the area for
some time and wish to learn more
about their community.
The Leadership Louisville and
FOCUS LOUISVILLE programs
are sponsored by the Leadership
Louisville Foundation.

Simmons helps woman lose
VERBANK, N.Y. (AP — TV
diet guru Richard Simmons had
an emotional first meeting with an
overweight woman he helped shed
251 pounds through stomachstapling surgery.
"Aahhh!" Simmons shouted as
he waved from a limousine pulling
into Rosemarie Carnemolla's
driveway in this town about 40
miles north of New York City.
"'How's my sweetheart doing?"
Simmons asked the 499-pound

trf US ENTISTAN YOU

woman. "You're beautiful. honeybunny."
Standing with the aid of a cane,
Carnemolla, 0, pressed her cheek
against Simmons'. "Do you know
how much I love you?" she asked,
weeping. "I love you with all my
heart and soul."

Jones-Durham wedding planned
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Debra
Starr Jones to Stephen Phillip
Durham, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
F. Durham of Madisonville, has
been announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Miles Jones of
1602 Wiswell Rd., Murray.
Miss Jones is the granddaughter
of Mrs. Velma B. Holman and the
Late William L. Holman and of
Mrs. Verna Jones and the late
Tom Jones. all of Springfield.
Tenn.
She is a 1986 graduate of Murray
State University where she received a Bachelor of Science degree
with a major in marketing.
Mr. Durham is the grandson of
Wesley Hankins of Madisonville.
He is a 1986 graduate of Murray
State University where he received a Bachelor of Science degree in
business administration.
The groom -elect is now
employed at Cole-Durham Insurance Agency, his father's
business.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday. Oct. 24, at 3 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow at the
Murray Country Club.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

SILVER,PROFILES
By-ShirleyVehnsonThe Willis Douglas Community center is yet another site for activities for silver citizens. It
doesn't matter which name you
use, all of us know it by either or
both names. When entering, one
can immediately tell that it is a
warm and inviting place.
From 10 until 1 each weekday.
Jo Vereycken, the site director, is
there handling the responsibilities
of the job. She -and her family
moved here from Florida several
years ago.
Meal service is available each
day at noon but many patrons arrive early and stay late. This way
they can participate in the many
activities planned for them.
There is bingo on Monday,
Wednesday, a/Id-Pi-Mali. It seems
that there is some card game going on every day. Crazy 8's seem
to be quite a favorite and the
player with the highest score
receives a prize. Those who enjoy
music get their rewards from the
piano and record player available
at the site. The singing usually
takes place after the luncheon
meal.
The fun and enjoyment is obvious as was noted when we arrived to talk with *Jo after the food
was served on a recent visit there.
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He's got three hits
on the charts.
And he's only 17.
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Susan Shatter 71mmerman

Wray Ledger & Times

lo Burkcct). editor

The same menu, which is
distributed to those on the mealson-wheels routes, is delivered to
this site by James Cooper. You
will remember him as a subject of
silver profiles earlier this year. He
brings the meals here prior to running his own route.
Every couple of months, there is
a birthday celebration for those
whose birthdays have occurred in
that time period. It is one of the
many times that Jo decorates the
center. We have it on good author!-.
ty that she bakes a special cake for
the event. To make it festive,
there is singing, balloons, and
another time to enjoy.

Debra Starr fon cs. fiancee
ofStephen Phillip Durham
With holidays in almost every
month of the year. Jo sees to it that
she decorates for each of them.
One of the highlights is the potluck
dessert at the annual Christmas
party. Everyone knows how
delicious these desserts can be.
This month will proylde the time
for a semi-annual picnic in the city
park. And, as if you could guess.
the Halloween party finds patrons
dressing appropriately. With
turkeys and corn stalks and green
everywhere, Thanksgiving and St.
Patrick's provide more times for
celebration to enjoy the fellowship
of those who share this center.
You already know of the Easter
Egg Hunt for the neighborhood
children but do you know of the
other events that occur without
decorations? They are equally
important.
The county extension service is
there the first week of each month
with help on nutrition and meal
preparation Helpful information
on heating, insulation, and saving

energy as well as the Health Express visitations are all part of the
many services our silver citizens
have available to them
All of these activities are planned and organized by Jo Vereyc ken
and she takes pride in telling about
the_ bk borrowing _service and_
the reading group which meets on
Thursdays.
It seems this article has been
more about what takes place at
this site than about its director
But her presence and creative
abilities are felt and appreciated
by all
As with so many of our activities, Jo could use the
assistance of 'additional
volunteers. The response from our
"Want Ad" has been good but not
all positions have been filled. So.
we again, invite to find a volunteer
job to help all of us. You, too, could
be featured in Silver Profiles and
reap the rewards of being
appreciated.
NEXT: Wait and see!

CENTUR• FOX

(1:30, 3E20) 7:15, 9:10
ENDS THUR•SEE 111
In Vietnam, the wind
doesn't blow, it sucks.

CI
PoCTURE S

SPECIAL:

(1:30, 3:30) 7:00, 9:00
Stanley
Kubrick's

FULL METAL
JACKET

THE LOST
Boys

2.19

Sleep all day.
Party all night.
Never grow old.
Never die.
It's fun to be
a vampire.

(1:30) 7:00 ONLY
• • •SOON• • •

THE BIG EASY
BACK TO THE BEACH

Large
Bar-B-Q Sandwich
& French Fries.

WARNER OROS

Special Good Aug. 31
through Sept.5

T.J's
Bar-B-Q & Burgers

ID

Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

(1:30, 3:30) 7:15, 9:15

Some of the Silver citizens at the Willis Center are, from left, seated, Mar) Polk, 41in
Smith, Herman
Johnson, Desiree McGehee, Stella Cavitt, Margaret Folz, standing, Nell Johnson and
Jo Vereckyn.

New Providence Club hears lesson
Lisa Spann opened her home for
the last regular meeting of New
Providence Homemakers Club.
She also presented the lesson on
"Heritage Skills."
Landscape notes on perennials
were read by Gail Herndon. Deb-

bie Gibbs read „a poem. "I
Wonder."
New officers elected were Marla
Thomason, president; Lisa Spann,
vice president; Gail Herndon,
secretary-treasurer.
Three new members were Mary

Lou Gibbs, Debbie Reynolds and
Kathy Walls.
The club will begin a new club
year with the meeting on Tuesday,
Sept. 8, at 1 p.m. at the home of
Debbie Gibbs, 400 South 12th St.,
Murray.

PIER 1 IMPORTS ANNUAL LABOR DAY WEEKEND SALE
—Now Thru Sunday, Sept. 6th — Closed Monday, Labor Day-
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Plus many "one only" pieces of wicker & rattan furniture reduced 50,and more. We'll have a select group of rag rugs, grass
rugs, pillows & cushions &
wall hangings all reduced 257. Items on our sidewalk will be reduced up to 75%...Dan 't miss the savings now
at Pier 1!
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Baker selected
as member for
the Teen Board

THE MURRA1 LEDGER & TIMES

Tilly Baker
Tiffy Baker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald W. Baker of
Nashville, Tenn , has been
selected as a member of the Teen
Board of Castner-Knott Co.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Ruth Blackwood of Murray.
Tiffy's mother -is the former
Rogina Blackwood.
Miss Baker participated in the
Back-to-School Fashion Show
sponsored by Seventeen Magazine
and Castner-Knott on Saturday,
Aug. 29 at Opryland's Theatre-bythe-Lake, Nasaville
senior at David
Tiffy is
Lipscomb High School where she
is a member of the A Cappella
Chorus.
She will be appearing in the
December Issue of the Nashville
Magazine modeling hair designs
for Trurro Salon of Nashville
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Murray High Class of 196- holds reuilion
Murray High School Class of 1967 held its 20-year reunion on Saturday, July 4. A
breakfast was held Saturday morning at Murray High School and a banquet that
e% ening at Murray Country Club. Pictured, from left, first row — Don Chrisman,
Jerry Owen, Burton Young, George Holland, Bobby Campbell, Greg McKeel,
Roger Melton, Reggie Key, Kenny Stubblefield; second row — Rebecca Parker
Frizzell, Theresa Resig Logan, Jane Belote Spatlafino, Suzie Adams Evens,
Martha Finney Andrus, Marilyn Wilson Walker, Joyce Cooper Houston, Kaye

Hale Doran, Jere Washer Glover, Kathy Simmons Crook; thiril row — Phyllis
Mitchell, Kay Pinkley Arterburn, Ann Dunnaway Gosser, Kathy Farrell Straub,
Melanie Boyd Newton, Nancy Baker Alderdice. Bettie Usrey Bean, Rebecca
Tarry Barr, Linda Ryan Tomlinson, Mary Pat Hodges Thomas, Patsy Jackson
Birch, Tony Rayburn, Dayid Lampkins; fourth row — Bob Dunn, Daryl Stalls,
Bob Hulse, Joe Forsee, Russell Howard, George (Buster) Scott III, Jerry McCoy, Gary Wilkins, John Larson, Dan Miller, Tommy Colson and Hugh Colson.

Babies, dismissals listed
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday.
Sept. 3, have been released as
follows:
Nestorn admissions
Lancasler baby boy, parents.
Tamara and Kevin, • 1136 North
Market a.. Paris, Tenn.:
Caccioia baby girl, parents.
Kim and Steve. Rt. 1, Box 108A,
_
Parts, Tenn
Davisbaby boy, parents. Anitha
and Arthur. Rt 3, Box 359, Paris.
Tenn,
Dismissals
Mrs M.1dred RamSey, B6 Murray Manor, Murray; Miss Melissa
Flood. At. 6, Box 316, Paris,
Term.:
Mrs. Oneta Morris, 1600 Sunset,
Murray; Miss Monica Satter-
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Crass presented award

white, Rt. 2, Box 49, Hazel;
Bobby Perry, Rt. 5, Box 435D,
Murray; Mrs. Valarie Childers,
Rt. 1, Mayfield; Tim Torsak,
Rt. 5,
.....
Box 626, Murray;

Krista Crass, 1986-87 president, holds the plaque for being named for
1986-87 Girl of the tear award by Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi. She was presented the award by past president Mary Ann
Barrow at the annual founders' day banquet held at Happy House,
Mayfield. Other awards were presented. Jo Ann Erwin presented a
program on "Photography" at another meeting at Ellis Center with
Debbie Woods and Renee Doyle as hostesses. Officers for 198748 are
Martha Ryan, president; Laurie Rollins, vice president; Linda
Morganti, extension officer; Susan Bogard, recording secretary;'
Debbie Woods, corresponding secretary; Bonnie Bogart, treasurer.

Troy Turner, Hazel; Mrs.
Lucille Hart, Rt. 8, Box 1100, Murray; Fred Butterworth, Rt. 1, Box
89. Murray; •
Mrs. Eliza Craig, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Grace NicKne-17IIS Calloway.
Murray;
Jean Green, 313 South 13th St.,
Murray; Mrs. Lucille Powers,
West View Nursing Home, Murray;
Will Outland, Rt. 8, Murray;
Mrs. Hazel Locke, 843 Hurt Dr.,
Murray;
William Winn lexpired Rt. 5,
Box 430, Murray.

MOVIES $1.50 each
Rent 3 or more & keep to Tuesday
VCR Rental $4.00 per day
VCR and 1 Movie
$6.95/Weekend
Swap Fri. Rentals On
Sat. et Sun. For Only '1.00

NO MEMBERSHIP DUES

DATEBOOK
Hilltop revival scheduled

LTAIYF will hoSt Paris group
First United Methodist Church Youth Fellowship will meet Sunday.
Sept. 6, from.4:15 to 6:15 p.m. at church. Special guests will be the
, Youth Group from Calvary United Methodist Church, Paris, Tenn.
Carol Maxey is director of education for First UM Church.

Alzheimer group yriIJ meet
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 4:30 p.m.
In the board rocm of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. An educational program on "The Eight Developmental Tasks and Their Relationship to the Alzheimer Person" will be presented by Paulette
Kent, R.N., M.S.N. All interested persoris are invited and for information call Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at the hospital, 753-5131, ext. 199.

Pack -committee will meet

Hilltop Baptist Church will have revival services starting Monday.
Sept. 7. The Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor of Scotts Grove Baptist
Church, will be the evangelist for services at 7 p.m. with prayer services to start at 6:30 p.m. The church is located 810 of a mile off
Highway 121 South on Old Salem Road and 342 miles southeast of
Murray. The public is invited to attend, according to the pastor. the
Rev Richard West.

Bethany revival starts Monday
Bethany Baptist Church, located at New Concord, will have revival
services starting Monday. Sept. 7. and continuing throughout the
week. The Rev. Paul Butler of Jackson. Term., will be the speaker for
services at 7:30 p.m. nightly. The public is invited to attend, according to the pastor. the Rev. James A. Tacker.

The Pack Committee for Cub Scout Pack 76 of North Calloway
Elementary School will meet Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 7 p.m. at Pagliai's
Restaurant. Openings still exist for boys to become Cub Scouts. For
more information call Doug Vander Molen, Cubmaster, at 759-9226.

(Cont'd on page 6)

Faculty recital on Tuesday

Happy
'th Birthdajr
Jennifer
Burkeen .47r

Ten faculty members in the Department of Music at Murray State
University will perform in „the first of two fall faculty showcase concerts on Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall of Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU. Appearances will be by Don Story, clarinet;
Charle3 Snead, horn; Tina Schlabach, flute; Scott Erickson, bassoon;
Dr. C'hristopher Thompson, violin; Marie Taylor, Dr. Richard Scott
and Pr. Stephen Brown, pianists; and Ray Conklin, trombone, and
John Schlabach, trumpet, as members of the Faculty Brass Quintet.
Scheduled each year to introduce faculty performers to the campus
and area communities, the concerts are open to the public at no admisiion charge. The second fall faculty showcase concert will be
Tuesday, Sept. 22.

Fair winners announced
More winners in the Kentucky State Fair at Louisville have been
announced by fair officials. Calloway County High School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America won first place in Nursery Judging Contest. Paul D. Bailey of Murray won first place in Tumbler, Parlor or
Parlor for Roller, all other colors/cock and first place in Roller, Birmingham, Baldhead, blue or dun bar silver/cock in Fancy Pigeons
division.

Band washes several cars

•
am interested in a FREE ESTIMATE.
Fencing Windows Solar Screens
Siding
Down Spouts & Gutters Shutters
Name
Phone

Just drop in the mailbox or come by and see us
JERRY 47KINS & ASSOCIATES

121 By-Pass, Murray

$5.50 ADULTS — $2.50 CHILDREN

If
II

Members of Murray High School and Murray Middle School Bands,
assisted by Murray Band Boosters, washed 285 cars at its "free car
wash" on Saturday. Aug. 29, at Hardee's and Sirloin Stockade. Donations for the event amounted to about $200 which will be used to help
with expenses of the bands for instruments, music'and trips."We appreciate the support of the public in this fund-raising event," a band
spokesman said.

Address

,
---------SUNDAY BUFFET

vi e tiustun

4.441

(Lett tinrIki

Turkey 45: Dressing
w/giblet gravy
Baked Virginia Ham
Buttered Broccoli
Whole Kernel Corn
Zucchini Casserole
Crowder Peas
Buttered Noodles
w/cheesr sauce
Garden Salad
w/homemade dressings
14'ruit Bowl
Marinated Carrots
Cottage Cheese
Sliced Peaches
Pickled Beets
Hawaiian Salad
Homemade Rolls
_Peach Cobbler
Choice of'Beverage
kihneerCarcl

Call Us
Today.
753-8407

Hwy. 641 S., Murre)
755 0910

School lunch menus sponsored by loung-at-Heart.

-otheart
Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchroons in county and city schools
for the week of Sept. 8 to 11 have
been released by Joanna Adams,
food service director for Calloway
County Schools, and Judy Hina,
food service coordinator for Murray City Schools. Schools will not
be in session on Labor Day, Monday, Sept. 7.
The menus are subject to occasional change because of the
availability of food or other
special occasions.
Menus are as follows:

cheese sandwich; Friday — country fried steak or ribette on bun.
Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables,
salads, desserts, fruit drink and
milk are served daily.
————
MURRAY CITY
————
,Murray High
Tuesday — submarine or hot
dog w/ cheese ; Wednesday —
spaghetti w'meat sauce and
French bread or cheeseburger;
Thursday — chicken nuggets
w/sauce or grilled cheese; Friday
— fish sandwich w/cheese or SlopCALLOW AY COUNTY
- py Joe on bun. Choice of fruits and
————
vegetables, French fries, pizza,
Breakfast
milk and fruit drink are available
Tuesday — donuts; Wednesday daily,
— French toast; Thursday — fruit
Murray Middle
bar; Friday — toasted cheese and
Tuesday — chicken nuggets
bacon. Cereal, milk and juice are wisayce or Manwich; Wednesday
available daily.
— tacos or hot ham and cheese;
————
Thursday — burritoes w,chili or
Calloway High
cheeseburger; Friday — corn dog
Tuesday — roast beef w/ gravy or chuckwagon. Choice of fruits
or 3 fers; Wednesday •—• chicken and vegetables, pizza. French'
nuggets or tacos: Thursday — fish fries, milk and fruit; drink are
or hot ham and cheese; Friday — available daily.
spaghetti w • meat sauce or corn
Carter Center
dog. Pizza, haMburgers, Tuesday — pizza or barbecue
cheeseburgers, fries, salad bar, beef w/bun; Wednesday —
fruits', vegetables-; milk and fruit spaghetti w/meat sauce and
drinks are available daily.
French bread or chicken fried
Calloway Middle
steak; Thursday — corn dog or
Tuesday — hoagie sandwich or hamburger; Friday — pimento
footlong chili dog; Wednesday — cheese sandwich or peanut butter
hamburger or wiener wink: sandwich. Choice of fruits and
Thursday — ham and cheese sand- vegetables and milk are available
wich or chicken nuggets; Friday daily.
— double cheeseburger or pizRobertson Center
zaghetti. Pizza, salad bar, fresh
Tuesday — pizza or barbecue on
fruits, fresh vegetables, desserts, bun; Wednesday — hot dog or
fries, - milk and fruit drinks are chuckwagon; Thursday — hamI
available daily. '
burger or fish sandwich w 'cheese
East, North
wedge; Friday — bologna and
and Southwest
cheese sandwich or peanut butter
Tuesday — pizza or peanut but- and honey sandwich. Choice of
ter and jelly sandwich; Wednes- fruits and vegetables and milk are
day — ta( o 'salad or corn dog: available daily.
Thursday — chili dog or bacon and
753-0005
lIky. bill Murra‘, k‘.

Diners C ub Cart Blanc he

Inc.
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'Night Out: held
by homemakers
and families
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Tall Men Don't Measure Up
To Woman's High Standards
By Abigail Van Buren
r

.erSal Press Syncecate

DEAR ABBY: Just yesterday, my
father pulled a clipping of your
column out of his wallet and asked
me to write to you and find out how
old it is. Here it is:
DEAR ABBY: In answer to "Too
Tall," women in the know go for
small men. That's why so many
women go wild over Latin Ameril
cans and fight over jockeys. The
big, tall men tend to fall apart
earlier. They get potbellies and
double chins, and succumb to heart
attacks in their mid-40s, while the
little wiry men are still going
strong.
The next time you go to a dance,
notice that the best dancers on the
floor are the smaller men. lialf the
women married to tall, dark, handsome men would love to trade them
for this little runt they wouldn't go
out with before they got married.
VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
Thanks, Abby.
BARBARA SAGLIMBENI,
SCHENECTADY, N.Y.
P.S. My father is 5 foot 3.

DEAR ABBY: I would like to ask
you two questions:
1. Will "kids" ever be "children"
again?
2. Will electronic toys ever replace
parents as storytellers?
NEIL M. ANDERSON,
MALDEN, MASS:
DEAR MR. ANDERSON:
1. What difference does it
make what children lor kids)
are called? Labels are meaningless. Feelings speak volumes.
2. Electronic toys will never
replace parents as storytellers
because electronic toys cannot
answer questions, nor do they
kiss the kids goodnight.
* ••

Celebrates fourth birthday

Suzanne Parrish, right, celebrated her fourth birthd
ay on Thursday, July 9. She won a birthday cake from
Radio Station WARS and Pam's Cake Hut and is pictur
ed left accepting the cake from a representative of the
Cake Hut. She is the daughter of Terry and Cindy McPhe
rson Parrish. Her mother also celebrated her birthday the same day. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Betty
Parrish and the late Junior Parrish and of Pat and
Joe McPherson. Her guardian grandparents are Bill
and Imogene McClure. Her great-grandparents are
Mrs.
Reba Parrish and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sliger. Suzanne
has one brother, Jason, and one sister, Meagan Jo.

DEAR ABBY: Our 20-year-old
unmarried daughter brought her 1month -old baby girl to us and said,
"Here, keep her; she's yours!"
Friday, Sept. 4
My wife worked' days and I
worked the night shift so one of us
Senior Class of Murray High
DEAR BARBARA: Your fa- would always be with that beautiful School will sponsor a dance followther has been carrying that child we called "Sweetie." We cared ing football game to 12 midnight at
clipping in his wallet since for her for five years. We were the the high school.
1968. Hug him for me, Barbara. only mother,and daddy she knew.
————
Our daughter, Sweetie's real
Nation
al
Boy
Scout Museum will
mother
,
would
run
in
and
run out.
* ••
She paid not one penny for the be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
support of her child. Meanwhile
————
Sweetie had become a truly remarkGames will be played at 8 p.m.
able little person, bright, beautiful at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
and well-mannered.. Everyane who for members only.
saw her fell in love with her.
————
The-ti-one day, our daughter came
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
and took Sweetie, saying she would
be right back. Well, she didn't p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
*LIFE
•HEALTH
return. She kidnapped the child. We 10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
found a note in our car telling us
*CAR •HOME
that she was married now and could
take care of her daughter. When we
'FARM •BUSINESS
went to see Sweetie, she sobbed her
heart out, begging us to take her
with us. We went to a lawyer and
tried to get Sweetie back, but to no
avail. It's been nearly a year, and
my wife is still on tranquilizers. We
AT SHELTER,
are not even permitted to see the
IT'S A MATTER Of
Murray Girl Scout Core meeting
PERSONAL PRIDE..
child.
will be Tuesday. Sept. 8, from 7 to
Our hearts are broken. Abby, 9 p.m.
at Girl Scout cabin on
please warn other parents never to.
agree to raise a grandchild unless Sharpe Street, located between
they get a legal adoption! Every North Eighth and North 10th
time I see a little girl, I think of Streets.
All leaders new to the program
Sweetie.
HEARTBROKEN IN TEXAS as well as continuing leaders must
Harold
be present to pick up troop
"Jack"
•• *
packets. Important information on
Romaine
(For Abby's booklet, "How to Write fal core activities will
be
Letters for All Occasions," send a
discussed.
Licensed in Ky. and Tenn.
check or money order and a long,
Lynn Griffiths, phone 753-0163, is
201 N. 5th
stamped (39 cents), self-addressed
759-1033
envelope to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet, Murray Core director.
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
Girls between the ages of 5 and
610544
17 are invited to join Girl Scouts. It
is open to all girls regardless of
race, creed or color. Girls unable

ONESTOP

South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club members and
their families had a "Night Out"
on July 17 at Sirloin Stockade.
Present were Freda and Doyle
Humphries, Beth and Jerry Morris, Clovis and Clifton Jones. luta
and Garton Hutson, Jane and
Lowell Key, Clovis and Hester
Brown, Brenda Erwin and
Carolyn Parks.
At the last regular meeting at
Cypress Springs Restaurant
Sherri Paschall, foods chairman.
presented a lesson on "Quick
Fiber Meals.
presidnt,.
m
presided, and Clovis Brown gave
devotional thoughts on "Heaven's
Alcso
Gro
Groce
ery."
sent-were Martha Butterworth, Beauton Hart, Donna
Jackson, Clovis Jones, Linda Me
Callon. Jane Key, Imogene
Paschall and belpha Taylor.
The club will resume its regular
schedule with a meeting on
Wednesday,Sep... 9, at 1:30p.m. in
the home of Mrs. Doyle
Humphries.

Faustine Walker
gives lesson
for Paris club

Faustine Walker presented a
lesson on "Fibers, Fairies and the
Consumer" at the Izst regular
meeting of Parts Road
Homemakers Club held. at Sirloin
Stockade.
Friday, Sept.4
Friday, Sept. 4
Mrs. Walker. club president,
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of from 7:30 toll p.m. at Lynn Grove also reported on the Kentu
cky
the Eastern Star will meet at 7;30 Roller Rink.
Homemakers meettig held in
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.
———
Lexington.
————
Saturday. Sept. 5
Charlene Curd gave the devotion
"Super Horse Show," sponsored
Murray High School Tigers will
on "Heaven's Grocery." Reports
by New Providence Riding Club, were given by Sally Henson.
play a football game with CritShe
will start at 4 p.m. at Livestock
tenden County at 7:30 p.m. at Ty
talked about International Day
and Exposition Center. College
Holland stadium.
held at Holiday Inn wth Dr. Joan
Farm Road, Murray.
————
Maupin speaking about
Paris Chapter of Full Gospel
_———
"Educatonal Traveling in Egypt."
Business Men's Fellowship will
Trigg County High School AlumOfficers for 1987-88 are Mrs
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Avalon ni Picnic will start at 6 p m. at
Walker. president: Margaret
Restaurant. Paris:Wrin.
Mgt! school
Roach, vice president: .Sally Hen————
son, secretary-treasurer.
Square and round dancing with
Other members present were
WOW Youth Group will have a
music by Sharecropper will be
picnic from 4 to 7 p m at pavilion Amy Wilson. Della Taylor, Mattie
by courthouse in Murray. Lee Buster and Margaret Roach
A visitor was Joy Roaca
Calloway County Park.
The club will meet Tuesday.
————
Calloway Public Library will be Sept. 8. at 2 p.m. in the home of
Mattie Lee Buster.
closed today.for, holiday.

Community events are listed

Murray Girl Scour Core will

meet Tuesday at scout cabin

91010,,ilfS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Open Friday Nights til 8:30
Sundays 1.5 p.m.
Labor Day 10.4 p.m.

GIRL SCOUTS

to make a troop commitment may.
participate on an individual basis.
Also Mrs. Griffiths said "Girl
Scouts are seeking adults to serve
as troop leaders for local girls.
Women who are at least 18, wiling
to take training and interested in
serving the needs of girls are
needed."
Mrs. Griffiths said ''if you can
help. please call me at 753-0163.

DATEBOOK
Wont'd from pages)

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah,
were Margaret Genshock and Edward Glisson of Murra
y. William
Allbritten of Puryear, Tenn., and Ila Coltharpe of Farmi
ngton.

Drew Floyd Dawson horn
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dawson of 2294 Coldwater Rd., Murra
y, are the
parents of a son, Drew Floyd, weighing six pounds 15 ounces
, measuring 20 inches, born on Friday, Aug. 28, at 2:24 a.m.
at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the forme
r Terri Farr.
Other children are Derek and Chanda. Grandparents
are.Floyd and
Freida Dawson of Murray, Lavern and Wanda Gentr
y of Columbia,
Mo., and Albert Fullerton of Phoenix, Ariz..-

Lost Chord Clyb will meet

Heil
Beauty Supply, Inc.
Coming Monday,
August 31st to
200 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
We are proud to announce the Grand
Opening of Heil Beauty Supply's Murray
Showroom. You, the professional hairdresser/barber, are invited to visit our
"Professional Only. Full Service- supply showroom at 200 North 12th Street
(across from McDonald's). Register to
win salon equipment to be give away
September _18th — No purchase
necessary
'Must present your professional
license to purchase products.

The Lost Chord Club will meet Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 6:30 p.m.
in
Classroom 3 of Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. All laryngectomees,
their
family members and friends are invited to attend. For more
information call the Kentucky Community Center Program
office at
1-442-1310.

COMING
SOON
The

$13.99
Store

Candy Days' Sale for sight conservation will be conducted at
various places in Murray by
members of Murray Lions Club
————
Murray State University Racers
will play a football game with
University of Tennessee at Martin
at 7:30 p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium, MSC"
————
Murray State University
Women's Cross Country meet will
begin at 11 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
————
Paintings by EWA candidate
Rodney Mayton will be on display
in ('urns Center Gallery, Murray
State University.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Dance with music by Kentucky
Jam will be from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight at, Murray Moose Lodge.
This is for members only.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Labor Day Arts
& Crafts Festival at Fenton;
Nature Photography from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m.. Hummers Galore at 2
p.m. and Night Visual at 7:30 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and k1:30
p.m., Muzzleloading Rifle Match
at 1:30 p.m. and Evening at The
Homeplace at 7 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and Skywalk at 2
p.m. t Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

Revelation Seminar will be at 7
p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day
Adventist Church.
————
Couples bridge with Kathryn
Outland and Mabel Rogers as
hostesses will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
(Cont'd on page 7)

I

Hazel Matthai
hostes,s for club
The home of Hazel Matthai was
the scene of the last regular
meeting of New Concord
Homemakers Club. Mary Davis
presided
"Natural Resources and
Heritage" was the lesson
presented by Barbara French. She
also gave the devotion, reading
from "Peanut Butter on My
Pillow" and clos,ng with a prayer
by Ralph Spauldiu Cushman
Reports were Oven by Betty
Kirkenmeier and Hazel .Matthai.
Nine members and one guest
answered the roll call.
Also attending were Nelda Cook,
Millie Graves, Sally Livesay, Opal
Prince and Pat Swisher,
members, a:0 Simone Taylor.
guest.
The club is scheduled to meet
Wednesday. Sept. 9.

Harris Grove
Club has salad
luncheon meeting
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club had a salad luncheon at the
home of Nova Lee Wendt on
Thursday, July 9.
Because of the rain, activities
were held inside. Bingo was
played in the afternoon.
Present were Evelyn Dixon,
Hattie Lee Galloway, Anna Lou
Jones, Marie Hicks, Lena Jones,
Maxine Nance, Elizabeth Parks,
Katherine Ray, Margaret Taylor,
Lurline Wilkerson, Gene Wrather
and Mrs. Wendt, members, and
Molena Armstrong, guest.
New officers elected for 1981-88
were Margaret Taylor, president;
Anna Lou Jones, vice president;
Gene Wrather, secretary; Nova
Lee Wendt, treasurer; Katherine
Ray, cultural arts and devotion.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Sept. 9, at 10 a.m. at Ellis Center.
A white elephant sale will be held
Mrs. Galloway and Mrs. Dixon
will be hostesses,

First Christian
Church
Sunday Schedule
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worhip 10:45 a.m.
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Sunday,Sept.8
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets

Sunday,Sept.6
Party at Holiday inn.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Labor Day Arts
& Crafts Festival at Fenton;
Nature Photography Exhibit from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and Hummers
Galore at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
Homeplace Wedding at 3 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850; Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Hare Raising Business at
2:30 p.m. at Empire Farm.
————
First United Methodist Church
Youth Fellowship will host the
Paris Group at 415 p.m. at
church.

Mr. and Mrs. Oacus Bedwell
will be honored on 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception from
2 to 4 p.m. at University Branch of
Bank of Murray. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
———
- M.and Mrs. Truman Smith will
be honored on 50th wedding anniversary with a reception, hosted
by Roy and Diana Cothran, from 2
to 4 p.m. at Ellis Center. The family requests that guests not bring
gifts
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Knight will be
honored on 50th wedding anniversary with a reception in
Fellowship Hall of Hazel Baptist
Church from 2 to 4 p.m.
————
Calloway Public Library will be
closed today for holiday.
— ——
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Dads and Daughters Golf Outing
will be at 4 p.m. at Murray Country Club. A family potluck meal
will follow.
————
Howard-Brown reunion will
start at noon at North Branch of
Peoples Bank
————
Family of Harvey W.H.
Brown will have a reunion from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m at City Park at
Benton
————
Descendants of David and Eliza
Jane Chadwick Morgan will have
a reunion from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
pavilion by courthouse M MurrayCalloway County Park
————
Memorial Day for Union Ridge
United Methodist and Baptist
churches will be at Methodist
Church
————
Annual homecoming of Land
Between the Lakes will be at
Walter Bilbrey Place (across
from Buffalo Pasture. The group
will eat about 12:45 p.m.
————
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Men will have a
breakfast at 8 a.m. at Boston Tea

Monday,Sept. 7
•
Calloway Public Library will be
closed today for Labor Day
holiday.
————
The Murray Ledger & Times
will have an early deadline for its
newspaper today and the office
will close at 12 noon
————
J.V. Football game between
Murray High and Calloway High
will be at Calloway County High
School at 6:30 p.m.

PER
PERSON

tZg

ed today for Labor Day holiday.
————
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n' Gals
are scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Golden Corral Restaurant.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
closed today but Meals on Wheels
will be delivered to private homes.
————
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
————
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will inclue Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Buttermaking at 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

I HE ARO Er54LLY'WHEN
You PROMISE
OC)U'RE
NOT -TO
SPREADING
TELL
, GOSSIP.

orld of Sound
What makes us the best?
It's simple,
our service department.
Shos & Com are

QUEEN GoRANDA 5
EIGHTEEN, TOO. YOu
HavE mucH IN COmniON.
EXCLASE mE,„

F.D.I.C. INSURED

Earn Up To

Bring 111 Me whole gang for a satisfying
freshly prepaned. special family lunch
or dinner Just good. hearty foiki at
special family prices' Choice of thte
accompaniments & a roll or cornbread

M
Country Fried Steak
or Barbeque Beef

Term

Rate

Minimum Deposit

18 Month C.D.

7.50%

$5,000.00

30 Month C.D.

8.00%

$5,000.00

UESDAY

3-Pc. Pride-FriedChicken
or NEW! Meatloaf

Substantial Penalty For Early Withdrawal

Start Earning Higher Rates
With A C.D. From Citizens

HURSDAY

or more '11ton-1-1-anon
all us TOLL FREE AT I -S00-i45-:601
.ittd dsk f ir Rit. haryf st. otw,ins or Shirlow Walker.

.01.7411` Bank ot
\\is tOUIldeii in IS$S .in.1 is the 1.1i-vc,t I'ink
1-044),1111C Yor i litniteJ time
1,1,,,t h
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And
it to us today wtt h Your tI k Your (2.D yiII bc sett
!own
‘1•011 Mil\ hase your interest mailed inimr.1)1‘,
.7(1111
or reins ested annually.

' PLEASE PRINT
\l.-ll. LO:()nal),'Bank and Trust Co., P.O. Box 240C
Padu.ah, Kentu. kv

FAX ALERT! Rs ta1.-111V,lurert. o en h
\ otir
1,c due until
licri loss it ta'y' rate,. mis appl%

..\1)1•1RES

-siot
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Husse.ros
°owl' COUNT

The Next
18 To 30
Months Could
Mean A
Lot To Your
Money
8.0°'

National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. This
will be the last day the museum
will be open until June of 1988.
————
Reservations for ladies day luncheon on Wednesday at Murray
Country Club should be made by
today with Brenda Marquardt or
Jeanetta Williams, co-chairmen.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at
Masonic Lodge, 1315 Main St.,
Benton, at 8 p.m.
————
Administrative offices will be
closed and classes will be dismiss-

NEW! Ham Steak
or Chopped Steak

WHENEVER HE GETS THE URGE, HE
THINK5 ABOUT ERNE6T BORGNINE EATING
A GARLIC PIZZA TILL THE REELING GOES
AWAY

Monday,Sept. 7

FAMILY WEEKDAY SPECIALS
JUST$399

HE HAS HIS
OWN VERSION
OF IT

1

votj

lilidrtcr!‘

NEW! Veal Parmigianaor NEW! Swiss Steak

F

!new

N ANIE(S1

-

t

-

..t l.‘litt

•

Flounder
or 6-Pc. Butterfly Shrimp

lONI'
oi3ner

Offer good Monday thru Friday, Aug. 24 • Sept. 27, 1987 from 11 A.M

,o 0\\ her

a.',1is (11\
I'ii h,

SPECIAL MENU
If )1'(

oilder

het L. for

month

BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

\

1111Crt2st

_,;0 month 8.0"o C.D.
montlik

quarterly

semi-annually

1";)retcr ms interest added to (..erutt3.ate annually
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MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

Meet

Frankie McNutt
1987
Million Dollar
Producer
See Frankie For All
Your Real Estate Needs

Office: 753-1222

Good Luck
Racers!

WM:MART
Hwy 641 N.
Mon-Sat 9-9; Sun 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon-Sat 9-6

WEST KY
TRAILER SALES

407 Maple
Southside of the Ct Squat.
753-4451

Good Luck Racers
from all your Gulf Dealers!

GO! RACERS!
fooN
.

Auto Laundry - 16th & Chestnut
Murray Gulf - 12th & Glendale
Eostside Gulf - 2nd & Main
University Gulf - 16th & Chestnut
Duncan's Market - Hwy 94 E. 8, 732

belcher oil co. inc.

Agents
Dan McNutt
Bill Thurman
Pots Purdom

403 South L P Miller
Murray
753-021 2

We've
Supported You
For More Than
50 Years!
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray, KY 42071

RACER FORDORtit
GAME NOTES
Murray State Racers (7-4-1) in 1986, 6-1 in the OVC)
vs. Tennessee-Martin Pacers (3-8 in 1986, 2-6 in the GSC)
September 5, 1987
Roy Stewart Stadium (16,800)
Murray, Kentucky
GAME 1

Repair

Parts

RV Repair

Welding

Trailer Hitches
Installed

Used Trailers

Murray, KY
121 N.
(502) 753-7246

1987 Schedule
Tennessee-Martin
(Scout Night)
Sept. 12 Southeast Missouri
(Business & Industry. Night)
Sept. 19
At Western Kentucky
Sept. 26
At Louisville
Oct. 10
At Eastern Kentucky*
Oct. 17
Liberty University
(Parents Day)
Oct. 24
At Tennessee Tech*
Oct. 31
Morehead (Homecoming )*
Nov. 7
At Youngstown State*
Nov. 14
At Middle Tennessee*
Nov. 21
Austin Peay*
`1110hio Valley Conference Games
All Times Are Central

7:30

Sept. 5

7:30
7:30
6:00
12:30
7:30
1:30
2:00
3:30
1:30
1:30

Video Mart
Over 2,000 Movies
No Membership Fees
Conveeflent Parking
Night Deposit Available
Special Weekend Rates
5 Movies
VCR
For

$295

00

$

Per Day

Murray, Ky.
Bel-Air Center
502-753-1399

1988 Jeep Cherokee

1.9
3.7

OA APR Financing, 24 Months (2
door) OR $1,000 Cash Rebate
O
A APR Financing, 24 Months
(4 Door) OR $700 Cash Rebate

*Come by
for a
test drive.

CAINS AMC JEEP
RENAULT, INC.
Hwy. 641 N.

%,

'Ready-Mix
*Blocks
*Mortar
!Sand
'Stepping Stones

THE COACHES: Mike Mahoney enters his first game as head coach
of the Racers. A native of Uxbridge. Mass., he spent a total of six
years as an assistant coach at Murray State. He spent the 1986 season
as defensive line coach at the University of Kansas. He was named
the 12th head coach of Murray State football on January 10, 1987. He
is a 1974 graduate of Southeastern Connecticut State.
Don McLeary is 3-8 as he begins his second season ift head coach
at Tennessee-Martin. A 1970 graduate of the University of Tennessee,
this is his first collegiate head coaching position.
. THE SERIES: Begun with a 13-7 Murray State win in Martin on
Oct. 28, 1927, the kacers hold a 16-7-1 advantage in the series. The
first four games, UTM was known as Tennessee Junior College. The
Racers have a 12-7-1 record against the Pacers since they achieved
four-year status. Overall scoring is MSU 361, UTM 284, for an average
game going to the Racers4by a score of 15-12_ At home. MSU has
scored 193 while allowing U'I'M 171, making an average score in Murray 15-13. The Racers are 7-3 in games decided by a touchdown or
less, including a 1-1 home mark.
THIS DATE IN RACER HISTORY: Murray State has played only
one football game on this date. In 1981. first-year head coach Frank
Beamer took his Racers to Cape Girardeau, Mo.. to tackle Southeast
Missouri. Gino Gibbs ran for two touchdowns and passed for another
as MSU won 37-23. Gibbs accounted for 235 yards tots) offense, rushing
for 102 and completing 8 of 16 passes for 133 yards. Nick Nance picked up 86 yards rushing for MSU.
WE WISH FILM THE SAME SUCCESS: First-year head coach Mike
Mahoney has more than just his time at Murray State in common
with his good friend, former Racer head coach Frank Beamer. Both
will have the games of their rookie season as head coaches fall on
exactly the same days. The season opener this season matches the
Sept. 5 premier Beamer had in 1981. The only differences in the
schedules: MSU has an open date on Oct. 3 this season, the date
Beamer's squad downed Morehead State 20-7. Beamer's Racers had
an open date on Nov. 14 of 1981,,while the Racers must travel to Middle Tennessee on that date.
MAYBE AN EARLY PRESENT?: Mike Mahoney will turn 36 on
McVay, Sept. 7. Perhaps the Racers can begin a new tradition of
giving their head coach a victory for his birthday. During his six years
as MSU's head coach, Frank Beamer squad did not win the game
played closest to his birthday of Oct. 18.
RACERS AND SEASON OPENERS: In 62 season openers, Murray State has compiled a record of 37-21-4, good for a winning percentage of .629. That includes a home record of 21-8-3, which computes
to a remarkable .703 winning percentage. Since Stewart Stadium
opened its doors in 1974, the Racers have gone 8-5 in the first game
of the season played at home. That includes a6-1 record during the
1980's.
WHEN THE RACERS SCORE FIRST: In the last six years, the
Racers have won 36 of the 53 games in .which they've scored first,
a .679 winning percentage.
CAN THE BEAT GO ON?: The Racers enter the Season with a
string of five regular season games which have aeen at least one
Racer running back surpass 100 yards. That's the longest string of
Its kind in Murray State history.
JOINING SOME HIGH-CLASS COMPANY: With a win tonight,
Mike Mahoney will become the seventh Murray State football coach
to win his first game at the Racer helm. The others: Carlisle Cut.
chin, Fred Faurot, Jim Moore, Jim Cullivan. Don Shelton, and Frank
Beamer.
STINGY DEFENSE: Since Murray State adopted the wide tackle
six defense in 1979, the Racers have shut out opponents three times,
held them to a touchdown or less 29'times, and held them to two
touchdowns or less 52 fimes. That's in a total of 101 games.
RACERS AND SEPTEMBER: Murray State is 75-57-6 in football
games played in the month of September (for a .565 percentage). That
includes a 43-23-2 (.640i record at home and a 32-34-4 (.457) mark on
the road. Murray State won its first 11 home games played in the
month of September before finally falling 14-13 to Tennessee Tech
on Sept. 27, 1952.
LET'S HOPE HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF: The last time Murray State appeared in the NCAA Division I-AA playoffs, they returned to win their first eight games and went on to a 9-2 record.

BACK IN THE SADDLE AGAIN: After a notable lack of ranking
in the NCAA Division I-AA poll last season, the Racers are back in
this year. earning a ranking of 12th in the nation in the NCAA's pre•
season selections In 1986. the Racers did not appear in the NCAA
poll until the final week, when they were placed 18th. That was in
the wake of tne._1984 and 1985 seasons, when the Racers appeared a
total of 22 conseCutive weeks, a school record. Here is the NCAA Division I-AA pre-season poll .
1. Georgia Southern
11 Jackson State
2. Arkansas State
12. MURRAY STATE
3. Eastern Kentucky
13. Furman
Sam Houston State
4. Holy Cross
15. Southern Illinois
5. North Texas State
6. Nevada-Reno
16. Northeast Louisiana
7. Northern Iowa
William & Mary
8. Delaware'
18. North Carolina A&T
9. Massachusetts
19. New Hampshire
10. Delaware State
20. Idaho
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES: Louisiana Tech. Pennsylvania.
Southern University, and Tennessee State
THE ASSAULTS BEGIN: Once again this season, a number of
Racers will continue their assaults on the Murray State record books
Here's a rundown on how the Racer career top tens stand entering
the season.
TOUCHDOWNS
21
1 Billy Hess (1967-701 and Lindsey Hudspeth 11978-80)
3. Bill Bird i 1984-present, Willie Cannon (1983-85. present).
20
Russ Hake (1967-694, and Carl Walker 1953-551
19
7. Don Clayton (1972-741 and Rick Fisher 11969.711
9. Tommy Glover 11962-641 and
.17
Danny Lee Johnson 11977-79, 1981)
11. Rodney Payne (1985-present), Nick Nance 1978-811, and
15
Jack Wolf (1987-70)
SCORING
176
1. Paul Hickert ( 1984-present
2. Jeff'Lancaster (1.9,80-83
153
141
3. Stan Watts (1968-71)
126
4. Billy Hess 11967-70)and Lindsey Hudspeth 1978-80)
124
6. Willie Cannon I 1983-85, present )
7. Charlie Forrest (1963-65) and Carl Walker t 1953-55
- 121
9. Bill Bird (1984-present) and Russ Hake ( 1967-69 )
120
116
11. Don Clayton 11972-741 and Rick Fisher 11969.71
RECEPTIONS
1. Lee McCormick (1983-85)..
122
2. Jack Wolf (1967-70)
101
96
3. Billy Hess (1967-70)
91
4. Harvey Tanner (1965-67) and Gerald Young (1987-88)
6. David Thomas 11978-78)
81
7. Greg King (1978-81)
80
68
8. Gary Brumm (1974-77).
67
9. Bill Farrell (1970-73)
60
10. Willie DeLoach (1973-75) and Wayne Wilson 41984-661
12. :Manley Howard I 1985-present I
44
PASSING
5.037
1. Larry Tillman (1965-681
4917
2. Kevin Sisk (1983-85)... _
3,449
3. Tony Fioravanti (1960-63)
4. Matt Haug (1967-70)
3.407
2,970
5. Tom Pandolfi (1972-74)..
6. Mike Dickens (1976-78).
7. Gino Gibbs (1980-81).. .
2'77
2.5
653
2,329
8. Charlie Forrest (1963-65)
9. Michael Proctor (1986-present
1.508
1,391
10. Toby Thomason (1964-66)
FIELD GOALS
35
1. Jeff Lancaster (1980-83)
30
2. Paul Hickert (1984-present)
21
3. Stan Watts (1968-71)
4. Hank Lagorce (1978-77) and David Tuck (1973-74)
15
10
8.. Steve Martin (1973-74) and Don Wright (1973).
...
8
8. Emodi Amagwula (1975-78)..
9. Brian Crall (1979-80) and Charlie Forrest (1963-65)

RENAULT

ri Jeep

753-6448

Starks Concrete Works
•

You just won't find a better value for your insurance premium dollar 'than a Homeowners
policy from me State Auto Companies As an independent agency representing State Auto we
offer truly outstanding proSlat• Auto
tection packages for houses
711 Mak...once
Comparmts
apartments
and
con
dominium units

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT

OPPREER
ALTY D
Home: 753-1580
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*Driveway Tile
*Driveway Culverts
*Septic Tanks
'Pre-mix in bags
'
,Splash Blocks

firen

ett,6

MEW

*Fy

We are prepared to do complete jobs!
Two locations to serve you better
78 N. Main, Benton Rt. 1, Almo
(502) 527-8794
(502) 753-2243

NAPAO

Restaurant

For a great meal before
the game!
Open at 4:00 Mon.-Sat.
753-4141
Hwy. 641 N.

'82 Olds Cutlass Supreme
45,XXX mi., Extra Sharp! PS,
P B., air, AM/FM stereo cassette,
one owner.

Connie Morgan Used Cars
Hwy. 94 E

753-6966

Top Quality
Parts
At Discount
Prices

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS
641.'North

753-4424

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
"All The Way Racers"
401 Olive

753-5312

THE
HOKE
COMPANY

SAVE _MONEY

"Buy Where The Dealers Buy"
See us for all your
used parts & used tires

Key
Auto Parts
A Division of Key Cars, Inc.
Hwy. 121 South — Murray, KY
(502) 753-5500

Good Luck

Racers
Murray
Lumber Co.
104 Maple (near Downtown)
753-3161
Minn"!

Nig

WSJP
1130 AM
MURRAY. KY.
isms DisksVIIA
Mara% ICTTI
502-754.*10

AT.

•

SAM PARKER
President

411111.,

Air time:
Murray State Vs. Tennessee-Martin 7:00 p.m.
Don't Forget to Listen to the Mike Mahoney
Coaches Post-Game Show
Below, David Dercher,number 2, is one of the top
punters in the nation at the Division IAA level.
Dercher holds the MSC" record for punt average
In a game with 50.5 against Southeast Missouri in
1984.

Above Rodney Payne, number 28, enters the season ranked sixth in career
rushing (1,798) and llth in career touchdowns (15) for Murray State. Payne
had a career-high 180 yards in 30 carries against Western Kentucky last year,
and he has two of the top 10 single season rushing totals at MSU.

- NmericiisFd‘orite Stnre

4c::s

RI SUING
2,804
1.. Don Clayton 11972-74 )
• 2,522
2. Danny Lee Johnson'( 1077-81
2,297
3. Rick Fisher ( 1969-711
1.928
4 Nick Nance 1978-81 )
_1.833
5 Willie Cannon 1983-present )
1,798
6 Rodney Payne 11985-present)
• 1,771
7 George Greenfield ( 1969-72 i
1,766
IR Tommy Glover (1962-641
—.1;869
Walker (MA-MI
1,611
10 Russ Hake 11967-691
1,209
11 Bill Bird 11984-present )
RECEPTION YARDAGE
1,837
I Lee McCormick (1983-85)
1,560
2 Billy Hess (1967-70)
1,393
3 Jack Wolf (1A67-701
1,343
4 Bill - Farrell 11970-731
1,147
5. Greg King ( 1978-81 )
1,097
6 David Thomas U976-78b
1,074
7 Gerald Young U967-68).
1.019
s Harvey Tanner 1965-67 )
999
9 Stanley Howard 11985-present )
966
10 Willie DeLoach (1973-75)
PADUCAH SUN POSTER NIGHT: The first 1,500 fans into Stewart
Stadium this evening received a full-color 1987 Murray State Racer
football poster. courtesy of The Paducah Sun. The attractive poster
features a photograph of sophomore quarterback Michael Proctor
and the Racer offensive line in action against Eastern Illinois in last
year's NCAA playoff game.
TONIGHT'S OFFI('IALS: Referee: Niles Kitchen (OVC). Umpire:
Wayne McCreight (GSC). Linesman: Jay Davis I OVC). Line ludge:
Sparky Knight I GSC). Rack Judge: Eddie Hays I OVC).
NEXT WEEK: The Racers host Southeast Missouri State at 7:30 in
Stewart Stadium. It will be Business and Industry Night. UTM will
host Ohio Valley Conference member Austin Peay at Pacer Stadium
beginning at 7 p.m.
DOUBLE DIGIT DEALINGS: Entering the 1987 season. Murray State
has scored in double digits in 33 of its last 34 games. That includes
a current streak of 10 games, encompassing the final nine games of
the 1986 regular season and the NCAA playoff appearance at Eastern

Pke

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-6

Go Racers
Wie Melt Sitopre

A

"Makes Eating Lite Tasty"

753-5482

309 N. 16th

4
) Place Ain't Fancy.

St
Frank Thigpen, number 34, is a strong blocker and determined ball-carrier. Thigpen won OVC Rookie of the
Week honors by carrying the ball 19 times for 137 yards in his first collegiate start, he also had 5 straight
100 yard rushing games.

Good Luck
Racers!
For All Your Insurance
Needs, Stop In Or Call

Ross Insurance
600 Main

753-0489

—THORNTON TILE
& MARBLE

612 S. 9th

753-5719

Murray

75'O045

Alden's Book
Service & Supply

from

come by and see us at:

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burers
Chestnut St

— GOOD LUCK RACERS!

"West KY's only cultured
marble manufacturer certified
by the National Association of
Home Builders Research Foundation

C But Sho Is Good Food

85 Toyota Celica GTS:29,XX X rni one owner.
5-spee(1 Loaded including Leather & power
sunroof.
Certified Mileage - Owner Histor

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc_
Pre-Owned Cars

759-1839 -

700 Ifskin

•Sunday School Commentaries
For 1988. . 20% off
*Sunday School Supplies
•Religlous Reference Books
*Bibles
905 Sycamore 759-1022
9 a.m.-5p.m. M thru F
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Wiley to get national recognition

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
-What is the use of running when we
are not on the right road?"
-- German proverb

Clifford A. Wiley of Murray
State University will be recognized as a TRIO Achiever by the National Council of Educational Opportunity Associations (NCEOA
at its national conference in New
Orleans Sept. 13-16.
Wiley, director of minority
faculty and staff recruitment and
retention and affirmation action
officer at Murray State, will be
honored for the success he has
achieved as a former TRIO
student.
He is among 10 recipients of national awards, one from each of
the NCEOA regions across the
country. Wiley represents the
Mideastern Association of Educa-

NORTH
9-4-A
•A 10 7 5
•K 105
•8 4
46 A Q 5 3

It

safer to play dummy's club

WEST

EAST

93
•9 8 4 2

I.Ct' at trick one than to finesse the •8 4

•Q J

V 76 3
•K 6 2
finesse •J 10 9 8 4

iucen. But it's easy to overlook the
-.Ifest play of•all.
South wisely refused to

•A 5 3

tired back a club to establish West's

SOUTH
•K 6 2
•AQJ
•Q J 10 9 7

:int. The defenders would then have

•62

iummy's club queen at trick one
and he was right. Had he done so,
East would have won his king and

scored six winners for an easy down

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer North
The bidding:

t
Instead. South rose with dummy's
club ace, hoping to block the suit.
Vnfortunately for South. he chose

-his'

7

•K

play against the wrong East.

North

East

South

West

1+

Pass
Pass

1•

Pass

3 NT

All pass

1.

This East alertly threw his club

•

Fatal side effect of malaria may be
caused by immune system protein

Opening lead: Club jack

`.ing under dummy's ace and when a

BID WITH THE ACES

diamond was led, he hopped up with

tional Opportunity Program Personnel, which includes Delaware.
the District of Columbia,
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia
and West Virginia.
Funded under Title-IV of the
Higher Education Act of 1965,
TRIO programs were established
to help disadvantaged students
enter college, graduate and move
on to participate more fully in
America's economic and social
life.
TRIO includes three campus.
based programs — Upward
Bound, Educational Talent Search
and Student Support Services —
and the community-based Educational Opportunity Centers to pro-

9.4
nis ace to lead a club. Declarer

South holds 46 Q J 9 3
IP 9 8 4 2

found a better play in clubs than finessing dummy's queen. but was

WASHINGTON (AP
— The
side effect of malaria that kills
half of those who die from the
disease may be caused, in large
part, by one of the body's own immune system proteins, scientists
say.
Animal studies indicate a protein made by certain defensive
cells is an essential component of

•A 5 3
+K7
South
1 11,

two down anyway.

North
1•
East unblocks his king by overtak- 1 4
ing. the game still makes. East re:
ANSWER: Three spades. A majorturns a club now but will have no suit jump on the second round is
The best play for the game is to

duck the first trick completely. If

club to lead when he wins his dia-

highly invitational but not forcing.

'nond ace.
And if East saves his king. South's Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363, Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
'ad will produce 10 tricks.
Copyright 1987 United Feature Syndicate

Women making strides in salary race

lay of the club ace on the next club

!TUCK'S

PANELING

WASHINGTON (AP) — Women
are making gains in jobs and pay,
but still earn less than men. largely because of clustering in certain
jobs and lack of work experience,
a government study says.
The Census Bureau said Thursday that women's earnings climbed to 70 cents for every dollar men
take home, up from 62 cents in

Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
Martin, TN
901/587-3000

( 1 00 PATTERNS)

7:30-5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7.30-3:00

4x8 LATTICE

•••
LEADED

7.014MODES
:OUNTER TOPS4

aooRs & DOOR U NITS
DOOR KNOBS...

••*

4

oof-lt-Yourself

,PANELING
PARTICLE BOARD
PLYWOOD
— NKS
'UB KITS
,/ANITIES

Treated Lumber for
PATIOS and DECKS

INTL FLOOR COVERINGS
WAFER BOARD

The report was based on a
survey of 20,000 U.S. households
and used a detailed analysis off income in 1984, the most recent year
for which such figures are
available.

Vietnam vets are high cancer risks

GLASS
DOORS

EXTERIOR SIDING
3
FAUCETS
,FIBERGLASS BATH TUBS'
!KITCHEN CABINETS

1979. The ratio is higher among
younger age groups. the report
said.

9L6

1,9.95/6q

Ml CELOTEX Sh-ingte.6

highly fatal cerebral malaria,
which kills a half-million people a
year, researchers said Thursday.
The findings suggest that blocking the protein's action with
special antibodies or other agents
might be a new way to prevent or
treat the most fatal complication
of malaria, says a report published today in the journal Science.

WASHINGTON
AP
— A
Veterans Administration study
found 58 percent more lung cancer
among Vietnam Marine veterans
than among Marines who did not
go into the war, providing what a
veterans group called "the first
very clear scientific data" implicating Agent Orange.
The rate was even higher, 110
percent more than expected, for
non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, a
category of several types of
cancers of the lymph system other
than Hodgkin's disease. Both ex-

of funds to finance most of his col:
lege education and Upward Bound
provided the enlightenment which
allowed him to recognize
academic success as his real goal.
He earned both a baccalaureate
degree in political science in 1978
and the law degree in 1983 at the
University of Kansas. In 1982 he
was the recipient of the Soxsman
Scholarship, an award given to
outstanding former lettermen pursuing graduate studies at the
University of Kansas.
Wiley ran the 200-meter race in
the 1980 Olympic Games. He has
also competed extensively in other
events at both the national and international levels.
An event in Baltimore each
summer for youngsters from ages
7 to 18 is known as the Cliff Wiley
Track and Field Classic. Almost
500 participated in that competition this year.

vide the support that gives
students the hope and skills needed to succeed in college.
Wiley, an attorney who was a
sprinter on the U.S. Olympic team
in 1980, was an Upward Bound student as a junior and senior at
Douglass High School in his native
Baltimore, Md.
He was involved in the Upward
Bound program at the Community
College of Baltimore and did a
summer in residence as an Upward Bound student at Bowie
State College.
Wiley called Upward Bound "a
dynamic program" which he said
introduced him to "the concept of
college in a way which I could
understand and accept."
-_-:-Noting that he grew up in West
Baltimore "in an environment in
which education beyond high
school was not considered," Wiley
said athletics provided the source

Delta jet escapes near crash
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Delta Air Lines jetliner that flew
60 miles off course last July over
the North Atlantic came within 30
feet of colliding with another iet,
much closer than was previously
thought. investigators say.
The National Transportation
Safety Board also said Thursday
the three-member Delta crew did
not have the oceanic charts needed to verify that the plane's computerized navigation system was
in fact directing the aircraft on
course

The NTSB said the crew made
no attempt to verify their location
as they flew across the North
Atlantic on July 8. Instead, they
relied solely on the automated
system. the,NTSB said
It is widely believed among investigators that Delta Flight 37, a
Lockheed L-1011, flew so far off
course because a wrong- coordinate was punched into the
plane's computerized system
before the plane left London on a
flight to Cincinnati

Mutinous Burundi rebels claim that
they have ousted President Bagaza
—
NAIROBI, Kenya l'AP
Mutinous.soldiers from the Central African.natinngf Burundi_say_
they have ousted 'President JeanBaptiste Bagaza. who was attending a conference in Canada, and
set up a junta led by an army

cess rates were termed statistically significant.
The mortality study reviewed
the causes of deaths of 50,000
military personnel, approximate- major.
ly one-third of the U.S. Armrand
Radio Burundi, monitored In
Marine Corps ground troops who Kenya. broadcast a communique
have died since the Vietnam War
Thursday from the Burundi army
Although the study. conducted supreme office saying Maj. Pierre
by the agency's Office of En- Buyoya was the new leader of a
vironmental Epidemiology, was junta called the Military Commitnot designed to determine a cause tee for National Redemption
of the higher death rates, the
"Bagaza is relieved of his duties
report said "exposure to Agent as head of state. party and army."
Orange may be suspected.:'
,the radio said. The statement gave

no reason for .coup, except to say
the actions were taken by "your
soldiers together _with.Burundi's
gallant people, considering the
state of the Bagaza leadership "
Bagaza, who ruled Burundi for
11 years, left the summit of
French-speaking nations in
Quebec; Canada, on Thursday
when nimors of a coup began circulating.4 The 41-year-old leader
took an Air France flight to Paris,
where he was met by members of
the Burundi Embassy staff, and
did not speak with reporters
Begaza's foreign minister, Isidore
Hakizamana, remained in
Canada
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Your local independently owned True Value' Hardware Store has national chain-buying power
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If you currently have a boot and want
It's Our End-Of-Summer Sale. We
to
upgrade a bigger or faster one bring
have marked down all of our boats &
motors, some as much as $6000. If it to Mack & Mack. We're currently
you're in the market for a new fishing ,paying top dollar for trade-ins. Don't
boat or runabout you don't want to miss this sole, but you've got to hurry.
miss this sale. It's your chance to save
thousands of dollars on the boat of your
dreams.
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MACK & MACK
MARINE
Aurora, Ky.—On Beautiful Ky. Lake -474-2251
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Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St., Murray

753-4110 or 753-2571

Sales and Service 7 Days A Week
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Fishing line
By Jerry Maupin

•

The cool nights we've been having has helped to drop the water
temperature about four degrees
and this in turn has started a
movement in our gamefish.
Black bass are becoming more
active on the dropoffs and fallen
trees or brushpiles. Several good

fish have been taken on the surface chasing baitfish also.
I think with this cool front we
have entered into the fall phase
already. Usually we have several
hot dry days in September where
the lake elevation drops right
along with the temperature and

Kerie Atkins shows the croppie, weighing over 2 pounds, that she
caught recently. Her father Jerry Atkins looks on. Below: Jeanne Ed.
wards shows off a 3-pound strip.

the fish really turn on.
However, this year I can't shake
the feeling that we are going to
have a lot of rain and fishing conditions will change drastically.
White Bass are still the most
sought after gamefish this week
but interest in crappie and sauger
is picking up. We really need a ten
degree drop to get the gamefish
schooled and feeding heavy on a
daily schedule.
1 am still chasing the white
stripes and we put a lot of them in
the boat this week. I carried Dale
and Lesa Stanley, Krista Crass
and Jeanne Edwards one morning
and we had a blast. The stripes
were aggressive and stacked
along the deep dropoffs ready fora
lure. The action was hot and heavy
for a while and with five lines in
the water at the same time you are
going to get them tangled! Most of
the time the fish would swim
around another line just fighting
but occasionally someone would
cast over another line. Things got
so fast and frantic that I threw one
of Dales big stripes over the side
and tried to put his lure in the live
well! I did, as soon as the fish left
my hand I knew it was an oops but
couldn't stop it! That's one on me.
We caught 144 in the three hours.
I fished again with Bill Rouse,
Don Elliott and Paul Dorkins. The
wind had shifted to the north and
the lake was rough but we caught
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Streeterville Scramblers like
unusual, two-wheel jaunts

some very good stripes. I had told
CHICAGO AP — The Streeter.Bill that we should get some three
pounders and for a while I had my ville Scramblers don't fit the old
doubts but, they came through and stereotypes of motorcyclists.
started hitting good. The guys Tough guys with chains hanging
from black leather jackets,
really enjoyed the trip'
I fished two mornings with Tony they're not. Doctors, lawyers, exand Joann Fowler and Paula ecutives and professors, they are.
They aren't out to rough it or
Humber. We did the same old
thing, bounce slabspoons and rough anybody up. But they love
roostertail spinners along the bot- two-wheel getaways.
"You haven't seen a mountain
tom and caught 207 white stripes.
Joann and Paula both used bait road unless you've done it on a
casting reels for the first time and motorcycle," says club president
are convinced that's the best for Guy Leekley, a law professor at
Northern Illinois University in De
fishing.'
I went out again with Max Parks Kalb.
Named for a ritzy Near North
and Mike Cherry. The fish were a
little slow getting started but when Side neighborhood, the club spon.sors .weekend jaunts and -an anthey.did.the action was fast
Maxand I used baitcastmg nual road trip that can last three
while Mike used light action spinn- weeks. But the powerful touring
bikes, complete with windshields,
ing. We kept 59.
Jeanne Edwards and Cristine saddle bags and engines ranging
Cox went with me Wednesday from 500 to 1,300 cubic cenmorning for a short while. The fish timeters, generally don't carry
were slow and scattered but we their riders into uncharted
managed to catch 42. Cris did a wilderness.
"We mix it up. One night might
super job on handling a baitcasting and bringing her fish in. be in a rustic lodge in a park,
She also caught a big drum which maybe another night in a
downtown hotel," says Leekley,
nearly pulled her arms off!
A.B. Crass and Amberly Rollins who rides a two-cylinder Yamaha
have been catching some bass. 920.
Members recently returned
They really make a good team! I
think it's great that granddad from a trip to the East Coast and
takes the time to be with parts of Canada, Leekley said
Wednesday night.
grandchildren.
For most of the 75 members in
Happy Fishing!
the invitation-only, 25-year-old
club, motorcycle riding is a hobby,
not to be confused with everyday
transportation.
"There are a lot of us who think
that to commute with a motorcy-

cle is inherently too dangerous,"
Leekley said.
So why go out on rural highways
and to far-away places on the
machines?
"I would say ttie freedom that
you get," said Tom Jugle. a
44-year-old St. Charles resident
who directs a large company's
computer department in suburban
Melrose Park. "You get a feeling
of freedom just being out in
nature."
Or explains Dr.. Arnold Gutman,
60, of Deerfield: "You know,
you're driving down-the road, the
wind rushing around you.
downshifting, leaning into the
turns. ... It's really great."
Some people who move away
from the club's Chicago base
travel back to take part in rides,
said Leekley, whose son, Mark,
flies in from Los Angeles to go on
club trips.
Luanne Rosow, a Chicago real
estate dealer who is. one of the
club's few female members, has
loved two-wheelers all her life.
"I grew up in Wyoming, and I
rode dirt bikes out there when I
was a kid," she said. She rides a
red -750 BMW motorcycle with
"Lulu" printed on the license
plate.
The invitation-only setup keys
on safety, club members said.
They want good bikers who use the
right equipment and who are just
out to have a good time.
"There is a satisfaction of going
out and preparing yourself well,
like in mountain climbint."
Leekley said.
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Above: Tim Feltner caught four big stripes during a recent fishing
trip.
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Can You Afford A New A.T.V. In 1987?
You Better Believe It!
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Edd, Mary, Kathy and Patrick Figlewski are pictured with eight of 96
stripes they caught during a recent outing.
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We specialize in
Good Old Fashioned Home Cooking.
We are Open 7 Days a Week 5 a.m. — 9 p.m.

0*

Lunches
•Prime Beef Steaks
•Fresh KY Lake Catfish
.30 Varieties of Sandwichese14

Special Breakfast for Sportsmen

Ky Lake Lodge RestaurantP
Hwy. 68 & 80 at Aurora, KY
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Anglers scarce on Ky. lakes
FRANKFORT. Ky. 1AP —
Fishing activity was light to
moderate on Kentucky's major
lakes through the weekend, with
water temperatures dropping .at
many lakes for the first time this
summer. the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources said today. _
Here were conditions of major
lakes:
KENTUCKY — Clear to murky,
stable, 3 feet below summer pool,
82 degrees.
BARKLEY — Clear, falling, 3
feet below pool, 81.
BARREN RIVER — Clear,
stable at pool, 83.
NOLIN — Clear to murky, rising, 3 feet below pool, 84.
ROUGH RIVER — Clear, stable
at pool, 85.
TAYLORSVILLE — Clear to
murky, falling, 1 foot below pool.

82.
HERRINGTON — Clear. falling, 23 feet below pool, 84.
GREEN RIVER — Murky,
stable at pool. 82.
CUMBERLAND — Clear,,falling. 19 feet below pool, 84.
DALE HOLLOW — Clear, falling, 1 foot below pool, 85.
LAUREL — Clear. stable, 12
feet below pool. 84.
CAVE RUN — Clear, stable at
pool, 80.
PAINTSVILLE — Clear. falling,
1 foot below pool. 86.
BUCKHORN — Clear, stable at
pool, 84.
GRAYSON — Clear, falling, 21,2
feet below pool, 84.
-DEWEY — Clear, stable, 11,2
feet below pool, 85.
FISHTRAP — Clear, stable at
pool, 78.
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Advanced Technology For Today's
Advanced Automobiles
We use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout.
Tune-Up. Computer ignition, Carburetor &
Fuel inlections Service

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

Estb. 1956

WRINKLE. INC

00 S

. .
A womobra
Mann*

Holton
Distributors

Orkliatroal

13th Street • Mu,rity KY 4207'

(5021 753-4012

I

E.

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779

Town & Country Yamaha
9()
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Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
11
/
2 mi. on Hwy. 94E., Murray, Ky. 753-6116
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,Seat
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Pittman Wheel
to
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories le
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

40-50 To Choose From!

Yamaha

Large Large

7,99qt.
15.999.1.
6,999.1.
89`00.
6,99qt.
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•Herrie Flote-Botes
•Riviera Cruiser
•Crest

Super Products!
Sum/ Deeds
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Marine Products
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to;
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•Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service
PH. 901-642-9222
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Kenlake Marina

to
10
to Complete Line of Fishing and Sporting iquipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &
Pontoon Rentals
to

Guide Service, Covered Storage,
Launching Ramp, Tackle, Bait.

10

Rt. 1 Hardin (502)474-2245 or 474-2211. Ext. 171

Cypress Creek, New Concord, KY (502) 436-2213

to
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Cain's AMC-Jeep-Renault Inc.

(up to 12,000 lbs.)
•Dry Storage In wet Slip •No Weight on Docks .For Private or Commercial Docks •A clean boat
Conserves Fuel and Rosins Value

BOAT AIRLIFT & DOCK CO.

10
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HydroHoist
Boat
Lift
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Cherokee

Hwy. 641 North

753-6446
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McEnroe gets fired i41

By land
and by air

McEnroe inspired by fan incident
By BARRY WILN ER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Has John
McEnroe really mellowed? Or is
his mind so preoccupied with personal matters that he can't be
bothered with on -court
confrontations?
McEnroe got fired up by a brush
with a fan late in the third set
Thursday night on the way to a 7-6,
2-6. 6-4, 6-2 U.S. Open victory over
Richey Reneberg that moved him
into the third round.
Third-seeded Chris Evert and
No. 5 Pam Shriver were the
featured players this afternoon.
Evert was matched with Niege
Dias of Brazil and Shriver took on
Poland's Iwona Kuczynska.
Miloslav Mecir of
Czechoslovakia, the men's fifth
seed. played John Fitzgerald of
Australia and Joakim Nystrom of
Sweden, seeded 10th, met Ramesh
Krishnan of India.
On Thursday. a courtside fan applauded after the eighth-seeded
McEnroe double-faulted. The
four-time Open winner smashed
his racket against the railing in
front of the stands and spoke to the
fan, who then tossed an object at
McEnroe.
McEnroe used that incident to
raisT the level of his game, serving out the set and easing to the

win in the fourth set.
"It's the first time in a long
while I've gotten pumped up from
something like that," said
McEnroe, whose wife, actress
Tatum O'Neal, is expecting the
couple's second child any day. "It
felt good I responded from it.
Distractions usually have hurt me
lately."
Top seeds Steffi Graf and Ivan
Lendl also won Thursday, as did 12
other seeds.
Advancing to the third round in
women's play were No. 2 Martina
Navratilova; No. 4 Hana
Mandhkova and No. 6 Helena
Sukova of Czechoslovakia; No. 8
Gabriela Sabatini of Argentina;
No. 9 Claudia Kohde-Kilsch and
No. 12 Bettina Bunge of West Germany; and No. 14 Catarina Lindqvist of Sweden.
The seeded men who won were
No. 4 Boris Becker of West Germany; No. 6 Jimmy Connors: No.
9 Andres Gomez of Ecuador; No.
11 Henri leconte of France; No. 13
Brad Gilbert: and No. 16 Anders
Jarryd of Sweden.
Graf, playng her first Grand
Slam tournament as- a No. 1 seed,
overcame a succession of moon
balls by Petra Huber of Austria for
a 6-2, 6-3 win.
Two-time defending .champion
Lendl, playing on the grandstand

court in midday. fought off Jean
Fleurian of France for a 6-4. 6-2,
6-2 victory.
Becker, who rallied from a twoset deficit to win for the first time
as a pro in the opening round
against *Tim Wilkison, had that
match on his mind when he played
Jonathan Canter.
"The first match helps for the
long run," the West German said
after his 6-4, 6-2, 7-6 victory. "I
know what it's like in a tight fiveset match. It gives me mental
confidence."
Connors beat Wayne Hearn 6-3,
6-2, 6-1 and claimed he is on a hot
streak, even though he hasn't won
a tournament title in three years.
Nfandlikova, the 1985 champion.
was the only women's seed forced
to go three sets. She eliminated Jo
Dune of Britain 6-3, 6-7, 6-2.
Navratilova, who beat Robin
White 6-1, 6-3. warned against
forgetting about Mandlikova.
Another dangerous challenger
from Czechoslovakia is Sukova, a
loser in the 1987 final to
Navratilova. She defeated Elise
Burgin 6-3, 6-4.
Michael Chang, 15, the youngest
men's player ever to Win a match
at the Open, was ousted by Nduka
Odizor of Nigeria in the second
round. 6-1, 6-2, 6-7, 3-6, 6-4.

Racer offense solid
heading into opener
Clay
Court
By Clay
Walker
Sports TAtitor

While the radio advertisements
discuss a "rivalry" and head
coach Mike Mahoney expresses
concern over depth, the truth is
the 1987 Racers look very sound
heading into tomorrow's
Tennessee -Martin contest,
specially on offense.
Sure. the Racers lack a few
things on defense, such as depth at
linebacker and speed in the secondary, but the Murray State offense
has enough strength at tailback
alone to run up sonic impressive
numbers They should also draw
enough of the defenses' attention
to open up the passing game between quarterback Michael Proctor and receivers Stanley
Howard and Glen Arterburn.
John McEnroe used an incident with a fan to spark him to a second.
Also watch out for big Derek
round win at the U.S. Open Thursday.
pludit
•
Fincher coming out at tight end. If
the 6-3. 225 pound senior gets the
ball. somebody's going to have to
take a hit.
eighth complete game: He imMurray State will likely throw to
Kansas City 8-2 in the only other
With one out in the 10th. Gene have to say they're all legal." Hatproved his home record to 11-2 this games scheduled.
their
hacks as well, but the main
Larkin doubled off Wes Gardner, cher said Thursday.
yeir and 30-7 since coming to the
hook-up
Cleveland Manager Doc Edwill be Proctor to
1-6, and Randy Bush was given an
"I'll tell you straight out that I Howard.
Tigers from the New York Mets
wards thinks he has figured out
intention
al
walk.
Gardner then didn't know the bat was loaded."
for Howard Johnson prior to the
why Terrell is so tough at home.
The sophomore signal-caller
walked pinch-hitter Roy Smalley Hatcher said. "People are going to
198.5 season. On the road, Terrell is
- By The Associated Press
stepped into the line-up midway
"I think the thing about Tts11T1T— before walking
Newman on five_ believe what they want to believe.
12-25 asa.Tiger.
is he's able to keep the
through last season, earning OV('
pitches.
When Walt Terrell is asked to
I can't get inside their'heads and
He doesn't notice the difference, from left-handed hitters
Rookie of the Week honors four
here,"
Keith Atherton. 5-4, pitched one make them believe the truth.explain his success at home, his however.
Edwards
times.
Before the Sylvester. Ga
said.
"He
makes
them
inning of scoreless relief for the
reply isn't exactly sweet.
Hatcher earlier told General product
"I'm tired of hearing I pitched
hit it to center fktyl, where they've
leaves MSC. he should
Twins, who increased their lead in
Terrell pitched a six-hitter and terrible on the road,"
Manager Dick Wagner that he
Terrell said. got Chet Lemon.
have
at
least
one OVQ‘Player of
the AL West to two games over would not appeal any suspension
Lou Whitaker and Kirk Gibson hit "I wish you
guys (reporters)
the
Year
award
"Like
to take -along.
(coach
i
Bobby
Bonds
idle Oakland.
home runs as Detroit beat would drop that.
but Thursday night the outfielder
I've been consis- says, you've got to hit it out of the
He already has anOVC ring and
White Sox 5, Rangers 2
Cleveland 3-1 Thursday night. The tent. That's all I
said an appeal was not out of the is gunning
can say.
park in center field to get it over
for more.
Floyd Bannister scattered eight question.
victory increased the first-place
"I've pitched some very good
Howard
Lemon's
will
help Proctor run up
head
here,
and
that's
440
hits over 7 2-3 innings and struck
Tigers' lead to 11,2 games over idle games on the road
If Hatcher appeals. he would be
and got nohis numbers The sure-handed
feet away. Everything else.
out a season-high nine batters as able to play until a hearing could
Toronto in the American League decisions."
Lemon catches."
Chicago defeated Texas at Com- be arranged and the Astros start a senior averaged 24.4 yards acatch
East.
Elsewhere in the AL, Minnesota
last season. Those numbers have
Whitaker
hit
his
15th
homer
and
iskey Park.
Terrell, 12-10, walked two and edged Boston 2-1, Chicago
three-game series at home with
Gibson his 19th, both on 3-2 pitches
beat
led to Mahoney7's promising fans
Banniste
r,
struck out four en route to his Texas 3-1 and Milwauk
11-10, walked none en
the first-place San Francisco
ee defeated
he will try to get Howard the ball.
in the third. Alan Trammell, who
route to his third straight victory. Giants on Monday.
MI Proctor has to do with Howard
went 4-for-4, doubled and scored
Bobby Thigpen finished the game
"I am not concerned about Billy
is get it close
on a single by Darrell Evans for a
for his eighth save.
Hatcher right now. I'm only conWhile the Racer passing game
3-0 Detroit lead against Rich Yen,
Bobby Witt, 7-8, took the loss.
cerned about the team." Hatcher features
3-6.
stars such as Proctor and
Brewers 8, Royals 2
said. "If it's best for me to appeal
Howard; MSC's only returning
Yett was upset because he
Greg Brock had four hits, drove and play against the Giants and
All-OVC player. the Murray
thought he had Whitaker struck
in three runs and scored three Pittsburgh, that's what we'll do.•'
ackfield is simply incredible
out on a checked swing. but the
1..
times as Milwaukee defeated KanHatcher said a decision on a
Bill Bird enjoyed the best camp
umpire ruled it a ball and
sas City, completing a three-game
possible appeal would be made to- and the senior
Whitaker homered on the next
from' Cape
sweep of the host Royals.
day in a meeting with Wagner and
Girardeau. Nto • needs only one
pitch.
Chris Bosio, 9-5, allowed four Lanier.
more touchdown to tie the
• Twins 2, Red Sox 1
hits, struck out seven and walked
"It's just a matter of do they
modern-day Racer record with 20.
Al Newman walked with the
none in seven innings. Chuck Crim
want me to do my 10 days now or
He already ranks 11th in career
bases loaded with one one in the
Yamaha
pitched two hitless innings in relief later." Hatcher said.
rushing yards with 1.209 and
10th
as
Minnesot
a
beat
Boston
at
his
for
eighth save.
125
ONLY
Hatcher says he picked up relief
managed an honorable mention on
the Metrodome.
pitcher
Dave Smith's batting praclast year's Ail-OVC selections.
The game was scoreless until
tice bat becau?e he had .broken
Rodney Payne conies back
the ninth inning when Ed Romero
several
of his own bits. . .
ranked sixth in career rushing
put Boston ahead with a sacrifice
"I've used bats of other team90 Days Same As Cash To Qualified Buyers!
with 1,798 yards and 11th in career
fly and Kirby Puckett homered
mates too," Hatcher said. "If my
touchdowns with 15. Payne has the
with two outs to tie the score in the
Hwy. 94E Murray
bat doesn't feel right on, a certain
753-8078
Twins' half.
Although the National League night, I might use Bill Doran's. idea that Murray will go
undefeated as well and someone
had the night off, one player may Sometimes I need a thicker handle
with that talent and that attitude
not have gotten much sleep.
and sometimes I like it thinner.
could emerge as the difference in
Billy Hatcher is in the midst of a
"I wish someone had film of all
a
great deal of games. _
nightmare but he's thinking of a our games to show how many difAnd, out of the depths of your
pleasant dream.
ferent bats I've used."
memory
banks, comes Willie CanNational League President Bart
"It's embarrassing," said
non,
who.
'besides being an easy
Giamatti suspended Hatcher Astros owner John McMullen.
target for corny headlines, enters
Thursday for 10 days without pay "It's clearly a violation of the
the season ranked fifth in rushing
for using an illegal bat in Tuesday rules and if you make a mistake
with 1,833 yards. He is also third in
night's game against Chicago.
like that you have to pay the
touchdowns with 20.
"I hope we win the pennant, and
price."
Defensively. the Racers aren't
play in the World Series and they
Giamatti also fined Astros
as
blessed. They will be going on a
check every one of my bats and
Manager Hal Lanier.
defensive philosophy of wearing
people down and stinging them
late so expect to see a lot of people
Sharp VCR
playing.
14-Day, 2 Event programmable
They do feature a few excepwireless remote
Bluegrass Downs Results
tional talents though. Joe March
could be dominant at defensive
end. He is fourth among returning
tacklers as he enters 'his junior
140111046 1
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Terrell continues to win at home, restless Hatcher suspended 10 days
American

Can You Afford A
New A.T.1/. In 1987?
You Better Believe It!

'799

Town & Country Yamaha

National

$5 off Movie Club
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Slight changes put golfers back in hunt at B.C. Open
By WILLIAM KATES
AP Sports Writer
ENDICOTT, N.Y. — A few
slight changes and some sound advice have put Joey Sindelar and
Jay Delsing back in the hunt for
some PGA Tour success.
Neither Sindelar nor Delsing has
won this year and both had been
struggling until their arrival at the
B.C. Open.
But that's changed now.
Sindelar, a hometown favorite
from nearby Horseheads, N.Y.,
led after Thursday's first round of
the $400,000 tournament with a
6-under-par 65 Delsing was one
stroke behind.
Antonio Cerda was alone in third
at 67, while seven golfers were at
68 and 19 players were at 69.
Sindelar and Delsing both have
reasons for the fine showing,

You might not see the difference. It's mostly a feel thing to
me. I can feel the difference," said
Sindelar, who moved his hands
and flattened his swing after talking with his father, his golf
mentor.
Sindelar rallied from a slow
start Thursday to record seven
birdies on his final 10 holes — including four in a row.
Sindelar, the 1985 B.C. Open
champion, said he was feeling
more uncomfortable with his
game in recent weeks and decided
to work on his long game after The
International two weeks ago.
He was able to take adrahtage
of an improved long game with a
solid round of putting. Sindelar's
longest birdie Thursday was from
20 feet, but most were within 10
feet. _

Denver's Elway to become
NFL's highest-paid player
DENVER ( AP — Denver Broncos quarterback John Elway will
become the highest-paid player in
the NFL when he signs a six-year,
$12.7 million contract, sources
close to the negotiations say.
The deal includes $3 million in
bonus money and $9.7 million in
salary, according to figures obtained by The Denver Post.
The Broncos are expected to announce the signing next week
before the opening game of the
NFL season against the Seattle
Seahawks, the Post said in today's
editions.
Elways and Broncos officials
have declined comment until the
actual signing of the contract,
which reportedly is fully insured
and fully guaranteed to protect
Elway against any career-ending
catastrophe.
Elway reportedly agreed to the
contract last month after several
months of negotiations between
his agent, Marvin Demoff of Los
Angeles, and Broncos General
Manager John Beake.
At $12.7 million, Elway's contract betters the previous top contract of $11 million, for 10 years,
signed last month by Seattle's
Brian Bosworth. It also would
move him ahead of both Buffalo
quarterback Jim Kelly and Miami

quarterback Dan Marino as the
highest-paid player in professional
football on an average per-year
basis.
Kelly signed a five-year pact
worth $8 million last year after
Marino signed a six-year package
worth $9 million.
Sources said the breakdown
calls for Elway to get $1 million of
his signing bonus at the time of the
signing, another $1 million in 1995
and the final $1 million in 1996.
His annual salaries for the next
six years will be $1.4 million in
1988, $1.425 million in 1989, $1450
million in 1990, $1.525 million in
1991, $1.9 million in 1992 and $2
million in 1993.
Elway is now in the final year of
a five-year contract worth $5
million.

CCHS freshmen
down Lone Oak

The three drives Sindelar wasn't
pleased with, he blamed on the
narrow confines of the En-Joie
Golf Club's fairways
For Delsing, Thursday's performance was the payoff for a recent
emergency tutoring session with
teaching pro Peter Kostis in Boca
,
Raton, Fla.
"I think I'm finally headed in
the right direction with my swing," said Delsing, who went into
the ninth hole four under par but
could make only one other birdie.
Delsing spent two days earlier

Lower back injury sidelines
returning UK defensive end
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky defensive end Carwell Gardner, a starter last season, was admftted to Central Baptist Hospital
in Lexington for a lower back injury, the UK sports information office said.
Trainer Al Green said Gardner,
a junior from Louisville, was
hospitalized Thursday for observation and should be released this
weekend.
Gardner has been limited in
practice because of the injury
since Kentucky began varsity
camp on Aug. 15.
The Kentucky football team
worked 90 minutes in shorts
Thursday, preparing for today's
final preseason scrimmage at
Commonwealth Stadium.
The Wildcats usesl,the session to
correct mistakes from Wednesday's situation scrimmage, head
Coach Jerry Claiborne said.
"We did a lot of polish work today," Claiborne said. We tried to
correct some of the mistakes and
missed assignments from yesterday's scrimmage."

In Wednesday's scrimmage,
Kentucky quarterback coach
Jerry Eisaman said the offense
lacked consistency.
Eisaman said the offense was "a
little ragged in pass protection and
catching the football."
In that scrimmage, senior
quarterback Kevin Dooley completed 15 of 25 passes for 117 yards,
while junior Glenn Fohr connected
on 7 of 15 passes for 44 yards.

Racer offense...
(Cont'd from page 12)
Kind of ironic considering
Mahoney is such a defensiveminded coach. But he is also a
smart coach and sees his wealth of
talent on offense.
The incredible depth at running
back is frightening. It might
frighten some teams into a full
week's work dedicated to stopping
that run.
Mahoney and the Racers won't
be disappointed if that happens.
Proctor and Howard would love
it.
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Friday's Games
Cincinnati Browning 6-11 , at Chicago
Sanderson 7-7,
at .Atlanta
Montreal (Heaton
12.6
(Palmer 7-101
at Houston
Pittsburgh (Bielecki I-1
(Ryan 5-141. In
Louis
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Magrane 7-61, in)
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Cleveland ,Bailes 6-7, at Boston (Clemens
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Seattle , Moore 6-17 at Toronto (Clancy
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Oakland Nelson 6.3, at Baltimore ( Boddicker 9-7(, in
Milwaukee_ (Barker 2.1, at Minnesota
Viola 14-8. n
Chicago 'Dotson 10-11 , at Kansas City
Perez 0-0
Detroit , Alexander 3-0, at Texas 'Hough
14-10, n
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Computerized Embroidery Silk Screening
Trophies — Sportswear — Jackets

Automatic
Dryer
Model
LE570C

Large Load
Capacity

f

)

Dea er

641 South

Phone 753 1 37 2 or BOO 626 5484
11/1...,05 KY
Hrs. 8-5 Mon. Fri
12 Sot Open lore by noonmtment
Soles: Jock Foley Ben His, Don McCord, James Harmon

Faye's
Next to Pagliai's

Truc

TRUCKS-TRAILER -BUSES, INC.

at

Calloway County's freshman
football team opened its season
with an 8-0 win over Lone Oak last
night.
The Lakers scored the game's
only touchdown when Billy
Brickey intercepted a Flash pass
and ran it back 70 yards
Calloway, 1-0, travels to Fulton
City Sept. 10.

Direct-Drive
Washer

this week with Kostis and arrived
at En-Joie on Wednesday with a
new grip. Despite only one birdie
on the final 10 holes, Delsing was
pleased he didn't make a bogey in
the opening,rourid.
"It was one of my better rounds
of golf all year," said Delsing, who
is 126th on the earnings list. "I'm
looking fiqd to the rest of the
year and
rporating the things
he told me •
my game.''
The 72-hole tournament, which
continues through Sunday, has a
first prize of $72,000.
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New executive units
RAM

753-7743

with factory

warranty

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

•

"Thu'll like
your new

Whirlpool
appliance.
or they'll replace it free
...for up to one year:*
Model
DU8000XR
*Owe Wash System
•15 5 Cycle Dorton
*Poser Ceeen"
*Hamm Washing °Wen
*6-60to Delay Wailing
Option

per month
•5 Auto.natic Cycles•Water Temp Control with 3
Wash 'Rinse Optiors • 2 Water Levels • EasyClean Lint Fitter

• Provision for Optional ICEMAGli Automatic
Ice Maker•No-fingerprint Textured eel Doors•
See-through Crispers and Meat Pan Covers .;

•3 Temperature Selections •• Drying Cycies•
Side Swing Door • Extra-Large Lint Scree__
,
,
ruu vesa FIST sanausitro
ors voistuoss slime APRA/1M

Whirlpnol

Whirluóol GOLD RING DEALER

Refrigerator

Model IT200K

6

4734

19 9i u II Storage(arm( its

per month
15

PH/Spoon
ltrif opt1onal
't*(&

R

• Autornat“

e Maker
Adlustable Door Storage Bins
pe, month
w Icemake
$43.70 per month

CHEST FREEZER

No-Frost ReWhirlpool Model ED22MM
frigerator • 22 1 Cu ft Capacity 'Jet-Cold Temperature Controlled Meat Pan•Humidity Controlled
Vegetable Crisper • Thru-the-Door Ice and Water
Dispenser

WHIRLP_OOL GOLD RING DEALERS HAVE IT ALL IN STORE FOR YOU!
FREE-STANDING COMPACTOR

Storage(apar its
• No-ttngerprint Textured
Steel lid
•Slide and Store Basket
•9.0 (ti 11.

Model
EH(190FXS

• lOUC H-TOf Drawer
Opener
•Dense Pack Control
•6 Color Der oiator
Panel Pack

30" ELECTRIC RANGE

ELECTRIC DRYER

•Sell-Cleaning
Oven
• Automatic
MEALTIMER —
Clock
•Solid, Panoramic
Black-glass
Oven Door

WhIrpool Model
LE7810XP
Electric Dryer

AUTOMATIC WASHER
•8

•Supar Load Capeclry
•Dry Mawr' Control
•6 Drying Cyder
• tonne Temperature
Settings
•Ler Syne,
•Sowed KNIT Setting
•Gentre Neat System
•Conrenern Samos Door
'I.e. aids oolong to
Onring drum
•End *0 Craig Signal

•4 \Nater
Setting.
•‘i,\(.1( (

I trill I du—

vtoth.1 I A17110X1

90 DAYS SAME AS CASFith9
priedy
,
Free Deliwery
In Warranty Service
Extended Warranty
Available

(641 South)

pot

month

TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY

JONES GOODYEAR
721 S. 12th St.

5thirunato

(. St Ii",

753-0595

*Goodyear Tires
*Philco, Magnavox & Panasonic
* All Automotive Service
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tion therapy. but do not seem to con- what cost' Chemotherapy and radiacede the possibility of any long-term tion have many side effects, the most
effects Are there any' Is this a case serious of which is that patients ma)
of the cure being worse than the feel perfectly awful Therefore each
disease?
Various churches in Murray and
the children's devotion. Randall direct the music
cancer patient must be given the opwith Jitnet Arnold
Ir•
DEAR READER -- The use of ra- portunity to decide whether he or she Calloway County have released inPeter
Watts will direct the music with and Beverly Carter
as accomdiation to treat cancer is a classic wants to be made comfortable(a ben- formation cuncerning their serCarolyn Pool and Donna Parker as panists. Sunday
Gott, M.D. case of the risk benefit ratio The efit) or to have extended
School will be at
treatment vices on Sunday, Sept. 6, to the
accompanists. Mrs. Pool will sing 10 a.m.
risks of not treating cancer are much that can add further illness and disMurray Ledger & Times as
a solo. Sunday School will begin at
greater than the risks of radiation. In comfort ra risk)
Lake-Land Apostolic
follows:
10 a.m. and Bible Study at 6:30
other words In general. the cure is
In reality, most oncologists atThe Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
not worse than the disease
tempt to weigh the benefits of treatP.m.
will present the third in a series of
One caveat, however Oncologists ment against its risks, thereby adoptSeventh and Poplar
Hazel Baptist
lessons on "1 Have Found The
(cancer specialists) tend to become ing a middle-of-the-road approach
John Dale. minister, will speak
The Rev James T. Garland, Book" with scripture
from 11
overly enthusiastic about treatment that is individualized according to the about "Evangelism Reaches Out"
pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. and Chronicles 34:15 at
If a cancer patient is expected to live patient and the type of canser. None- with scripture
10 a.m
from
II
Timothy
6:
30 p.m. services at Hazel Baptist preaching'-teaching
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
six months without therapy. oncolo- theless, radiation (and chemotherapy)
session at
Church. His morning sermon will Lake-Land
gists may try to give that person a have long-term, as well as short-term. 2:1-2 at 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. serApostolic
ilturch.
In 6
vices
and
about
Doctors
in"No
Wonder They
DEAR DR. GOTT -be about "The Great Tribulation" p.m. Bible Study,
few more weeks of life by administer- effects Here is truly a situation in
Dan Walker will
Call Him The Saviour" with scripvolved in cancer treatment make a ing toxic chemicals (chemotherapy) which doctor and patient
with
scripture from Matthew 24. present a lesson from Luke.
can work topoint of discussing the short-term ef- or radiation The treatment may. in gether. using honest communic
ture from Matthew 1:20-21 at 6
Gene Orr Miller will direct the Evangelistic service
ation
radia
will begin at
etc.)
(nausea.
loss,
of
hair
fects
fact, add some tin to life, but at and a careful analysis of what goals p.m. service at Seventh and
music with Gwyn Key and Oneida 7 p.m
the ill person wishes to achieve - and Poplar Church of Christ. Assisting
White as accompanists. T.he
Immanuel Lutheran
at what price, in terms of discomfort. will be Jerry Bolls. Jerry Ainley, Church Choir
will sing "Where
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
DEAR DR GOTT - I have dnnated Jaytamb, Charles Olree,
B. Steve 'TS.vo Or Three- Are Gathered" at pastor, will
15 gallons of blood in the last few
speak about "Bind
morning hour. Sunday School will
years. Now the Red Cross nurses tell Simmons, Lorin Watson. Randy
Yourselv
to
es
The Lord" with
be at 9:45 a.m. and Church Train- scripture from
me that my iron and potassium are Hutchens, Edgar Rowland, Harry
Isaiah 36:1-8 at
Russell,
Bill
Nix,
Andy
Vaughan, ing at 5:30 p.m.
too low. My doctor says their stan10:30 a.m. service at Immanuel
dards are too high What can I do to Lenith Rogers, Jamie Potts,
South Pleasant Grove
Lutheran Church. Mrs. Joyce
increase my blood levels'
Thomas Schroader. Randy Young,
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, MlIbrath will be organist.
George
DEAR READER - Blood donation Allen McKee!, Charles Humphrey, will speak about
"Here I Raise My Friebel and Brian Milbrath will
produces changes in the body identi- Tom Swatzell. Tim
Weaver, Ebenzer" with scripture from 1
cal to those of any other blood loss.
assist. Acolytes will be Jennifer
By James H. Cain
Henry
Armstro
ng
and
Joel
Fisher. Samuel 7:3-12 at 10:45 a.m. ser- Jones and Nicole
From a physiological standpoint.
Jedan. Holy
your body cannot tell the difference Bible classes will start at 9:50 a.m. vice at South Pleasant Grove Communion will be served. New
Westside Baptist
between a one-pint donation or a oneUnited Methodist Church. Holy
members will be received at the
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
pint hemorrhage from a peptic ulcer
Communion will be served. service and a time of fellowshi
p
Blood contains iron, a mineral that speak at 9 and 10:50 a.m. and 6 Truman Whitfield will direct the
will
follow.
Sunday
School
and
is essential to the formation of new p.m. services at Westside Baptist
music with Joan Cooper and TomAdult Bible Class will begin at 9.30
red corpuscles_ When blood leaves the Church. Tommy Scott will direct- my Gaines
as accompanists. a.m.
body, so does iron.- After excessive the music with Patsy
Neale, Kathy
Assisting will be Mr. and Mrs.
1. The man who has learned to pray is n longer alone in the
blood loss, iron stores are depleted.
West Murray(lurch
Ligon
and
Susie
Scott
as accom- Steve Gordon. Katherine
universe: he is living in his Father's hous
Unless more iron is supplied, the bone
Cloyce Sutton II, minister, will
Rickman, Frances Erwin, James speak about "Televis
marrow will be unable to manufac- panists. Charles Peeler will sing a
2. A pastor confides: It is amazing the umber of things I
ion and the
ture enough blood to compensate for solo at 9 a.m. service. Teresa
Rogers, Charles Nesbitt, Gary
can get done, if I don't do anything else."
Christia
n"
at
10
a.m.
service and
the loss Potassium is also lost during Gilson will sing a solo and the
Cooper, Annie Lee Cooper and about "Singing Praises to God"
3. In order to realize the worth of the anchor, we need to feel
at
bleeding,
but
is
it
generally
Choir
less of a
will sing "Alleluia To the
Clara Treas. Sunday School will be 6 p.m. service at
the stress of the storm.
West Murray
problem than iron deficiency.
King"
at
10:50
service.
At 6 p.m. at 9:45 a.m.. Care Group at 5:30 Church of Christ.
4. Flattery is c6unterfeit money which, were it not for vanity,
Ray Cummings
You can replace your iron stores service the Choir will sing a selecp.m., Bible Study at 6 p.m. and
would have no circulation.
will direct the song service.
and strengthen your blood by taking tion and John Hawks will sing a
Choir Practice at 6:45 p.m.
5. If you can't crown yourself with laurels, you can wreathe
Assisting will be Jim Thompson,
iron supplements and eating a bal- solo. Sunday
School will be at 10
Poplar Spring Baptist
your face in smiles.
anced diet. Iron pills contain far more
Glen Reeder, Bear! Darnell,
Jeff Rafferty, first year student Henry white and
6. We must look forward with confidence and courage. and
iron than do any foods. therefore. the a.m
Dalton Austin
Martin's Chapel
at Murray State University and
most effective solution to your probhopefully not backward with regret.
First
Presbyte
rian
and Good Shepherd
lem is to ask your doctor to prescribe
preparing for the ministry, will
7. Time is not measured by the passing of years, but by what
The
Rev.
Thomas
Schell.
a course of iron therapy..
The Rev. Bill Hart. pastor. will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. serone achieves and what he feels.
ingerhout, pastor, will speak about
speak
at 9:30 a.m. service at MarThe methods used by the Red Cross
vices at Poplar Spring Baptist
to assess iron deficiency in donors are tin's Chapel United Methodist Church. Terry Byerly will direct "The Well-balanced Life" with
scripture from Ephesiaris 5:15a at
faster, but less precise than tests used Church and At 11 a.m. service at the music with
Hazel Brandon and
10:45 a.m. service at First
by many hospital laboratories. There- Good Shepherd United Methodis
t Carol Kelly as accompanists. Sunfore,
Presbyte
your
rian Church. The Choir.
doctor
is
correct
in
paying
ECM:thePowerfulPro-lkahlyAfternative
more attention to the more precise Church. Holy Communion will be day School will be at 10 a.m. and
directed by Anne Lough with
test. However, if you are not iron-de- served at both church services. At Church Training at 6 p.m
Susan Chamberlain as organist,
ficient now, you will, be soon if you Martin's Chapel a service of
First United Methodist
will sing the anthem, "Praise, My
continue to donate blood regularly. I'd dedication and infant baptism will
The It&v. Bill Fisher. associate
Soul,
the King of Heaven "Church
advise you to consider using iron now, be at Martin's Chapel. Frank
minister, will speak about School will begin
at 9. 30 a.m
it's a cheap. easy and effective way to Rogers will assist at Good "Human Limitati
ons and Divine
Baptist
Grace
prevent future problems.
Shepherd. Sunday School will be at Possibilities" with scripture from
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor,
Dr Gott's new Health Report on 10:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel and
AMark 10:17-30 at 8:30 and 10:50
will speak at 1050 a m. and 5130
weight loss tells you how to lose at 10 a.m. at
Good Shepherd.
a.m. services at First United
weight wisely - and'keep it off. For
p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Elm Grove Baptist
Methodist Church, Holy C,ommu- Church. The Choir, directed
your copy. send $1 and your name and
by
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, nion will be served at both serFist,fro/77 the start
address to PO. Box 91369. Cleveland.
Ricky Smith, will sing "Ca/ Kw
-711K‘
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to ask for will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. vices. Kathleen Thomsen will sing
naanland Land" at morning hour
WINNING THE B.4TTLE OF THE services at Elm Grove Baptist a solo. "Ave Maria," at 8:30 serDwane Jones, Anita Smith and
1
CpaS013
BULGE.
Church. Don Smith will direct the
vice. The Chancel Choir, directed
Susan Jones will be accompanists.
music and also will sing a iolo at
:
by
Bruce Chamberlain with Joan
la
"
'
n
Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m.
A
i /
the morning service. Accom- Bowker as organist. will sing the
Hog market
t.'al varsity(lurch
panists will be Teresa Suiter and
t'ederal-State Starke% Nit.W.Serstre September
anthem, "Fear Not, I Am With
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
1, 11017 Itentuck) Purrhaw %re& Hog Market
Glenda
Rowlett. Sunday School Thee,- at 10:50 service. Church
Report Includes 4 Buying Stations Iteretpla Set
speak about "Christians. Watch
will begin at 10 a.m. Church Train- School will be at 9:45 a.m.
444 Est 423 Borrows a
steadv . Sows 1.40
What You Say" with scripture
lower or 401.1 over Ma lbs. under 3016 lb. *trod.).
ing and Junior Choir will be at 6
Memorial Baptist
Lb it itse MI lbs.
from Ephesians 4:29 to 5:5 at 10
p.m.
US I 2 b11-22114
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, a.m. service and about "Goodby
e
2S 2-$ 2$41-254 lb'.
Goshen Methodist
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. To An Old But Good Friend"
S 3-4 1.80 210 lb.
at
Sows
The Rev. Susan Allsop, pastor, „services at Memorial Baptist
special service at 6 p.m. at
US it 214 154
144.44-441011
will
speak at 11 a.m. service at Church. His morning topic will be
US 1-3 311*-430 lb.
141.45-47.81
University Church of Christ
ES 1.3 481-50 lbs
Goshen United Methodist Church. "People Need The Lord" with
443.48-44.1111
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey.
ES I-3 511•4341 lbs.
447.31431-110
Ronnie Hutson will be lay assis- scripture from Luke 11:33-36. RanS 3-3 311145411 1bn
844.45-45.45
Robert Hendon, Danny Claiborne.
Roars $34.04-41.00
tant and Randy Wilson will give
dall Winchester, deacon of the
Hamp W. Brooks, Jack Wilson,
week. Jimmy Simmons and Bill
Hampton Brooks, Todd Brooks,
Dodson will assist. Milton
Time-saving ECHO blowers
Jesse Horton, Ja.ce Wilson, Chuck
Gresham will direct the music
Wilson, Nick A. Horton. Doron
make outdoor clean-up a breeze!
with Margaret Wilkins and BrenClaiborne, Lloyd Hasty, David
• Americas favorite as powered alternative
Model PB 210E
da Hart as actompanists. Carolyn
Jewell and Gary Taylor. Bible
- to rakes and brooms-- •
Winchester will present a special
classes will be at 9 a.m.
169.95
• Clear leaAs clippings. Irt. light snow
selection and the Sanctuary Choir
•lightweight well balanced. no cord
First Baptist
Murray Home & Auto $20.00
will sing -People Need the Lord"
• Exrlusive Pro Fire- electronic ignition
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
with Linda Stalls as soloist at mor- speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. ser'149.95
for easy starts
ning
hour. Milton Gresham will
• Quiet precision' 2 stroke nine
Maii-in Rebatevices at First Baptist Church. His
10.00
sing a solo, "Jesus is Lord of All"
morning topic will be "Work: Joy
at evening service. Sunday School
or Burden?" with scripture from
$139.95
will be at 9:40 a.m. and Church
Ecclesiastes 3:10-15. Dr. Bobby
Private. peaceful. & relaxing. 2 BR m.h. This 0138
4/041.2 squeeze your %wallet! 3 BR,
Training at 6 p.m.
on extremely nice 1 acre lot. Low price at
Malone. deacon of the week, Dan
bath home on 78 X 200 lot. %pry close
$11500.
First,Christian
to town. Great price. mid 30's.
Shipley, G.T. Moody and R.P.
Dr. David Roos, pasta, will
Hodge will assist. At the morning
speak about "Take Off Your
hour Margie Shown will sing a solo
Shoes" with scripture from Exand
the Choir will sing "Be Strong
Frst from the start odus 3:1-12 at 10:45 a.m. service at
in the Lord." Linda Wright will
First Christian Church. The
sing a solo and the Choir will sing
WIOWWIerr
Chancel Choir, directed by
"Sunlight, Heavenly Sunlight" at
Margaret Boone with Emily Davis evening hour. Accompanists will
as organist, will sing the anthem, be Joyce Herndon, Allene Knight
Model 280 EVL
Beautiful 3 BR,2 bath brick home with Iota
Beautiful 2 BR. lakeview borne. Low
of extras. Professionally landscaped lot.
• lightweight design "What A Friend We Have In
maintenance home. 24 X 24 basement. 73
and Tamara Outland. Allison
Located north of town well priced, call
X 190 lot. Lakeshore Dr., Pine Bluff Out
under 8 llos
Jesus." Assisting will be Billie
Sears
will give her mission
today.
side storage & more. 40's.
Burton, Sarah Van Meter, testimony at evening service. Sun• rugged 279 cc engine
• features 12- bar
Maurine Loftin, Annie Forrester, day School will be at 9:30 a.m. and
s199.95
Rachel Cella, Charlie Williams, Church Training at 6 p.m.
Save $40.00
Lyn Ryan, Walt Apperson, David
St. Lee's eatholic
Eldredge, Terry Hart, Jim ClopMasses will be at 6 p.m. Saturton, Sheila Shaw, Lynn Griffiths, day and 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday at
Cathi Culek, Emily Gore, M.C. St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr. Stan
Ellis and Jack Haskins. Sunday
Cut ahoy el' 4 BR, 2 bath brick home. Also City living
Tillman is pastor. Assisting wil be
at Its bent. 3 Bit, I bath home
consists of storage bldg 30
School will start at 9:30 a.m.
80 garage. large Jr.. kit., tall_ breezessay •
garage
Pallie Kurz, Bill Whitaker and
shed, smoke house, TV dish, barn, swim
Call for appointment today.
West Fork Baptist
Carole Holcomb.
ming pool & more. Call today.
The Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor,
University Baptist
will speak about "Bringing Men to
The Rev. Don Farmef, pastor,
Jesus" at 11 a.m. service at West
will speak at 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. serFork Baptist Church. He also will
vices at University Baptist
speak at 6 p.m. service. Special Church. Larry Gregory will direct
GT1000
music at morning hour will be by
the music with Paula Gregory as
Rick Strickland and Steve Hurst of accompanist. Sunday School will
Nashville, Tenn. Alvin Usrey will
be at 10 a.m.
•16cc-2 cycle engine
Live on main floor, rent out basement. F:x
Sew listing'. Don't miss this 3 BR horn
cellent
inyeStrnent
opportunit
y. 1nkefront hunt in IWO. Approx.
•Semi-automatic bump
1500 sq. ft. of !twin ,
home in Pine Bluff with gentle slope to area.
ISA X 100 lot. located In East I
feed cutting head
water. 4 BR. 2 bath, $55000.
Manor. 40'•
•Trims both grass
& light weeds

DR.GOTT

Area churches release schedule

Pros and cons
of. cancer therapy

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

1711/1171
/' pre

Wilson Real Estate

IECNO

959.95

Homeplace Family Restaurant .9
14 Oz. T-Bone

Financing Available

Includes choice of potato, tossed
salad & french bread

Murray Home & Auto F4,
Chestnut Street
Murray, It y.

(jhaelil:._

Phone
7 5 3- 257 1
753-4110

-

Economics! 2 BR lake% lew home with easy
lake IL(CP1101. Most furniture goes with
home. Lake Lane, line Bluff. Mid to's.

him Wilson

Excellent starter home! 3 Mt, double
wide. U X 48 all electric. 1 bay clean up
shop. /10 X 212 let. Extrivilice.
today.

Pat Armstrong
Jackie Rushing

11 it no. wilson
Dian Boyd
Ste%e ihirhin

Joyce IRetsworth

Ron Talent

Wilbur Barney

Theo ruck

Teddy Cohoon
Bob Hargrove

Sharon Wilson
Rita Elkins
Janis Hicks
Jiid% Bore.

$525

Good
Fr,

Sept

Sot
5rt,

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Ronalass Fish or Catfish Stooks

to
to

475

1906 Coldwater Rd.

'Every Thors, Fri & Sat

769-1864
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Kentucky News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) — Thirty-eight Kentuckians, Including 17
volunteers from local fire departments. have gone to help fight forest
fires in southwest Oregon, the Natural Resources Cabinet said.
Fourteen of the volunteers were from Owenton in Owen County, two
were from Pleasureville in Henry County and one was from Gallatin
County, the cabinet said in a news release Thursday.
The volunteers and 21 firefighters from the cabinet's Division of
Forestry on Tuesday joined one crew from the Daniel Boone National
Forest and three Job Corps crews from Frenchburg and Pine Knott to
make up the firefighting contingent from Kentucky, the release said.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky ( AP ) — Five more school systems have been
selected for state management assistance, a spokesman for the Kentucky Department of Education has announced
Under the program. the state chooses experienced school administrators or educators to work with school systems over a three-year
period The educators look at the overall school system and make
recommendations, said spokesman Gordon Nichols.
The school systems are chosen for state assistance based on a ranking
in key areas including finances, school attendance, dropout rates and
test scores.
"We go from those low percentiles — those indicating attendance,
dropouts or both. The bottom line is it all gets down to money problems," Nichols said. "How they use their fed I federal) dollars, state
dollars and local taxes. It's all dollar problems. Kentucky is looking at
spending as much money as possible in that classroom."
The management assistance program started last year with school

systems in five counties in eastern Kentucky, Nichols said Those programs are continuing.
"I don't know if there's a ceiling. but we would hope we'll look at every
county in the *ate before it's through," Nichols said.
The five new school systems in the program are Covington city.
Gallatin County, Pike County, Martin County and Henry County
————
OWENSBORO, Ky. iAPi — The Citizens Committee on Higher
Education has formed a task force of school and college leaders to
devise a plan anticipating the needs of Japanese companies.
The non-profit committee decided to form the task force after Fred
King, Owensboro's industrial recruiter, said in order for the western
Kentucky city to attract a Japanese company,,it has to have a language
and cultural-education program as bait.
The task force will compile programs the schools already have in
place, as well as a contingency plan of what they can offer if a Japanese
company was considering Owensboro, committee co-chairman Bill
Chandler said.
"If Fred is dealing with some folks, we want to say we are ready and
willing to provide services they may need," he said.
For most Japanese companies, those services include extra English
and Japanese culture classes for executives' children. King sail the
Japanese also want classes all the way to the college.level.
"The special instruction is a must item for any community to have a
major industry looking at it," he said.
King said a Japanese company. said to carry a possible 800 jobs, will
have representatives in Owensboro next week. He also noted that

Toyota Motor Corp.'s plant in Scott County will starting letting contracts
for supply companies in 1990
————
MADISONVILLE Ky. ( AP) — Two members of the MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins High School football team have been charged in the alleged robbery of about $40 worth of pizza from a delivery man.
Both. were suspended from the team, said Athletic Director Joe
Barlowe, who identified them as William Liles Jr., 20, a runningdefensive back, and quarterback Terry Lynn Springfield, 19.
Police said the players were charged Wednesday with complicity to
robbery in the second degree.
_Police said James Lesley Foster, 19, of Madisonville, and two
juveniles were also charged with second-degree complicity to robbery.
A third juvenile was charged with second-degree robbery in last Saturday's incident.
Officials said the adults were released on their own recognizance and
the juveniles were released to their parents.
laNit

to
to

Reagan says
programs to be
judged by impact
WASHINGTON (API — President Reagan. applying a new
yardstick for evaluating welfare,
housing and education programs,
says federal policies must be judged in terms of how they will affect
families and parents' supervision
of their children
Reagan, at his vacation home in
California, signed an executive
order Thursday that will require a
review of existing and proposed
regulations and policies in terms
of their impact on families.
It was the latest in a series of
steps intended to help promote the
agenda of conservatives

Ask me about tax
advantaged Single
Premium Life
Insurance from
State Farm
*tax free death benefit
*tax deferred cash value
growth
*tax free policy loans
*safety of principle
Calk

At the assessment centers, applicants engage in problem solving exercises and skills tests
for up to three days, depending on
the position they're seeking.
Gene Childress, executive director of the assessment center, said
about 5,000 people will have participated by the end of the
summer.
Toyota, meantime, has been
running advertisements in the
Detroit Free Press to find candidates for group leader jobs in 12
departments, including stamping,
trim, spray painting and quality
control.
As of Monday, 30 Detroit-area
residents had responded, said
Helen Flowers, manager of the
state's Employment Services'
field office in Georgetown.
Smith said Toyota was looking

elsewhere only for group leaders
because of a lack of qualified candidates in Kentucky.
"This is not for production positions — which will make up the
bulk of the employment. We're
looking for people at the supervisory level that are experienced
in auto tool arid die — the group in
highly skilled trades.
"Kentucky is not a major autoproducing state. We knew from
the start that in certain technical
areas, we'd have to go elsewhere.
We will continue to hire Kentuckians for the other positiodq."
Harold Toomey, president of*
United Auto Workers Local 1681 inLexington, said he thought Toyota
could find qualified people in the
state.
"I think they're using that as an
excuse to bring their own people

1 2 order Country Ham, 2 Eggs,
/
Home Fries, Toast or Biscuits
and Gravy!
Only

Fraaces Drake
FOR SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 5, 1987

GIE

lit -SCORPIO
ARLES
(Oct. 2:3w Nov. 21)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Company right now either causes a
In some way, you may find a".
problem with a family member or
friendship demanding today. Though
you will honor a social obligation, it's puts you out in some other way. Stop
not your best day for fulfillment putting off 'necessary repairs and
replenish thecupboard
through others
SAGrrrmuus
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
(Apr 20 to May 20)
de
Serious mental work is favored
You may do some extra work on a
career project, though the day doesn't now. Don't haggle about a career
really favor mixing business and concern. Don't be talked into anypleasure Don't be tempted by an thing that goes against your wishes.
unrealistic proposition
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
(May 21 to June 20)
Travelers could meet with more
You probably should at-cede to a expense than planned. Generally, it's
partner's wishes. You may not feel a poor time to seek advice or to take
comfortable with an in-law today. others into your Confidence. ConVisitors now may pt a strain on serve assets.
domestic life '
AQUARIUS,
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
It could be one small aggravation
(June 21 toJuly 2.2)
Someone could be temperamental after another. It seems like obstacles
early in the day. The sure thing is the arise to interfere with getting your
only investment to consider now. It's own way. Don't push too hard.
hard to reach agreement on a busi- PISCES
ness matter
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
.1110•(
Somebody around you may be
LEO
feeling tense, so try not to be pulled
(July 23to Aug. 22)
It%
Shopping could be both tedious down by his or her mood. If others
and expensive, though a visit to a don't confide in you, it doesn't mean
familiar haunt should relax you. A something's being kept from you.
IF BORN TODAY you need excitechild may be counting on you now.
ment in your work and can be
Be there.
somewhat restless. Becoming intelVIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
SEs lectually involved keeps you stimuA household chore seems to be lated and prevents you from making
your first priority today. Arguments unnecessary change. You're always
right now could really wear you Out. motivated to explore the new and can*,
If irritable, try to reduce stress and be the trailblazer that opens new
doors for others. Acting and brokerstrain today.
age may be two fields where you have
LIBRA
11, 1. I%
a special talent. Never settle for what
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Go out if you must, but stick to the is merely expedient. Birthdate of:
familiar. Looking for the unusual in ('arol Lawrence, singer/actress;
entertainment could prove to be Raquel Welch, actress; and Frank
disappointing and not wortA the Yerby. author.
price.

far
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lempere,i
glass shekes
• Vai,lerno drawer
• 2 extra-deep freezedoor shelves
4 adiustable

Ice and water
giro the door

Look and feel
fantastic when our
$29.5`'
professional and attentive
Reg.
haircare specialists give you
our high quality, salon-perm featuring Helene Curtis
products -all at a Fantastic price!
OWNED AND OPERATED BY TOM & YVONNE KEY
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 9-6 MON SAT. (9-7 ltHURS )

Ma

We Service What We Sell!

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is therit

the
Murrayuray Ledger & Times

'Faxgastil

PI!

iflit1A1M1

A MOISTURE
QUOTIENT.

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
'Next to Cam's AMC Jeepl

It will be easier for you and
your carrier if when you
receive your bill to pay
on a 6 months or a yearly
basis rather than monthly
or quarterly.
Thanks for your cooperation.

[VISA

i5j y9-1!,
Home /53 154))

INSURANCE COMPANY
Hort. Of/WO Flkoornmcpton 1.1inu,S

CARRIER?

50
THIS MONTH
n
ONLY

• Refreshment center
dosperises rce and col()
Wafer through the door
• Automats(.
1 make(

• Foldrthi wine chill,', 1,1k

HAVE YOU
PAID YOUR
MOTOR ROUTE

AT FANTASTIC SAM'S®

18.1 U. FT. NO-FROST
NG TEFPRIGERATOR
ENERGY-S

OttiLe

STATE FARM LIFE

SEOUL, South Korea (API —
Thousands of riot police stormed
the nation's largest shipyard and a
major auto assembly planCtoday.
arresting hundreds of striking
workers in the first government
crackdown on recent labor unrest.
Police raided the Daewoo Co.
car plant, site of a weeklong occupation, and the Hyundai Heavy
Industries Co. shipyard, occupied
by workers after they damaged
company buildings and set fire to
vehicles on Wednesday and
Thursday.
The government also said it had
arrested a North Korean spy and
an opposition official and charged
them with fomenting strikes.
About 3.000 riot police moved in
before dawn to remove strikers
holding the Daewoo assembly
plant at Pupyong outside Seoul
and arrested 135 workers. Two
workers were injured when they
jumped from a second-floor window and police overpowered
several others who threatened to
set themselves afire, police said.

65

1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
10
4‘..‘..*..E.
*.‘vit.t.t.‘t.vikwkAt.‘"-"-

Korean police
arrest hundreds
in major sweep

Your Individual
Horoscope

Donold E Homy
411,
bIsfsi 1U4
'ftiole

in," he said. "If they're saying
there are not enough skilled people in the state for those types of
job, I would disagree. We have
many auto-related plants in Kentucky where people are skilled in
quality control, tool and die and
other things."
Two groups of team leaders
already have been hired and sent
to Japan for training.

Hwy. 641 North
759-1505

.01l..1tf YVON% 41,41,(WA
,:t.41F0

00

*Every Sat. and Sun. til Noon*

Toyota applicants to be informed of status
FRANKFORT, Ky. I API —
Toyota Motor Corp. wants to let
the 80,000 people who applied for
jobs at its new Scott County plant
know they have not been forgotten, an official said.
The applicants will soon receive
status reports on their chances for
employment at the plant, according to Jeff Smith, Toyota's U.S.
liason manager.
"Some people have gotten
discouraged because they're used
to a company taking applications
and then hiring soon," said James
Daniels, commissioner of Ken:
tucky's Department for Employment Services.
"With Toyota, it hasn't been like
that. People have to realize that
this is a little different," said
Smith, whose agency is coordinating Toyota's pre-hiring
screening.
Of the 80,000 applicants, about
38,000 are being considered for
production pogitions. These group
leaders, team leaders and team
members will have the largest
share of jobs at the plant now
under construction.
The automaker is expected to do
the bulk of its production hiring in
December or January for next
summer's first shift.
By late 1989, Toyota expects to
employ 3,000 on two shifts.
Smith said the company has
been dealing with the top 15 percent to 20 percent of those who
have completed the first written
tests, but he expects the percentage to increase as the hiring progresses. Top scorers on the written test are asked to participate in
the Toyota Assessment Center.
The main-center is at Kentucky
State University in Frankfort. The
state also set up temporary
assessment centers this summer
at Prestonsburg and Madisonville
to accommodate people in outlying areas of the state.

Homeplace Family Restaurant
COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST

Fantastic Sam's
2608 Park Ave
Paducah, Ky. 42001
442-4386

Fantastic Sam's
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky 42071
753-0542

sanl's

The original family haircutters.

THE ORIGINAL FAMILY HA1RCUTTERV
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CLASSIFIEDS
2

Notice

THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky 247 6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold 14kt gold chains
'We sell tor less!" "We
guarantee it" Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

2

Notice

2

Face
Brick

)-(ORSESHOE tourna
ment September 5th,
6th and Labor Day
Great prizes At Solos
Market, Hwy 69N, Cot
tage Grove, Tn
1 1T'S here! The great
Tom Wat For more
information call Kim
Higgins 75.3 9E166

Start At

OO
$1 40ner

Notice

1000

Vowell &
Son Inc.

6

Help

MiTrray Ledger & Times
Wanted

PULL or part time
help
Lee's Carpet
Cleving Must be able
to work odd hours
Willing to work
No
experience necessary
If interested write P 0
Box-'10-40 M. Murray No
phone calls accepted

11

Instruction

International
Metal Building
Manfuacturer
selecting
ouilder/dealer in
some open areas
High potential profit
in our growth industry (303)7593200 EXT 2903

24

Miscellaneous

GLIDDEN latex wall
paint 5 gallon can,
$29 99 Get at Black's
Decorating Center, 701
S 4th St., Murray
HUNTERS Special
camper for sale gas or
electric -refrigerator, gas
stove, furnace $900 Cali
after 5 30p m 753 6919
heater
wicks installed
Beat
the rush, get your
heater ready now! Just
$9 plus the price of the
wick! Coast to Coast
Hardware 753 8604
LARGE. Targe, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky 502 247 7831
LAYAWAY your
Christmas purchases
now
Coast to Coast
Hardware 753 8604.
MULCH for sale shred
ded hardwood bark by the
truck loaa. Drown or
black, fresh or full corn
posted U haul or we de
liver, Call Jerry 759 4808
PENTAX mount lens
like new
80 200mm
macro zoom and 28mm
wide angle Certificates
for 500 rolls of film and
120 photo enlargements
All for $250 759 9752

irrirosENE

30

Business Rentals

34

Houses for

Rent

41

CYPRESS Creek
Lakefront 2 BR house.
furnished, you pay elec
tric Years lease, deposit
No pets. Adults Call 436
2366
QUITE country setting
1 or 2 bedroom. garage
apartment, low rent in
return for some work
753 5733
TWO bedrooms stove,
refrigerator
Married
couples only. no chit
dren or pets
Re
terences and deposit.
492 8594 after 6P M

20x50
Commercial
Space
For Rent
i\diLfgas

Good location on
641 Highway in
Pur\ ear
901-782-3450

Public

Sales

Moving Sale
Sat. Sept 5th
8 a.m. 12 p.m.
1304 S. 16th St.
Green house in front
of Fox Meadows
Trailer Park

MASSAGE therapist
Found
trainee part time posi
LOST Large black tion. Prefer female over
neutered male cat with
30 Must be athletic and
Martin, TN
white stomach, from
possess a high moral
587.2301
19th street area
character and a willin
An
swer to "TuTu" 753
gness to work
No
f
6062 or 753 3753
experience necessary
O /
36 For Rent or Lease
.4/ sib •
licensed instructor will
31 Want to Rent LENT TO OWN
train qualified candid
Quasar ', CR s $IO week
ate
Apply in person
6
Help Wanted
Pre -Labor Day
includes one free movie
Head Quarters, 715 S
ARE you a career
rental week 52 weeks
12th St., between 5P.M
Sale
minded data pro• 7P.M., Thurs., Fri. and 12 Insurance
TV 'S and appliances
Fri. & Sat
Clearance on aU
c e ssing./ cornpute_r_ -Sat 140 phone calls,- - available Check our
Kneting Yarn in stock
person? Michelson
tow prices+ Movie
8 a.m. til ?
NATIONAL Co. looking
Jewelers is expanding
40-50% oft
World, 753 4663
se
SON OR DAUGHTER
for local distributor to
3 miles East on 280
its data processing
All cross-stitch books
service convenient stores
AGE
19?
37 Livestock Supplies
department. We seek a
watch for signs
with
a highly popular
1 2
chus DC'
goal oriented person
Unless
still
in
6 YEAR old registered
product.
1•800
361
36.33
Cross stitch fabric
who is not afraid of long
School or College
Quarter horse, gelding
NEED a lob? 4 openings
hours. A working
30% -•
Gentle and well man
now. You may qualify
their family group
32 Apts for Rent
knowledge of the IBM
nered great for kids
Creative Expressions
if; (1)You do not have
hospital insurance
system 36 operating
1
&
2
bedroom
apart
Cali after 5P M
GED or your high
Needlework Shop
system is required. A
may have expired
3. Card of Thanks
ments lease and de 753 5624
school diploma, (2) you
working knowledge of
posit
No
pets
due to age. Our
No "!IMMENTAL and
have been out of school
retail accounting and
children 753 9208
most popular MaSimbrah bulls Per
9 months or more, (3!
• inventory control would
1 BEDROOM apart formance & semen
you are between ages 16
Card of Thanks
jor Medical Policy
be helpful, but is not
ment located at-. 1628 C tested
Excellent (wet
3 Card of Thanks
The family of
offers comprehenmandatory. We offer a, & 21. We are a EOE
Miller Ave $120 rent ity $650 & up Cadiz
Roger
liberal compensationr This project is funded
Hutchens
sive benefits at
and deposit Call 753 Ky 522 8794
by the Western Ky.
and benefit package
would like to express
26
TV -Radio
3415 after 5P M 753 )(X Nice AQH
reasonable rates.
Private tndustry
Saturday
Interested? Send your
our sincere thanks
7123
Council
THANK YOU
JTPA. Call
Palamino Gelding
-I
For free informaLEASE TO OWItif 25
resume to: Tom Mor.
for all the many acts
7 a.m..?
1
BEDROO
J.T.P.A.
M
basement
Out
School
Of
years old 15 hand plus
console TV with remote.
Perhaps you sent
tion call:
gan Michelson Jewelers
of kindness shown
apartment, 1109 Vine, Excellent trail riding
753 9378 between 8:30
$53 a month Murray
105
N. 17th St
P.O. Box 2680 Paducah,
a lovely card.
during the loss of our
$125 a month plus Morse Will show W P.
12:00 5 dais a week.
Jerry McConnell
Rental & Sales 753 8201
Ky. 42001. All replies
Or
sat
quietly
in
a
deposit
753
6143
loved one.
excetient disposition
OFFICE in Hardin
Insurance
LEASE TO OWN Wir
will be treated in a
chair,
looking for 1 people to
For ,the visits,
eless remote VCR. $32 a 1 OR 2 bedroom fur 502 554 8856 nights
strictly confidential
753-4199
nisnect apartment, some
work, nice office, above
Perhaps you sent
food, flowers, cards,
month
nature.
Murray Rental
'trey local claim 'bemire'
utilities furnished close 38 Pets Supplies
minimum wage Call
beautiful flowers,
phone calls, and
& Sales, 753 8201
to University and 4 PUPPIES Fiest bred
Mon. Fri 12 4P M.. 3.54
prayers.
LEASE TO OWN 19'
If so, we saw
ARTIST model. Dehospital. Deposit re
For information call
color Tv, $28 a month
partment of Art. Part 6345.
A special thanks to
them there.
(wired Call 753 4012 or 753 3709
OVER the road drivers
Murray
Rental
time.
Salary
&
per
sales
$5.00
Bro. Lyndel Fisher
Perhaps you sent
Want to Buy
753 8756
We offer an excellent 14
AKC registered poodle
753 8201
hour. Experience in
and Bro. Malcolm
or spoke kind words
1 or 2 BEDROOM puppies. 5 weeks
salary and benefit
artistic
old 437
sensitiv
ity
Norton
for
the
apartmen
package
t
near
includi
Mobile
As any friend
27
down
ng
Homes for Sale
4785
preferred. Work will be
funeral service. Bro.
town
Murray
mileage
actual
Call
753'
pay
on
could say;
assigned according to
ARD your dogs and
10x55 TIP out in living 4109
and Mrs. Malcolm
7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or cats with
miles, loaded and
need for models for fall
Hidden Valley
room and kitchen, par
Perhaps
you
436
2844
Norton
empty,
fuel bonus, paid
for
the
Kennels Also female
and spring semester.
tidily furnished. 489
were
not
there
at
all
unloading
2 BEDROOM furnished toy Pomeranian for
beautiful song serand loading,
Contact Department of
Fri. Sept. 4th
2816
Just thought of us
drop./ pick up, lay
apartment outstanding sale 489 2377
vice,
Ridgeway
Art, Murray, Ky. 42071
12x40
Red
MOB1C
Oak
re.
White
Oak
location near campus POINTE
that day.
Alter 3 p.m.
Funeral Horne and
5 0 2 762 • 37134. E0E, overs, medical tnd life
R Bird dog
$600 753 6640 or 901 644
insurance, paid
Now available _$105
Whatever you did
M/F.
the pallbearers.
aria
Poplar
Puppies
9000 sto,
1924
Sat.
-All Day
vacations, and late
753 8585
BABYSITTER needed
to console the heart,
Call 435 4.326
Your friendship
12k65 MOBILE home
model equipment. If
DUPLEX
Folly.
for
sirs
al Oki 641.
CONTA
rent.
CT:
Monday through
will
We thank you so
never •
be
Fully electric, partially
you are at least 23, have
bedroom, 1 1 2 bath, 39 Poultry Supplies
moss Turn *It on Wkno.
Friday; 7A.M. 4P.M
James
forgotten.
Mathis
central
furnished
air
much, whatever the
,
2 years verifiable over
strictly energy et
Rd Wore Naomi
Call 753-9248
with 16)(22 room at
Wife, 'Janet
the road experience.
Dover, TN
part.
ficient, natural gas 40
Produce
Sows Sono',
tached
474
55,000
2700
Daughter, Angel
cleaning driving record,
ceiling fans air con
With Sincere
COSMETOLOGIST/ and can pass
615-232-8466
14x70 MOBILE home on dittoning. rutty car. APPLES for freezing or
Parents, Charles
a DOT
Thanks
barber- stylist partlarge shaded lot in Peted, deluxe appiian canning
Several
physical, give us a call
and Stella
or 232-5928.
The Olive Family
time only. Local Salon
county
2 bedroom, 2 ces, storage and other varieties McKenzie Or
at 753-1717 and ask for
seeking intelligent, Danny or Dick. PTL
bath, dishwasher, 'car
'53418t7
desirable features 753 chard 753 4715
work oriented stylist (Paschal Truck Lines, 16 Home
port, porch, central 5344
Furnishings
41
Public
with excellent comSales
heat and air
Inc.) Hwy. 641 South
Cal! LAKEFRONT apart
THE FAR SIDE
JENNY Linn baby bed. 759 1578
By GARY LARSON
munication and techni
Murray, Ky. 42071.
men?
2
bedroom
s,
swing
and
stroller
cal skills. Minimum 1
436
14x72 1981 CLAYTON garage, kitchen with
SALES position- Ex• 5602.
year experience, prefer
mobile home. Central appliances furnishe
d
perience
preferred
or kING mattress with heat and air,
someone not locally
fireplace, Lease and deposit re
train
will
right
people. springs and frame
trained. Income to $7
bedrooms, 1 oath, guirect No children or
2
per hour. Apply in , High commissions, 753-9248.
partially .furnished 753
pets
436 2 4 8 4 or
growth potential with LIKE new
person, Head Quarters,
48 desk with 7913 before 5P M. or 733 7272
expandi
ng company. 7 drawers, $200. Singer 75.3 4544
t 715 S. 12th St. No phone
after 7P M.
MUR Cal apts
Nor
Call (901)247-3210.
calls. All inquiries
straight stitch sewing 1974 12x813 TRAILER
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
WANTED: Versatile machine, $50. 753 0814.
strictly confidential.
Fri. & Sat.
Saturday
C
on 100x 180 shaded lot. 3 Now renting
Equal
bass player and REFRIGERATOR, air
DENTAL assistant
bedrooms. 1 bath, all. Housing Opp°, tunity
812
North 20th
drummer interested in conditioner, washer
Sept. 5th
Chairside experience
and electric and wood heat
759 4984
playing original mate- dryer. 75.3
preferred, bur will train
4684
Furnished and air con
721
Poplar
St.
NICE eaeciency 'apar
rial. For objective
qualified individual.
SOFA and chair, like ditioned. Negotiable. tment
Single or
album recording. Only new,
Start immediately.
3 Oak tables. $750 $12,503 or best offer. married couple
seriously interested,
desired
Send resume to P.O.
or best offer 759 1854 Days 759 1221. after
No children or pets
male or female. Call
Box 1040-1.
after 4'30P.M
4P M 759 1153
Stove, refrigerator and
Terry 623 6338.
inspector
1979 12x60 EXTRA nice water furnished
Call
for citi 'of Murray. Call PART timefemale kit- 20 Sports Equipment
mobile home on well after 6 30P M 753 1817
753-6784.
chen help. Day and PAYE S Tiger and shaded private lot with NOW
available- Newly
PULL and part time
night work. Call 901-247
Laker- gym bags. 2 large storage redecorated 2 bedroom
help needed- Animal
5798.
buildings. 4.37 4785
shirts, jerseys, sweats
duplex
Kitchen with
Shelter. Applications at RECEPTIONIST iackets, caps.
Next to 1982 TIDWELL 1 4x64 range and refrigerator,
the Public Library, cashier: part-time. Pagliai's
mobile home. Excellent large living room with
Fri., Sept. 4th from
Seeking intelligent,
condition, newly car
wood burning fireplace,
3-6P.M.; Tues., Sept
Musical
organized, work orien- 22
peted, gas heat, central carpeted throughout
Sat. Only
Sat. Sept. 5
8th from 3-6P.M.; re
ted individual. Apply
air
2
bedroom
s.
2
$700 per month plus
ANTIQUE upright
sumes P.O. Box 764.
person Head Quarters,
baths,
kitchen,
living.
'8
"to 4 p.m.
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.
deposit No children or
.player piano, corn
715 S. 12th St., Thurs., pletely
Phbne 753 3310 pets 436 2755
restored. $1800. room
LICENCED cosmotol
1519 Beckett Dr.
Fri. and Sat., 94.M.after
7P
511
Shady Lane
M.
NOW taking ap
Call 759 4.407 after 5P M.
ogist for booth rental
4 30 P.M. No phone
(Canterbury Sub
MOBILE home 1/x60, plications for 1 and 2
Call 753-4070 between
BUNDY
flute
& Bundy
No Early Sales
calls.
Horse styles of the '50s
9A.M.-5P.M.
clarinet, both rarely 1970 Brookfield, gas bedroom, section 8. low
REPS NEEDED for
heat. sliding patio income family at
played, excellent condi•
business accounts. Full
doors, some furniture, Southside Manor Apar
tion. Must sell im
Time, $60,000 $80,000
nice. 753 7151.
tments. Call 753 8221
mediately! Call 759 4.520
Part-Time, $12,000 $18,
NICE 1984 Continental Equal HousinA
000. No selling, repeat 24. Miscellaneous
mobile home 14x60 2 Opportunity
business. Set your own
bedroom, 2 full baths, SMALL apartment on
20 GALLON -fish tank,
hours. Training pro
cathedral ceilings Call Blood River, $15 per
complete
with
fish
&
vided. Call I 611 938
after 8P M 753 0921
month All electric and
power filter. '66 model
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
6870, M-F, 8am to 5pm
37 Backs
air 436 2427
Ford
Call
truck
437
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
(Centra
l
Standar
d
financially
1 - Beach,
TAkING applications
4.420 or 4.37-4953
Time)
slang
Fla
) FORK lifts, 5000 lb ) BEDROOM trailer, for Section 8 Rent
BEAR
D
BLO
M
40 "Salem's -"
5 Emerged
at Ken-Oak Motel
TCM; 4000 lb. Allis $135 per month and Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
41 Facial feature
PEPPER
LEOION
victorious
Apply Hilldale
Chalmer. 527 8865 or water furnished Shady BR
OFFIC
E
42 Lissome
Aurora
Fri. & Sat.
Oaks 081 Call 901 885
Apts , Hardin, Ky
8 Sheet of
ERIE
IDGAS
(hcme) 527 8968.
OE
45 Beg
POSITION
5751
Equal He-using
glass
GARAGE
SAC
602
Sept.
wood
&
doors
4th.
604
BLIS
5th 7th
S
ODE
49 Hawaiian
12 Type of code
Prefer someone with
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or Opportunity
10x7 1/2, $100 each
OT
SOLES
rootstock
SLED
13 Actress
Vine
St.
8:30 till ?
unfurnished, some new VACANT sharp 2 bed
753-4612.
key
punch
ex50 In music, high
SETTLEE1 ST IRO
McClanahan
Also, 3
1 TON central air furniture, natural gas -room dirplex
Similar
52
perience,
good
typist,
14 Matures
room furnished apart
REED INIAV
conditioner. Can be electric, air con
53 Landed
15 Cicatrix
filing experience and
hooked up to house ditioned Shady Oaks ment. Also, 2 bedroom
SWIM
S
STAL
Ms.
54
EST
Remick
16 Anger
mobile Coleman Real
N
753 5209
Come See us
must enjoy people.
trailer or house, $400
55 Silkworm
POPS
SPANK
17 Country of
Estate 753 9898
ER
- Lookers W#/come
NORTHW
759-4515
tND
after
6P.M.
Mobile
Some
college
56 Mrs. Truman
Asia
EMS
APART
PRE
ANTIQUE Oak roll top Home Park on North
34 Houses for Rent
57 Mournful
•
background helpful.
18 Goal
desk with chair, $875 16th Street now has
AB
PRINT
S
58 Dispatch
20 Give
BEDROOM near un
)
trailer
lots
and
firm.
trailers
Cookie
jars,
Send
resume to P.O.
RAP I ER
LEARN
22 DOE
iversity. 7534462
_
stoneware jugs and for rent. 753 9866.
DOWN
Box 547, Murray, Ky.
23 - detector
TENSE
) BEDROOM house,
EAGUIE
crocks. 753 4330.
24 The Rolling
29. Heating and Cooling
TVA insulated. gas
1 Time gone by
42071.
Sat. Aug.- 5
Sat. Sept. 5th
BETTER built storage
heat, 410 S 10th $235' a
2 Alms box
buildings, now on dis
WE buy, sell ancrrepair
a.m.
9
slave
7
Sewing
27 Church
month
8 a.m.-Noon
deposit
plus
3 Producer
play at Treas in used air conditioners
19 Piece out
implement
officials
753 6143
Norman
1660
Ryan
Murray.
Ave.
Situation
9.
Dill
starting
8'x12'
Electric,
1577
759
Wanted
No Early Sales
Grease
21
Ached
8
31 Paddle
1 BEDROOM house
4 Border
af
at $585. Call L E
24 Soak up
9 Site of Tai
DRESS making,
32 Lion
Panarama
Cancelle
Shores,
5 Pens
d if raining
30
$250
Business Rentals
Williams. 489 2663
25 Hindu
Mahal
alterations, drapes, etc.
33 Folds
per month
No pets
6 Possessive
FFICIE
Fisher
NT
)
OR
4 car shop 753 9386 753 6531
207 N 13th
10 Tidy
cymbal
436•5850.
pronoun
wood burning stove; or 753 4509
26 Native metal
11 Anglo-Saxon
GENERAL house and
1 BEDROOM house, )01
Wells Blvd.
at
queen
size
sleeper
Business space, near On
28 Antlered
office cleaning. 5 years
S 13th St., AC, gas heat
couch, excellent condi
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
iversity. Phone 753 9393
animal
experience. References
No pets References
a
tion. Call 759 4535
29 Female ruff
FOR rent: Office or
supplied.. 759 1578 or
t
required
$300 per
FIREWOOD Tor sale
12
13
30 Distress
14
store space at Southside
753 8642.
month 753 4862
437 4667
signal
Shopping
Center
Phone
MILITARY regulation
BEDROOM 1515
34 Apportions
753 6612 or 753 4509
45
16
alterations. All types of
17
Sycamore $350; 2 bed
35 Small child
SPACE Tor rent. Studio
other sewing. Flags
room 1607 Ryan $250,
36 Takes
office or small business.
made to order. Ironing
18
19
20 21
also sharp 2 bedroom
unlawfully
For keno,
Someone creative
and babysitting. Call
duplex. Coleman RE
Sat. Only
37 Designated
preferrably. Call 753 3138
Barbara 759 1836.
Saturday
753 989R
23
ihnkilinf
lad
alliStillad
38 Gratuity
2211
WILL do housecleaning
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
a.m.-1
8
2 pm),
39 Golden and
753-7188
in the Murray area
24 25 26
27
28 29 30
1016 Sharp St.
Macintosh
Attar 5 p.m.
489 2598,
A-2
Coach
42 Pierce
i)ve sr
,i,reo,
WOULD YOU LIKE TO
32
Estates
43 Valley
3111
11
COME HOME TO A
lamps, dishes, Martha
poetic
Attent
amp
ion
•
CLEAN
HOUSE? Re
31
34 35 38
44 Goddess of
37 38 39
Miniature dress tsiles
asonable rates. -Excel
i,orritotler
coat
rar
&
discord '
Hunte
rs!
31, clothes of ail
lent referenceS. Will
46 Country of
curtains,
40
41
bunk
bed
Army Surplus
also do laundry &
/es, odds & ends
Europe
A
mattress,
ironing. Call 753-4339. '
47 Related
42 43 44
Yard
Sale!
45
46 47 48
Sales
Early
No
WOULD
like
to
mot:We
care
for
hornr
48 Conduct
children in my home
Fri & Sat
51 Actress
49
52
References available on
Corner of 6th
Thompon
50511
111
request 753 5290.
A JOY TO SHOW! Imagination by owner has brought
& Chestnut
y DON'T U READ
64
55
WOULD like to babysit,
charm and livability to this starter home and/or retiru
Camo shirts & pants,
in my home. 753 6200
ment home The interior is immaculate with pleasinkfield jackets, ponchos,
57
THE WANT ADS?
58
YARD mowing and
wallpaper You'll enjoy the live-in bedroom 11.5x34i
56111
raincoats, ammo can
trimming. Large or
You'll also enjoy a cookout on the patio under thi•
(large & small), woo
small jobs
Everybody else does'
Call
canopy Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors for your
CO 1987 united Feature Synd cate
4.35 4447.
pants
personal tour. .753.1492
5

Lost and

Like wine...
you improve
with age!
Happy 23rd!
I love you,
Kitty

8 Party
Yard Sale

WANTED
Farm Land
To Rent
474-8042

Yard Sale

WANTED:
Lumber Logs

Carport Sale

A111.1.1.11.

YARD
SALE

Yard
Sale

Garage
Sale

Yard
Sale

YARD
SAL

"Several"
Yard Sales

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

rLECTR(C

rom.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

swE

Yard Decorations

11

ll

I53

II

III

111

2

&

MID
FRIDAV, SEPTEMBER 4, 1981

CLASSIFIEDS
45

Public Sales

41

TEI ACRES m/I, per
manent pasture, pond,
fencing, excellent
building site 4 miles
southeast on old Salem
road S21,000, Financial
assistance possible for
qualified buyer
527 0903

Carport
Sale
Sat Sept. 5th
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
1307 Overby St.
toff S 13th)

46

Yard
Sale
Sat. Sept. 5th
8 a.m. - ?
407 S. 12th
cratts-u-,0i, pato*
,es etc Also us...
• i market items • • tee, clothes etc

YARD
SALE
Saturday
7 a.m.-'
La Follette Dr.
of t
.•

Yard
Sale
Thurs.-Sat.
Old 641. 1 1 2 mi.
South of Almo
8 a.m. - ?
Several Families
Lots of Stuff

44

Lots for

Sale

a

KENTUCKY Lake lot 1
acre, 12x 60 mobile
home, septic and well,
$16500 Home 4.42 1770
or Office 44 3632 Ow
net financing
NICE lot on 121, 61.
miles North on natural
gas lines 180x300, $3600.
Days 75.3 1953 or nights 753 0870
WATERFRONT lot in
Pine Bluff
Hamlin
area. 1 2 acre, wooded,
good access Priced at
S7300 owner financing
available Ken Shores
Estates 753 7531
Farms for

Homes for

Sale

111/2 MILES southeast of
1982 Energy
Murray
Saver, 54x24 Doublewae,
bricked 1/2 up, large
bricked front porch, 3 BR,
2 dela, fireplace, great
room, dining room, kitchen, ceiling fan, new
well pump, new septic, 22
acres, stocked pond, all
fenced, new 15x30 shed,
large corn crib. Very
quiet & friendly
neighbors $38,000 Call
Mrs Todd 436 2105
.? ACRES or plus 1
bedroom house with
extra large bath, living
room, kitchen and din
ing area, large double
garage 2 miles from
"
town 753 1393
BEDROOM brick with
1/2 wan( out basement,
very private backyead,
Broad Street Coleman
Real Estate 753 9898
)BEDROOM house and
1 2 acres 9 miles from
town, quiet neighbor
hood 3 fireplaces, large
rooms, high ceilings.
Shop, other out
buildings, fencing, or
(.hard, garden $23,00U
435 4261
1 BEDROOM house.
753 7928 after SP M
BUSINESS lot zoned for
specialty shops,
drugstores,. antiques
shops, clothing stores,
radio tv sales., pro
tessional business
beauty shop or
bakeries. And other
uses., We have sold five
business lots on 12th
Street. Call Century 21
about this lot
753 1492
You can use the current
dwelling or build your
own
Y OWNER
New
bedroom, 2 bath home
in Canterbury Subdivi
Attractive Well
son
planned home Must see
to appreciate Call 753
3903 after 4P M
DUPLEX for sale by
Price reduced
owner
Phone 753 7486
sale 3 bedroom
brick
Good neighbor
hood, tasefully de
corated, fenced yard.
Call after 5P M for
appointment 753 7903
FOR sale by owner • 5
bedroom with applian
ces, swimming pool,
wood burning stove
Reduced to $29,500 Call
214 727 1393
FOR sale by owner 1
bedroom home, central
heat and air, fenced in
yard with 20x30 block
building for shop
Priced in the 30's -Call
75,3 3052 or 492 8158
HOUSE and 2 lots.
bedrooms, kitchen, living room, bath, dining
room, utility room,
carport, garden, 2 out.
buildings. $23,000 492802
HOUSE on 1 acre lot, 4
miles west of Hardin on
Hwy 80, $18,500 Call
759 4132 after 6 30P.M..
or 437 4948
MUST sell Older home
in Penny area $25,000
435 4318.
MUST sell 3 bedroom
house, living room, den,
carport, 4 1/2 acres,
1 , 2 way between
Murray and Mayfield
$29,000 Call 489 2337
between 10A.M. 2P.M.

roR

ACRES with lots
trees septic system
Reduced price
Southwest area
753
5233 after 6P M

45

Farms for Sale

Sale

'25 ACRES southeast of
New Concord • Timber.
crop land, creeks, good
buildings site, blacktop
John
road access
Newbauer 753 7531

46

Homes for

49

Sale

MINI ranch, 3 1/
miles from Murray
Brick home offers 3
BR'S, dining room cen
tral heat/air
De
tached garage, 2 stall
stable, fenced paddock,
2 1/2 acres. Upper 30's
Don't hesitate, call
today for an appoint
ment! Kopperud Realty
753 1222
NEW listing by owner .
3 bedroom home, extra
large lot, 1/2 fenced in
near school and stores
759 1761
NOW'S the time to
make your move to the
country. Tip top condi
ton describes this home
on 2 acres with shop,
storage building anu 2
stall barn Just reduced
to $35,000. Call MTG
Better Homes & Gar
dens 753-4000.
NOW's -The time to
make your move to the
country Tip top condi
tion describes this home
on 2 acres with shop,
storage building and 2
stall barn Just reduced
to $35,000 Call MTG
Better Homes & Gar
dens 753 4000_
Motorcycles

47

1981 YAMAHA 756
Virago, 6,800 actual
miles, excellent condi
lion Reasonably priced
OBL Call 753 9602 after
OP-m
79 400 YAMAHA
ust sell
street bike.
owner goinin
across
country, 489 237
81 HARLEY 1210 CC,
good condition $2500
Call after 6P M
437 4849
MUST sacrifice 2 red
Yamaha scooters 50
and 80 Will sell both for
$900 Excellent condi
lion. 437 4931

1980 CB 650

Honda
14,000 miles
Good condition

'700"
Call 759-1959
after 4:00 p.m.
48

Aut*o Services

IMPORT Auto Sariage
new and used parts.
Open BA M 6P M ,
Monday Saturday 474
2325
•
49

Used

Cars

1968 CORVETTE

T

tops, blue, 90% restored
Call 753 7307
1973 BUICK Centurion,
350 engine, AC, PS,
plush seats, interior
excellent condition, tilt
wheel Need yard space
must sell 759 4515 after
6P M
1977 MONTE Carlo.
AM/FM, air, tilt,
cruise, 1 _owner. Call
after 4P.M. 759-9545
1 9 79 CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic, power,
air, cruise, extra clean.
Call 436 2427.
1979 MGB convertible,
approximately 46,000
miles, 4 speed, $7900.
(Paris) 901 642 4468
after 5P.M
1980 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass, 8 cylinders,
maroon, 2 doors, bucket
seats, air, $2000. Phone
753-8321.
Need An Extra Car

* * * GET INTO * * *

For A Few Days?
R.'et if orn Gene

Ar

Dwain Taylor

4:141z
JOBS
905
MEN & WOMEN 17-62
Train now for governmen: exams for
City. County. State and Federal levels

SALARIES START
AS HIGH AS
jAEC.04/61CA,

'9•48

hr.

106PECTORs

ciariStlikrulotr
tAf0C4L0frit4e0
.1E4C41
LAW ElfrOftEsfErir
Civil Service Jobs available nationwide High
School Diploma not necessary Keep present lob
while preparing at home for Government exams
2 hour Workshop
Exam Demonstration given
Tauckivci
COueutEris

Workshop will be held by:
NATIONAL TRAINING SERVICE, INC., at

Holiday Inn, Murray, KY
U.S. 641 S.
Friday, September 11, 1987
at: 11:00 a.m. or 7:00 p.m. Only
A fee of $5 0,0 is required at door
(No phone calls' Bring a pen )

Chevrolet, Inc.
502 753 2617

Used
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1982 OLDS Cutlass
Supreme Brougham,
excellent condition.
S4300. 753 3293
1983 OLDS Delta 13g
Royale 4 door, power
seats, power windows,
tilt, cruise. AM/FM
stereo. Must sell $3950
After 5P.M 753 0606,
1984 FORD Escort, 2
door, AM FM cass
ette, 60,000 miles. Call
after 4 30 P M 753 9369.
1,44 GRAND Prix Air,
tilt, cruise, power win
dows, tinted windows,
extra nice, 56000, 759
4915
1985 FORD Escort 4
speed, air, stereo,
power steeririg, brakes,
35,xxx. 492 8704 after
6P _AA_ $3900..

Dan Taylor

51

Campers

12 CAMPER
must
move immediately need
yard space Sale cheap
759 4515,after 6P M
1972 ARIES camper, 18
good condition, $1000
753 8838
)8 PROWLER, air,
awning, excellent con
dition 492 8580
FIBERGLASS camper
top, fits Mazda B 2000,
raising side doors, 2
dorrs in back, lights,
radio speakers, fans,
roof vent $100 753 4662

52

Boats Motors

1980 LOWE Bass boat
with 701-4P, loaded, re
asonably priced- 4365830
1983 CHEETAH 17 6 ,
150HP Evinrude motor,
Motor Guide Brute
trolling motor, depth
finder and many extras
489 2241

Freddie Poe
Chevrolet Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris, TN

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

Services Offered

53

IOW 10•••••••
•

MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
Striping . Also,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading. Phone
753-1537
FENCE: sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for tree
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile, 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753.9400.,
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
mg bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827
Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and com
mercial. Air condition•
ing. Sales and service.
Gas' installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 753
7203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.

Poriarsirprlimorrorro

753- *
5940 *
41

Outunrs
Custom Kitchen
Cabinets

' rfor

All Types Of

sptC1ACisto

Custom Woodworking

rue Ss.

$40000.
64
ormorti rerealry
IMO 1 061 Nee
DKr 14.4

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop
409 SUNBURY

err 4...•••• r

_

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
€111

A•mut* Sc.

7S 3-2S7 1

ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 436
2868 evenings.
PAINTING
interior
and exterior Roofing.
Free estimates Call
Wilhe 436-2326.
PAINTING
inferior,
exterior 25 years experience Quality work.
Reasonable rates. Free
estimates. Yearry's
Painting 436-2245.
QUALITY
workmanship- Frame
and trim carpenter.
Remodeling, patio and
fencing. D L. Poole,
4.35-4306.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753-6973.

2 BEDROOM house and
1 2 acres. 9 miles from
" town, quiet "neighbor
New & Used
hood 3 fireplaces, large
CiA4 Cxecul,vo
rooms, high ceilings.
PQgran' Ver),cies
Shop, other out
001-042-3900
buildings, fencing, or
Hwy. 79 W - Paris
chard, garden. $23,000
435 4261
ALL types of masonry
1985 MAZDA RX7 GSL
work
Block, brick,
Blue./ grey, sun roof, concrete all basements,
air conditioner, 1 ow
driveways, patios.
net 753-5559 or 753 7816 Large or small jobs. 26
after 5P.M.
years experience.
1986 CHEVROLET Charles Barnett 753Spectrum, 4 door, all' 5476
conditioning, cruise, A 1 ENTERPRISE
12,xxx
Call 759 1965 Wholesale dealer in gas
between and wood burning ap
8A M 3 • 30P.M , after pliances, Offering fur)
6P M call 753 5052
service installation.
SEWING Machine Re1986 RED ford Cougar. Also, fireplace repair
pair. All makes and
Low mileage, new tires, • Chjmney cleaning
models. Home & InInquire after 6P M at • Masonry 'Damper
dustrial. Bag closing
753 7605 or 753 0354
'Bird screen 'Hoods
machines. Also scissor
'67 CHEVY, factory air, 436-5355
sharpening. 40 yrs.
electric window, extra A 1 STUMP Removal
experience. All work
interior & Exterior
Reasonable rates, 10"
nice Phone 489 2816.
guaranteed. Kenneth
Doors, Windows
below
surface
Call
us
72 VW, new brakes,
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Underpinning. Gutters
before
you
decide
Free
cy-4-inders, exhaust,
Stella, Ky.
Vinyl
&
Carpet
estimates
753
0906
shocks, tires, paint, etc
WET BASEMENT? We
Installed.
APPLIANCE
$1200. May* be seen
make wet basements
Leveling, plumbing
Kenlake State Park, 474 SERVICE. Kenmore,'
dry. Work completely
We,stinghouse,
sagged roofs & floors
8842
guaranteed. Call or
Whirlpool. 27 years
repaired
'74 MONTE Carlo, ask
write Morgan Con
Parts
experience.
and
prices
''Best
ing S1000. Very good
struction Cog Rt. 2, Box
Hopper,
service.
Bobby
quality results'
car, has lots of new
409A, Paducah, Ky.
Bob's Appliance Ser
parts. 753 5169.
Sliding Glass Doors.
42001 or call 1442-7026.
vice, 20.2 S 5th St.
77 PONTIAC Grand
Complete & Installed
Business 753 4872, 43655.
Feed and Seed
Prix, extra sharp, 51300.
1450 thru Oct. 31st
5848 (home)
753 3665.
8
ACRES Jap hay in the
Lattice Decks from *250
APPLIANCE REPAIR
field, $250. 753-8838.
'79 SUBARU wagon, 77 Factory authorized for
"Factory Experience
Datsun wagon, 474-2325
Building & Servicing
FESCUE seed, 40 cents
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Mobile Homes."
per pound. Call nights
'80 CHEVY Citation, 2 Brown Service on gas
492 8264
*PHONE (502)492-8488*
door, hatchback, excel
and electric - ranges,
lent condition. 436 2237 microwaves, -.disor 753 1462.
hwashers, re•
'83 HONDA. 4 door, frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett. 354 6956 or 753
Accord, S5500 759 1843.
85 TEMPO, 4 door, 1 5341_
owner, 20,000 miles. AC, YARD landscaping,
leveling driveways,
loaded, 15400 759 4727
WHITEFord blade work and bush
s1 695"
1986 Evinrude 25 hp, eiec
Econoline 100 window hogging Call 436 5430 or
'1 325°'
15
hp
Evinrude
1986
753
0659
van, 4 new tires.
0
COLLEY Tree Service
'1 495
16M PG. 436 2858
'
1985 Evinrude 30 hp
Keep your trees in
'1
3950.
1985 Evinrude 20 hp
shape by topping, prun
50 Used Trucks
log, deadwooding
s54500
1985 Evinrude 4 hp
1978 4x4 FORD Ranger
spraying, fertilizing, or
(
truck, S2200. Call 759
1984 Evinrude
removal of. unwanted
'1 465°'
4909 after 5P.M.
25 hp etc newts lee coerce
trees Stump removal
1984 FO D van, V g Complete tree care 14
overdrive,
ir con
years experience. Free
ditioner, 35.008 plus estimates. 753 0366.
160 hp. Eblyhde Dynerrac. 150 hp, Evinrude.
miles. 753 4048.
CONCRETE drive
Trailer. Lois of Extras. Ratty to Go - 56,29500
1986 FORD Ranger, 4 ways, patios, brick and
cylinder automatic, 9, -block work CALL 502
000 miles. Call 753.6553.
492 8160.
71 GMC pick up, 307
motor in good condition, ROOFING. shingle
body fair condition, work, flat roofs. Call
collect 376 2968
5600. 753 7614.
'79 FORD 150 conv3r
sion van with extended
body, reasonably
priced. Call .753 5397 or
evenings 753 3399.
ABSOLUTELY gor
geous 1985 beige and
blue GMC van, Gerwin
conversion, loaded, in
cluding TV. 753 0126
after 4P.M.
CHEVROLET 1976, g
cylinder, automatic,
pick up. Short bed, 67,
Example:
000 miles, $800. 489 2595.

by & see our ShOotroorn
(Benno Bunny eried/A
MURRAY

......................

The Pride is back in Paris„ .
Even in the used car department!
CARS
'85 VW Jetta...local 1 owner, air, AM/FM
stereo cassette. low mileage
'85 Plymouth Reliant. . .4 door. local 1
owner. full power & air. A down payment of
$300 is probably all you will need to own this
car
'85 Chevy Caprice Classic. . .nicest 1
owner car on the lot. 30,000 miles, tilt,
cruise, air. power everything, AM/FM stereo
cassette. -You won't find another one like it.
'84 Dodge Charger...We don't know why
this one is still here. Air, 5-speed, leSs than
40.000 miles. sporty, with fuel economy.
'83 VW GTI. . .peppy gas saver with air.
5-speed. AM/FM stereo cassette, runs &
drives great.
'82 Mercury Marquis...completely loaded,
1 owner, new car trade-in, V-8, mileage in
iow 50's.
'82 Ford Escort. . .automatic, air, low
mileage, 1 owner, priced to sell

*Four Star*

'82 Buick LeSabre...nicest around. power
everything, V-8.

MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

81 VW Rabbit.. .air, AM/FM, excellent second car.
'80 Buick LeSabre. . .new car trade, full
power & air. AM/FM stereo cassette.
'77 Plymouth Fury.. .1 owner, 318 V-8, extra nice & clean. See drive & even talk to
the previous owner. This one has been
cared for like a baby.
'75 Chevy Malibu. . .1 owner, too nice to
believe_ Must see to appreciate
TRUCKS & VANS
'86 Plymouth Voyager-Mini-Van...local
1 owner, new mini-van trade-in, 7 passenger
seating. 2 tone blue, full power & air, tilt,
cruise, AM/FM stereo cassette.

Outboard Clearance

'86 Jeep Commanche...4X4, just 15,000
owner miles, V-6, AM/FM stereo.

New

'85 Plymouth Voyager-Mini-Van. ..Just
in! 1 owner, full power & air, travel package
that makes the rear seat into a bed

Used

Scotts Marine Service

247-6768

Mayfield, KY

'85 Chevy S-10 4X4 Blazer...1 owner, new
off road tires. V-6, ready for the hunting
season, low mileage.

Whatever it takes, we,yrant to be
your car and truck dompany
"If bitterer It Takes
flout T.ne
)1,1st I tir or Troack Cm"
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Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in
the Murray Ledger & Times, Fridayi. September 11, 1987.
COGPON

STAFF PHARMACIST

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-5131 Ext. 113

FOR SALE OR RENT

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in your paper.(Photo
inclosed.)

r
4r
sei

Murray-Calloway County Hospital is actively seeking a full-time Staff Pharmacist. Qualified applicants must be
registered in the State of Kentucky
Previous hospital experience desired but
not required. For more information
contact
Richard Storts, Personnel Director

Name of child
Name of grandparents
(.7
Michelle Policyfiranddaughter of

Nellie .42/ys
Marion Polley

Enclosed is $-.00 per child or bill me at the -following
address:

photo. names of
gLindparents, mum -of

Name'

self-addressed
envelope for return of
original photo and $ WI

Address:

to -

Murry Ledger & Times
P.(7_ Box 1040
Mtirrav„ KY 420-1

NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of an execution directed to me

and issued by the Clerk of the Calloway
District Court in favor of the Bank of Murray, I will, on the 11th day of September,
1987 at 1:00 p.m. sell to the highest bidder
a 1977 Dodge Van Model B100 at Bank of
Murray North Branch.
The purchaser shall pay by cash, approved check, or give bond with approved surety payable within ten days of the sale, same
to have the force and effect of judgment on
which execution may issue if not paid at
maturity.
J.D. Williams, Sheriff
, Calloway County, Kentucky

Attractive 2-3 BR home plus additional 1 AR
rental apartment located ' 1 block from MSL1
campus, available Sept 15

•
•
•
•
•

Send by September 8 to he published September 11.
Deadline for
receipt of
photo is Sept. 8

Extra copies
of paper avaiLible
to send to
re/arive!4

Ideal for the young couple, excellent(ental income
potential for the investor. $39,300

Phone

Kopperud Realty
763-1222

0

I V

PAGE IS
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OBITUAFHES
William BilH Winn

William (Bill W11111, 84. of Rt. 5,
Murray, died Thursday at 9:30
p in. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired owner of a dry cleaning business, he was a member of
Reorganized Church of Latter Day
Saints at Foundry Hill in Henry
County, Tenn., but attended
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 2, 1903, in Puryear.
Tenn., he was the son of the late
Joseph Winn and Oda Seaton
Winn.
He was preceded in death by his
wife, Mrs. Frankie E. Winn in
1971, one son, David Winn in 1963,
one sister, Mrs. Tessie Hershey,
and one brother, Edgar Winn.
Survivors are one daughter,

Mrs. Peggy Wilson, Rt. 5, Murray: one son, William Winn Jr.,
Whittier. Calif. three. sisters,
Mrs. Imogene Buchanan and Mrs.
Audry Holm, Independence, Mo.,
and Mrs. Sid (Clara i Sheldon,
Lake Wood, Calif.; one brother,
Fred Winn, Independence, Mo.;
two grandchildren: three greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Charles Anderson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Chapel of
the Pines Cemetery at Los
Angeles, Calif.
Friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. today (Friday ) at the funeral
home.

Boyce Edward Cray ens
Boyce Edward Cravens, 82. of
Hazel died Wednesday at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was a member and deacon of
Union Grove Baptist Church and
was a member of Confidence
Lodge No. 17 Free and Accepted
Masons at Paris, Tenn.
Born Feb. 1, 1905, in Kentucky,
he was the son of the late Jim
Cravens and Annie Dunlap
Cravens.

Mr. Cravens is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Oleter Tharpe Cravens,
and several nieces and nephews.
Services will be Sunday at 2
p.m. at Union Grove Baptist
Church at Puryear, Tenn. The
Rev. A. Taylor will officiate.
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery with arrangements by
Williams Funeral Home of Paris.
Tenn., where the special visitation
will be from 7 to 8 p.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Isabelle T. Cunningham
Final rites for Mrs. Isabelle
Thompson Cunningham are today
at 2 p.m. in chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. 4
Officiating are the Rev. Charles
Anderson and the Rev. R.J. Burpoe. Music is by Cherry Corner
Baptist Church Choir, assisted by
members of choirs of Grace, New
Mt. Carmel and Coldwater Baptist
Churches with Cecil Glass as

director and Lucy Forrest as
organist.
Pallbearers are Michael
Sanders, Shane Knight, Rex
Wilkerson, Ricky Wilkerson. Billy
Hutchins and David Russell.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Cunningham, 91, of 613
Ellis Dr., Murray, died Wednesday at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
lightning.
Wildfires raged on 682 square
More than 18,000 firefighters,
miles in'seven Western states to- some from as far away as the Norday, threatening valuable
theast and Deep South, battled
timberlands, closing cam- countless hotspots but were so
pgrounds to Labor Day vaca- shorthanded that some blazes
tioners and scorching giant
were allowed to burn unchecked.
California redwoods in one of the
"They will be fighting some of
worst forest fire outbreaks in them until the snow flies." said
decades.
George Leonard. associate chief
The fires in northern California, of the U.S. Forest Service, said in
Idaho. Montana. Oregon, Wyom- Boise.
ing. Arizona and Washington have
Smoke hung heavy over parts of
destroyed at least 42 homes and inthe West. At Yosemite National
jured more than 50 people while Park, motorists were advised to
consuming 437,000 acres of tinderdrive with their headlights on in
dry brush and timber.
daylight. Oregon officials issued
"This is perhaps the worst fire
an air pollution health alert for the
situation we have ever had at one state's southwest valleys.
time," said George Dunlop, assisIn California, where 22 counties
tant U.S. secretary of agriculture, were under a state of emergency
at the Boise Idaho Interagency today, forestry officials said the
Fire Center, which coordinates outbreak was the worst since
the
federal firefighting nationwide.
summer of 1977, when blazes
Most of the blazes are believed
blackened more than 500,000
to have been touched off by acres,

Stock Market

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
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Fun, enrichment
key to local
summer classes
A variety of non-credit courses
and workshops'tethe Community
Education. Program will offer
youth and adults in the. area opportunity for fun and enrichment during the up-coming months.
Residents may participate in activities and courses such as bowling, aerobics, basketball. or
karate.
Youth will have opportunities to
participate in art and computer
courses, as well as learn techniques of video production or
preparation for the ACT.
Adults may enroll in securities
and investing courses, ballroom
dance. guitar, or attend an Image
Impact Workshop.
Mini courses are being planned
for downtown at noon and several
one-day workshops will be offered
by the program.
Community Education Program
courses range from one-time
meetings to a series of meetings
over several weeks, depending on
the course. The program is cosponsored by Murray State
University, Calloway County
School District, and Murray Independent School District.
Anyone who would like further
information about the courses or
program may contact: Community Education Program, Center for
Continuing Education, 308 Sparks
Hall. Murray State University.
Murray, Ky, 42071, or call t 5021
762-2716.

Ladbroke PLC
to buy Hilton

Several wildfires rage havoc
in many Northwestern states

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
•13.87
Goodyear
Previous Close
2599.49
I.B.M.
Air Products
49 +
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
28B 281/4A
Jerrico
AT&T
33 ./
1
2
Kmart
38%
%
'Briggs & Stratton
Kroger
Chrysler
JCPenney
441/s +1
/
4
CSX Corp
Penwalt
391/4 +1/4
Dean Foods
361/2 +1
Quaker Oats
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store 105/gB 10%A
Sears
Exxon
Texaco
97% -1/4
Ford
1017/8
Time Inc.
G.A.F.
547
/1 'Inc
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors
Wal-Mart
871/4 •1/4
GenCorp, Inc.
107/
Wendy's
1
2 -%
Goodrich
60/
1
4 •1
/
4
C.E.F. Yield
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1967

LONDON AP — Ladbroke
Group PLC, a British betting,
leisure and hotels conglomerate,
announced today it has agreed to
buy Hilton International Co. for
$1.06 billion from Allegis Corp.,
the parent company of United
Airlines.
Ladbroke said it will finance the
acquisition of the 91-hotel chain
partly by raising $(419 million
through a rights issue, the sale of
new shares to exisiting
shareholders.
•
Ladbroke. whose shareholders
must approve the purchase, said
the rest of the financing will come
from bank loans.
New York -based Hilton International is a separate company from
Los Angeles-based Hilton Hotels
Corp., a publicly traded company
that operates Hilton hotels in the
United States

Rust pleads for
leniency in trial\
MOSCOW (AP — West German
pilot Mathias Rust today appealed
for leniency, saying that if he
receives a light sentence for flying,a plane to Red Square, "I'll never
betray the court's trust, never in
my life."
Rust's defense attorney.
Vsevolod D. Yakovlev also appealed for a minimum sentence of a
fine or one year in a labor camp
for the 19-year-old pilot, arguing
that Rust is a naive youth who
realizes he made a big mistake.
Judge Robert Tikhomirnov then
recessed the court until 4
local time. when a verdict was to
be announced.
Prosecutor Vladimir Andreyev
has said Rust's goal in his daring
flight to the Kremlin on May 28
was "cheap popularity," not a
discussion with Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev about peace
and disarmament, as Rust
claimed.

Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmac
CAPSULE
SUMMARY

BETTY BOSTON

by
Walter Mehr

PAT GOSSUM

Pharmacist
MEW,

QUALITY
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C ALITY
CONO•ar.p.
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Keep The Gr.
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641 South
Murray
733-2617
1-e

,
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Good
Neighbor
Chevy
St.rs

_1984_Dodge
Charger
White, automatic,

AM /FM cassett•,
A/C, 27,xxx milos

*5300

A rapid, 10-minute walk does
more to relieve fatigue and tension
than eating a high-sugar snack.
according to Robert E. Thayer.
Ph.D., of California State Univer•
sity. Dr. Thayer studied the
energy, tension and fatigue levels
of 18 college students and compared these levels after
10-minute walk and after the munching of a candy bar Although the
majority of students felt an in•
crease in energy for at least 20
minutes after snacking, the pickup
was shott-lived and showed a
marked decrease within two
hours. Students felt a much
greater energy level and less fatigue after walking.

Hwy. 641 S.

OPEN!

For Your Shopping
Convenience-These
Businesses will be
OPEN Labor Day!

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

Uncle
Jeff's

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

Hwy. 641 South
*Open 9-5

OPEN TILL 11 P.M. LABOR DAY

Showtime

oFtb

T3

Open 1-6 p.m.
Dixieland Center

Olympic
Plaza

hack

*Open 9:30-5:00

753-7731,

eraqllITS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Open Labor Day
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Our Body Shop will be
Closed Labor Day
Our Service Station will be
Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m.

JCPenney
- Chestnut kills
Shopping Center

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE CENTER

514 S 12th

Open 9-8 Labor Day

753 1750

READMORE
Sna
psh
ot
Pho
to
1
BOOK-N-CARD*

Hour Photo Processing
Olympic Plaza

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 10-5

759-9347

Open Labor Day 9-4

/

/14

••••<. l• •

Pay Less
DRUGS

Walk Off Fatigue

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

WE
'
RE

753-7688

NEW HOURS: Mon. Sat. 9.4
Pharmacy 9 6 Closed Sundays
1203 Chestnut
•
7512347

Open Labor Day 9-5

WALMART
Hwy 641 North

Central Shopping Center
*Open 10-6

Open Labor Day
9-9
Our Pharmacy will be Closed.

+AURRAY
SURGERY
-CENTER

300 South sth Street.
Suite 12.
Niurray..Kentucky 42071
502-733-$724

Fall 1 987

Dr. Charles D. Ticker

Surgery For Breast Cancer:
Many Women Have A Choice
As a surgeon. one of my most
gratifying mornents comes with
the knowledge that I can honestly tell many'women with breast
cancer that they have a choice
Believe it or not, most women are
unaware of the many options that
are mow available, if the cancer
can be discovered at a relatively
early stage

Since the early 1890's. radical
mastectomies(removal of the entire breast and adjoining lymph
nodes)have been the treatment of
choice for women with cancer of
the breast and, understandably.
most women shrink at the thought
of this disfiguring, surgery .. but.
good news is here for women who
take themselves and their health
seriously.

How Do You Kn-ow If You Are At
Risk Of Developing Breast Cancer?
Have any of your close female likely candidates. The risk is even
.relatives ever had breast cancer? greater if that relative had cancer
If. so, you areat a high risk to dev- -pricy to age 50. Others who are
elop it also! That's because worn- at high risk are women who are
en who have a history of breast either childless or who have had
cancer in their family are the most their children at an older age.

Volume 1-.1

It Can Happen
To You!
Think about it! Have youneghected to get proper health
checks just because you thought
it could never happen to you? Well,
every woman is at risk of developing breast cancer. About 150,000
new cases of breast cancer are
diagnosed each year in the United
States..While the. disease occurs
most frequently in women over the
age of 50. It's important to
remember that it can also affect
younger women.
In fact, with the exception of lung
cancer, breast cancer is the most
common cancer in women...one
out of every eleven women will
develop breast cancer during her
lifetime and recent studies show
that every 15 minutes there are 3
new cases of breast cancer
diagnosed in the United States.

How Can You Become A'
"Woman With A Choice?"
To detett your tumor in an early stage. so surgery. if needed. is
far less radical. there are three
things you must do. learn to examine „Kour own breasts, have
periodic examinations by your
physician, and receive periodic
breast x-rays (mammograms).
Currently, the American Cancer
Society recommends that all
women between the ages of 35
and 40 should have a baseline

the ndi\oduai self breast exam,
are extremely irnportant to. every.
woman' The self breast exam
should always he performed in the
week following the menstrual
period and need only.be done on
a monthly basis
Remernber. anytime any abnor
mality of the breast can be de
tected. professional medical help
B au5e 90% of all. breast cshould-be sought and additional
cancers are initially discovered by studies should be performed.

mammogram All women. who are
40-49 and -who are in one of those
high. risk categories we discussed
previously, should have a mammogram on a yearly basis If you have
a suspicious mass and still have a
normal mammogram. you should
have a biopsy anyway as soon as
possible- Mammograms will not
identify 6% of breast cancers

Know Your Choice's...
Just In Case
Because I have seen first hand
that all women fear deformity (or
what they consider a deformity)
worse than they fear death. I am
always overjoyed when a tumbr
(abnormal growth of breast tissue
cells)can be detected while still in
its early stages.
Unfortunately, most breast
cancer is not detected in its early
stages. Therefore, the most fireequently performed surgical pro-

Betfore-1975, breast preServing
operations; either removing the
lump or the segment of breast con
taming the lump, did not yield..
satisfactory results. However. irYthe
With the increased awareness of past ten years, several studies have
most women about how to spot a shown that less extensive surgery'
possible tumor, surgeons are per- cornbined with radiation produces
forrhing more and'more less results as good as more extensive
radical techniques.. with the hopes surgery,fobs better reconstructive
that they will become standard in procedures can be achieved
the near futurd.

cedureth used today is the
Modified Radical Mastectomy
(removal of the entire breast and
adjacent lymph nodes,leaving the
chest wall muscles intact.)

jp.

Breast Preset-N-111gSurgeries -

kVhat I)o These New Treatments Involve?
Removal of the breast tumor along with a variable amount
of surrounding normal tissue.
Removal of lymph nodes in the armpit.
Radiation of the breast area.
Many considerations pia y a role in the decision about which surgery is
right for you (Modified Radical Mastectomy. Lumpectomy or Segmentectomy) •SEE ILLUSTRATION All factors musrbe weighed carefully by your
surgeon and' a physician who specializes in . radiation 'therapy

Who Qualifies For These Breast Preserving Operations?
That part is easy the tumor must
be located where it can be removed with a rim of normal breast tissue
and still leave a reasonably pleasing appearance Women with certain patterns of tumor growth increase the rOic of recurring cancer
and cannot be considered as gowl
candidates for this surgery. Likewise, women with very large or very
small breasts May not be good candidates for radiation because of an

Remember
Modified

Radical Mastectomy

Lymph Nodes
141mcir

•

Area Removed

unsatisfactory appearance after
treatment.
For these women who are not
candidates for breast preserving
surgery. breast reconstruction is
a viable option. Other positives
associated with these new breast
preserving techniques include a
shorter ftspital stay and outpatient radiation therapy. which
begins within two or three weeks
after sur-gery'

There Is Hope!

If you wish to qualify for these slow-growing and a delay of a few
new techniques. early detection is days(while making your decision
imperative So take responsibility about which type of treatment you
for your health with a monthly self feel is right for you) won't hurt...do
breast exam, routine breast take the time upfront for tpese lifeexam by a physician, and saving breast examination techniques...so you'll have all the time in
periodic mammogram.
'Although these -cancers are the world today...and tomorrow

DO It! Monthly Breast Self Examination

In front of.--a
In the shower, raise one arm and
morror, press
place the flat part of your fingers
your arms
(not tips) on your breast's _outer
- forward. as you
'edge. Feel for thickenings. lumps
clasp your
or changes as you firmly glide your
head Look for
hand in small circles, spiraling
any
changes.
towards the nipple. Also examine
like
puckering,
for
this
procedure
armpit.
Use
your
dimpling, or
both breasts.
changes
in skin
nipples
and
Gently squeeze both
texture
look for any discharge.

Again using the
mirror. pull your
shoulders and elbows forward as,
you press your
hands on your
hips and lean
slightly towards •
the mirror. Examine, your
breasts for
changes.

Lie flat' with a
towel under your
left shoulder and
your fen arm over
your head Firmly
move your
fingers in small
circles, spiraling
towards the nipple of your left
breast Examine
your armpit
-Repeat this for
your right breast

Dr. Charles Tucker
I+AURRAY
SURGERY
CENTER

300 South 8th Street, Suite 182
Murray, Kentucky 42071

502-753-8724

